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Accept our invitation to contact us and discuss your studio needs.
7037 Laurel Canyon Blvd., North Hollywood, California 91605 / 982 -6200
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Here's how useful
a distortion analyzer
can be
/

Monitor voltage, power dis-

lortion or dB ratio.

No manual mulling controls required (the 1710A is al
ways in auto null, reaches a null in less than 5 seconds).

Intermodulation Gstation Rnalrer optionary available.

Csdll<tor distortion is typrcally .001%.

Measure generator signal at
bad with re push of a
button.

=1

dB Vernier adds fine
level control.

Internal oscillator adjust
able from +26 dBm to

-8).S
Selectable

18

-

dBm in 0A dB steps

dB pe' oc-

tave filters reject
Figs frequency Noise_

and
Turn off oscillator for quick

S/N measurement.

Fas: pushbctton operation

I

tuning indicators help

I

lets you set level, measure
voltage or power, Mien measure distortion.
Measure voltage or power

fson

10 Hz

Teasure distortion of an
external source.

i,:

S

multaneously select oscil

rotor and analyzer frequency
luth fast -to -use pushbutcns. 10 Hz to 110 kHz.

to 11C kin.

1D0 k4' Balanced Input.

IMP

trim input signal

on

Balanced and floating 150£:
or 60012 Generator output.

a

scope.

Automatic Set level
tionally available.

is op-

View distortic products on
a scope.

Two of thee above featLres are so outstandingly
valuable that we espec ally invite your attention
to them
One is the fast, easy measuring you get with
pushbutton- selected distortion -measuring circuits
(signal source and measuring circuits are simultaneously selected with the same oushouttons).
Pushbuttons make it so simple to measure quickly
and to repeat measurements.
Seconcly, you can drive virtually any type cf
circuit from the signal source output
whetaer

-

Meascre distortion down to .002%, voltage or S/N ratios
with 1CC cB dynamic range.

v.

balanced, unbalarced off -ground or whatever.
That's because the signal source output circuit is
fully isolated and balanced.
There is no output transformer to ilntroduce noise
or distortion.
Besides these cutstanding conveniences, you
can have the Socnc Tech 1710A with an option that
enables you to measure intermodulation distortion.
Call Mike Hoc_le.'Larry Maguire to cet full information on an instrument recognized everywhere
as the standard of the al.dio field.

SOUND TECHNOLOGY
-1400 DELL AVENUE

CAMPBELL, CALIFCRNIA 95006

(408) 378 -6540
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IN STOCK

Some of the best known products in professional audio are usually the ones that are hardest to get.
But in stock right now at Sierra are the following items in quantity:

Ampex ATR 100
Ampex ATR 700
Ampex MM 1200
Amber 4400 test set
Amber 4550 spectrum analyzer

...As well

as equipment from:

AKG, ALLISON, CROWN, DBX, DOLBY,
ELECTRO- VOICE, EVENTIDE, INOVONICS,
JBL, KOSS, ROGER MAYER, MIC MIX, NEUMANN,
ORBAN, PACIFIC RECORDERS & ENGINEERING,
SENNHEISER, SHURE, SONY,SPHERE,
U.R.E.I., WHITE INSTRUMENTS.

"Studio Design" is probably the most misused
phrase in the studio supply business today. At
Sierra, we have a few good people who would
like to set you straight.
Too many studios are just a collection of
anyone can buy
equipment -and let's face
the gear; what we sell is the expertise in its
interface.

it-
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Studio Design to us is a comprehensive study
of everything affecting you- project -site selection and evaluation; market assessment; financing; complete building planning and layout;
acoustic design; music room and support area
flow and construction; equipment selection and
purchase; interface planning and execution;

complete system checkout and release;
yz-

employee training; office procedures and forms;
credit policy; and advertising.These are the

things that make a studio.
And when you make a deal with Sierra -you
deal with professionals in each of these areas
(for instance, maintenance and office training is
done at Kendun Recorders in Burbank -one of
Sierra's better known installations).
A design in which your idea comes first, then a
ccnceptualization involving acoustic design
urique to your situation. Accuracy of reproducticn is the goal in a control room -end the monitcr system supplied by Sierra is one of be most
accurate as well as best known. And the acoustic
plan is not a carbon copy of a "stock design" or
a 'second generation" imitation.

So call Dave Holmes
or Kent Duncan at Sierra
-and find out what it's all

about-

isieRRa

awio

621 South Glenwood Place

Burbank
California

915%

Phone (213) 843 -8115
Telex 69 11 38
We won't promise the World,
but we will deliver what we promise!

www.americanradiohistory.com
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the magazine to exclusively serve the
all those
Recording Studio market
whose work involves the recording of
commercially marketable sound.

3

.

-CONTENTS-

the magazine produced to relate
Recording ART to Recording SCIENCE
to Recording EQUIPMENT.

tv sound:

page 19

tv and film sound:
a comparison of

.

.

.

quality.
For over 10 years, the station has used the
Stanton product in its turntables. Today, it
even uses the 681 Triple -E for disc -to -air
playback and, although this stylus was not designed for back -cueing, the engineers and announcers report no problem.
Leading radio stations around the nation depend on Stanton 681 Calibration series cartridges, because they offer improved tracking
at all frequencies ... they achieve perfectly
flat frequency response to beyond 20 kHz. Its
stylus assembly, even though miniaturized,
possesses greater durability than had been
thought possible to achieve.
M
Each 681 Triple -E is guaranteed to meet its
É specifications within exacting limits, and each
one boasts the most meaningful warranty
'c
possible ... an individual calibration test resuit comes with each unit.

o

Editor /Publisher
Associate Editor
Consulting Editor
Assistant Editor

.... MARTIN GALLAY
...
...

GARY KLEINMAN
PETER BUTT
D. KEITH LARKIN
V L. GAFFNEY

Business Manager

for videotape and film

and live copy.
Since WXRT uses no limiters or compression
to magnify the level of their signal, their turntables and cartridges are crucial to their sound

,

.

POST PRODUCTION
AUDIO SWEETENING

WXRT is a progressive rock, FM station,
unique in many ways. Its whole operation,
Administration, Sales, Engineering, Programming, Broadcasting, Transmitting (even
the tower), is located in one place ... an unusual set-up for a major market.
In a market crowded with as many radio stations as Chicagoland, the excellence of sound
can make or break a station like WXRT
which plays no tapes ... has no record commercials .. and goes totally with disc -to-air

ó

.

0

KNBC -Burbank's Joe Ralston
by Howard Cummings

longtime Stanton
user.. .

.

.

SOUND ON THE SET
a discussion with

WXRT, Chicago,

.

-

Daniel Lee. President, discussing Stylus Replacement Policy with
Howard Williams. Chief Engineer and Ken Rasek. Audio Engineer.

"Not the loudest
sound in town,
but the best
quality" claims

.

Whether your usage involves recording,
broadcasting or home entertainment, your
choice should be the choice of the professionals
Stanton 681.

...

For further information, write to: Stanton Magnetics.
Terminal Drive. Plainview. N.Y. 11803.
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by Paul Sharp
page 32

"RECORDING engineer /producer" is published six times a year by RECORDING &
BROADCASTING PUBLICATIONS, 1850
Whitley Avenue, Hollywood,. California
90028, and is sent to qualified recipients in
the United States. One year (six issues) subscriptions for other than qualified individ-

"THE EQUALIZATION MYTH"
... or, the importance of
reverberation measurements in
recording studio control rooms,
by Alan Fierstein
page 47

uals or companies may be purchased at the
following rates:
United States (surface mail) . $9.00
United States (air mail) .
. $17.00
.

.

Foreign (surface mail)
Foreign (air mail) . .

-

psychoacoustics part 1:
TIME DELAY IN THE STUDIO
by Christopher Moore

.

.

.

. $9.50
$19.00

page 51

-

psychoacoustics part 2:
A "COOKBOOK" OF TIME

DELAY APPLICATIONS

RECORDING engineer/producer is not
responsible for any claim made by any
person based on the publication by RECORDING engineer/producer of material

...

using modern digital delay

equipment
by Christopher Moore
page 59

departments
Letters and Late News

submitted for publication.
Material appearing in RECORDING
engineer /producer may not be reproduced
without written permission of the publisher.
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SPECTRA SONICS audio control consoles are the quietest in the world.
That fact, of course, is well known. How much quieter,
however, is not so well known because of the current
practice of some manufacturers to obscure, or even not
specify complete system noise performance

For example, all SPECTRA SONICS consoles are more

For well in excess of 10 years, SPECTRA SONICS has
led the industry, world -wide, in noise performance and

than 51/2 times quieter than Auditrcnics and Automated
Processes, more than 7 times quieter than Audio Designs and MCI, and more than 51/2 times quieter than
just the preamplifier of Neve,* and more than 3 times
quieter than just the preamplifier of Harrison.**

parameters.

Ask the man who owns one about noise and other

has specified and guaranteed system noise

system performance parameters.

SPECTRA SONICS consoles are not just a "little bit"
quieter than the rest... ypically over fine times quieter!
If it

No meaningful system noise specifications given.
"*No system noise specifications given.
Note: AEI noise data taken from manufacturer's published specifications.

isn't SPECTRA SONICS it isn't "state of the art "!
Dealer inquiries invited.

770 Wall Avenue

6430 Sunset Blvd., Suí e 1117
Hollywood, California 9C -028

Ogden, Utah 84404
(801) 392-7531

(213) 461 -4321
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QA -3000
20 in x 16 out

$17,750.00
(from 8x8 to 40x16)

QM -8A

8 in x 4 out
8 ch. monitor

$2,695.00
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Letters and
Late flews
from: PAUL E. ROLFES
Chief Engineer
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
SANTA ANA, CA.

However, as seen in Figure 2, the VariPortional circuit anticipates the sine
wave's approach to the supply level and
begins to increase the B+ to allow for
Chris Foreman's article, `Power: How
Much Is Enough", in the April issue of additional head room. This process conR -e /p (page 81), was indeed a thorough tinues as required, until the Vari- Portional
discussion of the subject. Surely he could- system has reached its limit and the sine
n't have known when he was preparing wave has entered the opening made when
the Vari- Portional system increased the
his excellent article that Soundcraftsmen
would be introducing a revolutionary new B+ supply to provide more head room to
the amplifier. If the output level continaudio amplifier. Briefly, we would like to
ues to increase, clipping finally will occur
describe our new class H amplifier.
The class H amplifier is a new class of against the high voltage supply, as seen in
audio amplifier which is suitable for, and Figure 4.
The obvious advantage of such a sysspecifically designed for, the reproduction
of hi fidelity sound. The first thing one tem is that the amplifier is operating at a
would notice when looking at the differ- lower voltage most of the time. This lowences in the class H amplifier is the fact er voltage operation saves energy because
that it has two positive and two negative it substantially reduces the dissipation of
power supplies. The ratio of the voltages the amplifier, since the dissipation of the
of these power supplies is arranged such power output stage is directly proporthat the low voltage supply is two thirds tional to the voltage applied across the
of the hi voltage supply. In operation the output transistors. It should be noted,
however, that there is an energy saving at
amplifier appears to work exactly like a
conventional class AB amplifier at low all times even under high power sine wave
conditions. Referring to Figures 3 and 4
volume output, however as the signal
it can be seen that although the hi voltage
level approaches the limit of the low voltsupply is being turned on to its maximum,
age supplies a difference begins to beit is only on during that period of time
come obvious.
Referring to Figure 1, the oscilloscope when it is required. It is still off for a
picture shows two horizontal lines which substantial portion of the sine wave, consequently the amplifier is operating on
are the B+ and B- supplies to the output
the low voltage (the more efficient supstages, and a 1 kHz sine wave operating
within the limits of these supplies. As the ply) during this period of time.
Going back and reviewing the sequence
output signal increases, one would expect

-

!'II!

LLLL\,L\.

QM -12A
12 In x 4 out
8

ch. monitor

$3,595.00

Look at our full line of high

quality, professional mixers and
consoles. Write or call for details.

í3 Gl N N
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that clipping would occur when the output level reaches the supply voltage level.

ll

Quantum Audio Labs is an Independent manufacturer, and is not affiliated with any retail stores although
companies bearing a similar name
may appear on Q.A.L's authorized
dealer list.

unnium
AUDIO LABS, INC.
1905 Riverside Dr., Glendale, Ca. 91201
Telephone (213) 841 -0970
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WHERE TOMORROW'S
GREAT MUSIC IS COMING FROM.
LS

We think musical

styles change
because musical
talents change.

There is hardly a
musician making
money today who
doesn't know as
much about
recording music as
he does about
playing it . And
recordists know as
much about playing
music as they do
about recording it.

Because both know
the equipment that
captures music. can
also be used to
improve it.

©TEAC

So while musical
styles may change,
the interdependence
of musician, recordist,
and the instruments
:hey use will not.
And that is :he
reason for the
TASCAM Series by

For not very much
money TASCAM
lets both musician

and recordist get
their hands on
mixers and recorder/
reproducers that let

For every kind of
music, for every
kind of need, at
home and on
the road, by price

has the same goal
as everything you

make -be the best.
Because

it st_ll

takes

and application,
great talent to make
everything we make great music.

TASCAM SERIES

EACH

BY

A new generation of recording instruments.
for a new generation of recording artists.
TEAC Corporation of America
7733 Telegraph Road

Montebello, California 90640
Canada TEAC is distributed by Whf-e
Electronic Development Corporation
In

(1966) Ltd.

both tailor their
music their way.
The Moce15-EX shown with four
Model 201 input modules.
Model 5 shown will Model 204
talk back/slate modules.
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the founders of the studio in Jafnarfirdi,
Iceland) who were escorting us and some
equipment to their studio, and architect
John Storyk, from Sugarloaf View, Inc.,
in New York. We had embarked on a
journey to this strange island nation, timing our travels to do a little sightseeing
and take in the Paris AES show as well.
Geologically and sociologically Iceland
is a country still in the making. The people enjoy working and work hard, yet
also know the meaning of a good time.
With the studio management we hit the
nightlife and fine restaurants and saw
Figure 5
some of the unique countryside.
'I'he brochures say it is a country of
of these pictures again, it can be noted in signal paths within the basic amplifier itself. All of the controls for increased contrasts, and that is quite true. The
Figure 1 that the hi voltage supply is not
required and therefore not used. In Fig- power requirements act only within the name "Iceland" depicts only a small porure 2, the hi voltage supply is actually not power supply and therefore are outside of tion of what the island is like and gives
yet required because of the selection of the feedback loop and have no effect on no inkling of what it has to offer. The
the output voltage, however the Vari-Por- the distortion, stability or slew rate of the land of glaciers and geysers is also the
tional logic circuitry has detected a rising basic amplifier. All of the advantages of land of the midnight sun and the northern
the class H circuitry have been included lights, hot springs, and bright flora, abunwave shape, is anticipating the fact that
the supply may become required, and in the very conservatively rated Sound - dant fishing and the open range, and is
therefore is beginning to turn the supply craftsmen Model MA 5002 Power Amp- one of the chess capitals of the world. As
on in advance of the sine wave actually lifier which is rated at 250 watts per they have abundant geo- thermal heat,
reaching the supply level. In Figure 3 it channel into 8 ohms both channels driven. (you literally stick a pipe in the ground
can be noted that the slope or rate of
and have instant and unlimited heat and
hot water) there is no worry of fuel shortrise of the upper wave shape (which Editor's note:
An additional product review appears ages. The people of Iceland enjoy a comshows the positive supply turning on) is
fortable standard of living, essentially all
greater than the slope of the sine wave in the New Products Section.
being middle class. There are still only 60
that is entering into the upper supply. Bemiles of paved road on this island country
cause of this fact, the sine wave can never
STUDIO ON ICE
the size of Kentucky, and people still opt
"catch up" with the upper supply, since
to ride horses instead of automobiles.
the "turn on" gain of the upper supply is
Then why a recording studio on Icegreater than the gain of the amplifier. It from: DEBORAH & TED ROTHSTEIN*
land? As is not uncommon, it was begun
WOODSTOCK, NY
should also be noted that the inherent
by a few musicians who initially conceislew rate of the upper supply is greater
Readers of R -e /p might be interes- ved of the studio to provide Icelandic
than the slew rate of the amplifier, which
ted in our visit to a state -of-the -art, 24- musicians with the fine quality facilities,
is approximately 50 volts per micro-second. Therefore, regardless of wave shape track studio located in, surely, one of the the lack of which had caused them to go
elsewhere in the past (primarily England).
(even a hi frequency square wave) the least likely places on earth ICELAND.
We arrived at Kennedy International
Like the rest of the world, the fruits of
Vari- Portional supply logic is fast enough
to anticipate the rising wave shape and Airport not knowing what was in store the music business are abundant in Iceturn the supply on with a gain and slew for us. After all, most Americans, if they land. The level of audio consciousness,
rate that are higher than the amplifier see Iceland at all, pass through en route high. In addition to Icelandic music, the
and therefore move out of the way of to or from Europe; few, if any, stay to people listen to all the top rock, pop, and
see the place and the people.
jazz stars of the U.S. and Europe. The
the oncoming output signal.
We were intrigued. Iceland, "the land statistics attest to this fact; over 300,000
Referring now to Figure 5 and 6, you
can see actual oscilloscope pictures of of ice ", home of glaciers, the first parli- local record products and over one milloud rock music and the complex wave ament and ancient land of the Viking lion foreign records and tapes were sold
shapes involved in music of this type. In kings now had its own 24 -track recording in one year in a country with a total popFigures 5 and 6, the signal is penetrating studio. But don't let the name cool you ulation of 200,000! The decision to build
through the positive supply voltage and is off. For one thing, coming from the re- a studio was only natural.
entering into the area of the Vari- Portion- cord cold "winter of '77" we were ready
As many artists have found, the locafor anything, and as it turned out, Iceland tion and atmosphere of the recording
al control system. In Figure 6 note that,
toward the left hand side, the B- supply was indeed a welcome change. Well-passed studio is as much a part of their end probegan to turn on before it was actually its "low season", (around Christmas when duct as the differences among musicians
daylight is negligible), we flew into the and the music itself. Hljodriti Studio in
called upon for use, by anticipating the
rising wave shape. Toward the center you sunrise at Keflavik (the U.S. -N.A.T.O. Iceland can give a travelling musician a
can see how the B+ supply was called into base which serves as Iceland's interna- quiet place to get down and work, to stop
tional airport) to comfortably above -free- over from a busy tour in Europe or the
service as required.
From the above description of the op- zing weather. Although this is unseason- States and recover, relax, and work out
eration it can readily be seen that the ably warm, the average winter in Reykjavik some ideas, lay down a few tunes away
amplifier using the Vari- Portional control (capital city) is warmer than we are accus- from the hectic schedules at home.
The name Hljodriti (pronounced hesystem, or class H, achieves a substantial tomed to in our hometown of Woodstock,
savings in dissipation or heat loss on the New York. The climate is actually similar olth- writ-te) is the Icelandic word for the
pioneer Edison cylinder phonograph.
to that on the northwest U.S. coast.
output transistors.
We flew over with Sigurjon Sighvatsson, With that in mind, the studio represents
The major advantage in using this method over other methods for reducing the the studio's manager, and Jonas Jonsson, just how far the audio industry has come
dissipation on the output transistors is a studio engineer and Icelandic TV per- in this century. In the brief history the
two young hip guys (among studio has had, they have moved quickly
that there is no switching or changing of sonality

...

-

-
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You're selling time,

but theyle buying sound.

You'll probably buy your
ATR -100 because no other audio
machine in the world offers such
amazing fidelity. Every important

Finding edit points on a
new Ampex ATR-100 is a twofinger pleasure. Twirl the knob
on the capstan, and servo motors
move both tape reels. You can
rock back and forth over a note,
syllable or sneeze as easily as
pointing your finger.
It's been a long time since
you've seen this sort of claim,
but here it is, in writing: ATR100 is the world's best audio
ecorder. It was designed for
dios that can't take chances.

performance specification for
the ATR -100 is better than the
competition provides, and some
parameters are a full order of
magnitude better.
But after you get used
to your ATR -100, you'll discover a mechanical feature
or two that you've never seen
before. Like dynamic braking
that stops tape safely even if the
power is off. And a "smart"
transport that waits for proper
tension before moving the
tape. And a remote control
that fits in your hand like a portable calculator, complete with
LED status indicators.

omplete technical and performance
specifications are available in a free
brochure. Write us at 401 Broadway,
Redwood City, California 94063, or
call (415) 367-2011.
for additional information circle number
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The MCI equipped control room.

and effectively from an adequate 8 -track
installation to full 24 -track state- of-theart performance and design, placing them
easily on a par with their American and
European counterparts.
Hljodriti was conceived in December
1974 and opened as an 8 -track facility in
April 1975. It was re- designed and up-graded to a full 24-track studio last June.
The principals are all musicians or former
musicians, quite sophisticated and professional in their approach to music and
the recording field, and they all speak and
understand English very well. Among
their personnel, the Chief Engineer, Tony
Cook, is from England, with a background
in the British recording industry. The
maintenance engineer, Baldur Sigurdsson,
is a European- trained Icelander (and having spent some time with him in the
studio, we could see that he was well equipped to deal with problems that
might arise). In appearance the studio is
meticulous and modern, with all components carefully matched. As you can surmise, we were pleasantly surprised to find
a recording studio of this caliber in Iceland.
Getting down to basics, in their bevy
of equipment, they have the standard
array of microphones from these companies: Neuman, AKG, Sennheiser, Beyer,
Sony, Electro -Voice and Shure. They use
Dolby noise reduction for multi -track and
two -track tape machines. The outboard
gear is also state -of-the -art equipment, including limiters from Eventide and dbx,
ROR Parametric and Pultec equalizers;
high quality echo is provided by an EMT
140 and a Master Room echo chamber.
They have a harmonizer from Eventide,
the fully -loaded model with keyboard
and all other options. Also from Eventide
is the flanger (and two omnipressors). All
of this is linked together by an MCI 428,
28 -in, 24 -out console, feeding an MCI 24track tape machine. The Scully 280 is
used to mix down 24 to 2 and the Revox
A700 provides the copies. Cassette copies
can also be made. They are monitoring
with JBL 4320's which were given flush
installation for maximum bass response,
and are equipped with passive 1 /3rd octave equalizers for minimum noise and
maximum reliability. A B &K sound level
meter with 4165 microphone, and an
H.P. 8050A real time spectrum analyzer
were used to adjust the equalization of

the control room monitors. They also
have mid-sized bookshelf speakers and
small Auratones.
The acoustics (treatment and shape of
the room) is what can set one 24 -track
studio apart from another, and in that respect Hljodriti ranks with the best, having
been designed by John Storyk (Electric
Lady, Atlantic, Leon Russel's Studio and
Sigma -New York). He directed these and
other studio projects as chief architect
with Sugarloaf View, Inc., the New York
based architectural and acoustical design
and construction firm.
According to John, the control room
is a semi -compression, semi -trap design.
We measured the reverberation time with
an Acoustilog 232 reverberation timer
and found it to be very close to the average living room with good low frequency
absorption. (See graph.) The B.B.C.,
which has done the most research in this
field, has determined that control room
reverberation time should be similar to
that in the average listening room (living room).
The control room has a refreshing
environment. There is extensive use of
wood and lava rock (indigenous). It is
extremely large and comfortable meaview from the studio
looking toward the vocal booth

..

.

suring about 400 square feet (37 square
meters) and has a seating capacity of 15.
There is carpeting, wall -to -wall. The back
wall is a convex, horizontal broad -band
wood slat resonator. The power switches
are cleverly concealed behind the wood
slats. All surfaces are durable and are
done with local materials, except the
wood, which is clear fir imported from
Norway. All the woodwork and detailing is precise and clean.
The basic audio layout is essentially
American, therefore providing a very
comfortable recording system for American artists /engineers /producers, however,
there is an interesting blending of European and American designs and concepts.
The furnishings and the architecture are
a blend of the two cultures. All the light
fixtures and hardware are Swedish, and
are exquisitely contoured, feel luxurious
and work beautifully. The voltage is European, but they have provided high -power transformers so that 115 volt U.S.
equipment can be operated on 230 volt
lines.
The studio is equipped with a Martin

Guitar D -43, Fender Jazz Bass, Ampeg
B -15 and Fender Twin amps, and a new
Yamaha Grand piano, Model S -7. Hljodriti has recorded pop, rock `n roll and jazz
musicians, and has done classical sessions
as well. For the artist, there is in Iceland,
a high availability of excellent studio musicians who are European -trained and
cover the whole gamut of instrumentation.
In the studio, as in the control room,
there is a large use of natural materials
(wood and lava), giving the physical
space a texturally unique quality. The design of the studio is catered to a variety
of music needs and includes a live area
and a dead area. The enclosed vocal and
drum booths have been carefully, ergo,
dynamically placed in the studio.
In making sound transfer measurements we found that the isolation between rooms is better than 48 dB even
at 125 cycles. Reverberation quality in
the studio is excellent. As the graph indicates (see graph), maximum variation between octave center frequency measurements is never more than .1 seconds.
There is substantial enough difference
in reverb times between the live and dead
areas to create all the necessary recording
environments.
One of the major causes of ambient
noise in a recording studio can be the air
conditioning system. This studio doesn't
need one; the reason is that the ventilation is taken care of by just opening the
window, which they can do because they
are in a remote area, even though they are
only 10 minutes from Reykjavik. Consequently, Hljodriti has an exceptionally
low ambient noise level. The studio is
very quiet (N.C. <15). In fact, when Ted
and John initially measured it, they
thought the sound level meter was broken
because the readings were so low.
The aesthetic of the studio is again, like
the control room, one of space and polish,
enriched with texture and trim styling;
the room measures 950 square feet (88 sq.
meters). Hljodriti has as much dynamic
range and quiet as the $180 per hour
American studio. The cost of recording at
Hljodriti is $60 per hour, which includes
studio time, air flight and hotel. The
studio is 100% musician oriented. There
is virtually no advertising in Iceland, due
to the way in which the media is handled
(similar to B.B.C.) so there are no cornLooking toward the control room showing the
wall and ceiling acoustical treatment.
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perform in front of a live audience,
you put everything on the line.
That's why you're so careful in selecting
sound reinforcement equipment Because once the
music starts, you can't afford to have it stop.
At Yamaha, we know that The show must go on.
Regardless.
That's why we designed our PM -1000 Series
mixing consoles to the highest standard of quality
and reliability. Professional.
Whether it's our 16- 24 -, or 32- channel model, the
PM -1000 Series is capable of surviving the kind
of punishment and abuse that only "the road" can
dish out.
Tough isn't enough. Realizing that every job has
different sound requirements, Yamaha also designed
the PM -1000 Series for maximum flexibility. With
When you

features like an exclusive 4x4 matrix with level controls
that allows four independent mono mixes.
There's also the complete complement of controls
you'd expect to find on the most sophisticated
consoles. Transformer isolated inputs and outputs.
Dual echo send busses. An input level attenuator
that takes the +4dB line level to -60dB mike level in
11 steps. Plus 5- frequency equalization.To give you
plenty of headroom for clean, undistorted sound, the
PM -1000 can drive a 600 ohm load to +221/dBm.
Get your band on the wagon. All around the world
night after night, gig after gig you'll find Yamaha
mixing consoles the choice of more and more
professionals. People who don't regard professional
quality as a luxury, but as a necessity. Your Yamaha pro
sound dealer can give you all the
reasons why you should join them.
YAMAHA

for additional information circle number
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merciai considerations subtracting from

that orientation.
A look to the future of Hljodriti envisions a studio that has tapped the interest shown in the international market.
They are also currently in the process of
expanding their facilities to include a
large rehearsal room, also designed by
Sugarloaf, and a tape duplicating facility.
Unquestionably, these enterprising gentlemen have injected a progressive element
into the Icelandic culture and raised the
level of recording substantially. They are
not finished here, however, and intend to
maintain the standards they have set as
the industry continues to grow.
biographical data:
DEBORAH and TED ROTHSTEIN
Ted is an audio engineer with a background in electrical engineering, audio and
P.A. maintenance and design. He is currently chief engineer of Bearsville Sound, Bear sville, N.Y., and vice president of ROR
Audio Research, Inc., New York City.
Deborah is a freelance writer, wife and
mother of 3 year old Tara Rothstein.

ERRATA
In our last issue, Leonard Kovner was
named as having done some engineering
on Boz Scaggs' "Silk Degrees" album.
Though he has worked with Boz in the
past, and parts of the "Silk Degrees" album were done at Davlen, Kovner did no
engineering on the project. The engineer
was Tom Perry.

FILMWAYS /HEIDER RECORDING
ANNOUNCES MOVES
Filmways, Inc., has announced that it
has entered into an agreement with RCA
Records to acquire and operate the former RCA Recording Studio facilities in
Hollywood. The studios will be operated
along with the Wally Heider Recording
Studios, already owned by Filmways, under the new name "Filmways /Heider Recording", and it is claimed will constitute
the country's largest independent complex

of recording studios and remote facilities
for both the recording and broadcasting
industries. Filmways /Heider will be able
to provide complete recording, mixdown,
mastering, editing, and production services through the lacquer disc stage.
In conjunction with this expansion
Filmways also announced a reorganization
of all its audio related businesses into a
new Filmways Audio Services Group with
Laurence Estrin as President. The Group
will now consist of Filmways/Heider Recording, whose President is Ron Trowbridge; Filmways Radio, which provides
automated programming and related services, with Gary Standard as President;
and Filmways Equipment Services (formerly Filmways Audio Services) which
provides sound reinforcement services to
a wide variety of clients. Laurence Estrin
remains President of Filmways Equipment
Services.

PROF. CYRIL HARRIS GARNERS
MAKER OF THE MIKE AWARD
New York's Avery Fisher Hall was appropriate setting for presentation of the
coveted Maker of the Microphone Award
to Columbia University's professor of
architecture and engineering, Dr. Cyril M.
Harris. Given annually in memory of
microphone and disc record inventor
Emile Berliner, to commemorate an outstanding contribution to the world of
sound, Professor Harris received the award
in recognition of his superior acoustic design of Lincoln Center's Avery Fisher Hall,
previously the root of much concertgoer
consternation. Presenting the trophy is
Oliver Berliner, right, grandson of the inventor. M.I.T. graduate Harris is a member of the National Academy of Engineering, Fellow and Past President of the
Acoustical Society, and AES Honorary
Member. He is responsible for the acoustic design of Washington's Kennedy Center and the Metropolitan Opera House of
New York among other notable edifices.

There's AIG/MCI in your future

Try ils.. . you'll like

us..

At Audio Industries, we know how to take care of people.
For two decades we've helped the recording industry grow
RIGHT: From the early days of multi -track recording we
have been supplying the West's best studio's with everything
from recording tape to complete studio packages. We are
the West Coast's Pro Audio Dealer for a good reason.
We're the one -stop supplier who doesn't stop serving after
we've delivered your equipment.
The People and The Products,
we have 'em both.
We are great people to do business with- just one call
will convince you: (213) 851 -4111.

audio industries corporation
1419 N. LA BREA AVENUE
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(213) 851 -4111
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TELEX 67 -7363

UREI IN NEW HEADQUARTERS
United Recording Electronics Industries (UREI), a major producer of professional audio measurement and signal
processing products, has relocated its entire manufacturing, sales and administrative offices to a larger, more modern and
efficient facility recently purchased in
Sun Valley, California.
Located at 8460 San Fernando Road,
Sun Valley, California 91352, the new
plant has 21,000 sq. ft. under roof and
an additional acre adjacent for expansion.
Situated just off of the Golden State
Freeway in the San Fernando Valley area
of metropolitan Los Angeles, UREI is
now easily accessable to rail and truck
service and nearby Hollywood Burbank
Airport.
"The expanded facility will enable us
to fabricate in house many components
which previously were purchased. This
will provide better inventory control and
production efficiency. Additional manufacturing and storage space will also allow
us to maintain larger inventories of finished products and to accommodate new
items now under development, including
a line of super monitoring loudspeaker
systems now being introduced. UREI also
plans to acquire and develop additional
products for the commercial sound and
broadcast markets." So states Bud Morris,
UREI Executive Vice President and General Manager.

UREI's Telex number remains the
same at 65 -1389 (UREI SNVY) however,
the new telephone number is (213)
767 -1000.
UNI -SYNC BECOMES UNIT OF
BSR (U.S.A.), MOVES TO

LARGER QUARTERS
Designers and manufacturers of sound
reinforcement equipment, Uni -Sync has
been acquired as a subsidiary of BSR
(U.S.A.), Ltd., according to JohnHollands,
President, BSR, and has expanded into
new facilities located at 742 Hampshire
Road., Westlake Village, California. Telephone (805) 497 -0766.
Uni -Sync will continue to be headed by
former owner Michael Ragsdale, President.
Larry Jaffe, an industry technical marketing consultant, has been appointed Marketing Manager.
The company will continue to supply
commercial sound reinforcement equipment with principal emphasis on live
music mixing systems. Marketed under
the Trouper Series trademark, the current line consists of four sound reinforcement consoles, as well as accessories, ranging in suggested retail value
from $750 to $3,000. The newest model,
Trouper I, was recently successfully introduced, and has a suggested retail value of
$750, making the unit especially applicable for small music group sound reinforcement systems.
continued on page 82

Pure

Parametric
Pleasure
Check Our Specs:
Controls: Large, easy to adjust
Operator Ease: Pure pleasure
Performance: Incredible
Quality: UREI, of course
Price: Unbelievable*
UREI's Model 545

is a pure parametric equalizer. From 15 Hz to
20 kHz, all parameters are continuously variable including two end
cut filters. Boosts and cuts are truly reciprocal. Its a super tool for
creative and corrective equalization. We do have a complete data
sheet that we will be happy to send you, but you'll really have to
try it to believe it
so pick one up from your UREI dealer.

...

*under $400.00

8460 San Fernando Road, Sun Valley, California 91352 (213) 767 -1000
Exclusive export agent: Gotham Export Corporation, New York
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Are you really serious
about a new console?

Model Pacifica 28lnput /16 Output

Quad/Eight Electronics
Quad /Eight International

We know that buying a large multi -track console is no
small decision. For most professiorals, it's one of the
decision that you'll
largest investments you'll make
have to live with for years.
There are a lot of companies making consoles. Many
perform adequately. Others are compromises. Few have
all of the features and performance at a reasonable price.
So, what are we leading up to? A simple s:atement of fact
that you should consider seriously if you're really interested in an outstanding console system: Quad /Eight has
an enviable reputation for quality and reliability. It's something we've worked at for over 10 years. We've also had a
reputation for building the industry's most expensive
systems too. Now, relax. Our new modular series consoles
look expensive. Truth is, they're priced right in the same
category as our best competition. Im addition to having
the best human engineering for operational ease, they're
loaded with more features and performance:
3 band, 33 overlapping =requency equalization
Peak Indication common to Mic & Line
Six auxiliary mixing busses from each input
Two solo mixes, monitcr & positional
Discrete amplifiers used in tha primary signal
paths
High -quality conductive plastic rotary controls
Penny G Giles Faders
Color -Coded aluminum knobs
Individual phantom power sw tching
Four fully equalized echo returns
,+ 28dBm output level
Noise: -129dBm E.I.N,
I.M. Distortion: 0.1 %a max.
If you're really serious about a iew console and the
quality of your work, then do yourself a favor and contact
us for full information on a new outstandi ig line of
modular consoles.

11929 Vose St., No. Hollywood, CA 91605
(213) 764.1516 Telex: 662.446

*The Coronado, 40 Input /24 Output equipped with Co npumix
available in October, 1977.

-a

7200M Input /Master Mix Module

For the Artist
in Every Engineer
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TV

audio:

Quincy
Jones...
demands quality
Sound
on the
Set
Photographed at RECORD PLANT, Los Angeles, CA
a

"...I mix with AURATONE® 5C Super Sound- Cubes© the little powerhouse
speakers. They tell me exactly what
will be in the grooves. You hear it all

KNBC- Burbank's
discussion with
JOE RALSTON

with AURATONE®!"

Text and photos by Howarr Cummings

JOE RALSTON originally started as a photography buff in upstate New York, but shortly thereafter began audio training at a small
TV and radio station. Upon moving to the West Coast in 1965, he began work in the film department at NBC -Burbank after "being without
a job for 6 to 8 months."
The first real audio work he did at Burbank was with the KNBC
local presentations, such as news, public service productions, and the
LOHMAN & BARKLEY comedy show. After getting the itch to move
out of local production and into national coverage, he replaced a
retiring mixer on the RED SKELTON SHOW. Audio for the DEAN
MARTIN HOUR, LAUGH -IN, and BOBBY DARIN followed, along
with DOUG HENNINGS MAGIC SHOWS and THE MIDNIGHT SPE-

CIAL.

Howard Cummings: Could you contrast recording studio equipment
with TV equipment?
JOE RALSTON: In the recording studio, they try to take the shortest
distance from the mike to the tape head. In television it's a different
story. From the mike to the board is one thing. But from that board
out it's got to go to a lot of other places it's got to go to video tape,
but it also has to go to dressing rooms, it has to go back on the stage for
P.A., it has to go to the orchestra, it has to be split and go to a client's
booth.* So now you have all these feeds and because someone wants to
hear one thing and not another, you've got to start picking it off at
different points. You can't send a final mix all over you've got to
give them a mix- minus; the announcer wants to hear everything, but
not himself, the people on the stage want to hear everything but not
audience reaction machines, and we don't want it going into the house.

-

-

i

for additional information circle number

Join "Q" and
other seasoned
music world
pros, top record
company
executives,
engineers, producers, and artists who lay it on the line with
AURATONE®.
Durability, flat full -range response, amazing power handling, and

portability
have made
AU RATON E®
5C's the Record
Industry's

favorite
" mixdown monitors,-...for
comparison and final mixes, auditioning, remotes, and reference

standard speakers.
See your Dealer or order Factory
Direct (30 -day return privilege,
one year guarantee). $49.95 per
pair. Shipping and handling add:
U.S.: $3.00 pair, Foreign: $7.50
pair. Calif. res. add sales tax.
Mail to: AURATONE PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 698 -c10, Coronado, CA 92118
Ship

pair 5 C's. Amount Enclosed $
Job Title

Name (Please print)

Date

Shipping Address
City

D

State

Zip

Please send additional information.
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So the boards themselves have to be able
to pick up the signal, whatever it may be,
at different points along the line, and feed
it someplace. To get a certain level to feed
it, we have to pad it, boost it back up, and
right away our signal -to -noise is not what
it is in the recording industry.

Howard Cummings: Around 50?
Joe Ralston: It depends. With THE MID-

-

the stage to electronic editing to final
something that you can acbroadcast
tually discern on TV?
Joe Ralston: (pauses) Probably not. If I
listen to the sound I get when I record,
and then listen to it at home, I know
there's a difference. But to analyze it and
to figure out where it's coming from, it's
difficult. It's cumulative. It's from 5 -6
generations.

...

NIGHT SPECIAL
we're working with
four stages in a circle
and at least 3 of Howard Cummings: Literally 5 or 6?
the 4 stages have big neon signs with the Joe Ralston: Sure. It happens.
name of the group behind them. So
you've got an AC problem and a hum Howard Cummings: So you think you
problem. You've got groups that have just start with 50 (dB S /N)?
Joe Ralston: Depending on the studio
come off the road with amps buzzing
but who knows that in a stadium? When and the equipment you're working with.
they go into a recording studio nothing
moves until that buzz gets taken care of. HC: Then when it's down 5 or 6 generA lot of things can be done in a recording ations for final broadcast you might be in
studio afterwards, but television post -pro- the 35 -40 range?
JR: I couldn't really put a number on it.
duction is limited.
To put a number on it would be tough
Howard Cummings: Do you notice a sig- because there's so many variations. The
nal-to -noise loss by the time it goes from transfers back and forth, the electronic
editing, the amount of post -production,
the stage or electrical problems with the
lights, then were're getting into a lot of
*Client's booth: Conference room where
noise.
advertisers, producers, managers, etc., can
I've seen some of these game shows
watch and discuss a show. Separate from that have
just thousands and thouaudio control room.
sands and thousands of feet of wire and
peanut lights and flashing and chasers.
You open a mike on a stage like that, you
can just hear a "bed" of hum and buzz,
and a lot of it is in the induction you get.
There's just no way out of it.

-

-

.

heie

ELECTRONICS

(213) 843 -8115
Nashville (615) 794 -0155
for additional information circle number 13

THE MOST ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL

CK'ÚP IN- .THE-"WORLD!

FORMATION WRITE OR CALL:

FLAT RESPONSE AUDIO PICKUP
INC
e

(415) 8242223

for additional information circle number

HC: What about your mike inventory?
JR: We have condenser mikes, but for
television shows we have convenience

-

Los Angeles (213) 349 -4747

4009)! San Franciscop 94140

.

problems with AC condensers and their
power supplies so we went to the batteries.
We have almost all of the ElectroVoice line, almost all of the Shure line.
We try a lot of mikes.

THE CONSOLE COMPANY

Boa

.

HC: So do you think it would correspond more to a P.A. situation?
JR: Probably more -so because we're dealing more with that.
Every group that comes in has to hear
themselves with that stage foldback. We
could use cans but we have a picture problem and we have to watch directionality
on mikes that will give us a P.A. problem.
With mikes, we have to keep in mind
that they're going to be used on MIDNIGHT SPECIAL one day and on a game
show another day. We also have to keep
in mind the picture. A U87 is a great
microphone, but you put a singer on -camera with it and all you see is a microphone

14
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in front of their face. The picture is a big

consideration, but the sound difference is
not as noticeable over a TV speaker.
HC: It surprises me that they use 421's
for HOLLYWOOD SQUARES.
JR: We probably tried about 4 or 5 dif-

ferent mikes and speakers before coming
on the 421- speaker combination. Each
one of those squares has a speaker right
over it so they can all hear each other.
That was a P.A. thing. Also you have to
keep those 9 mikes open at once because
you have 9 stars that are going to say
something funny and not on cue.
HC: So there's no fader manipulation or
gating of unused mikes?
JR: You're starting off with 9 right away
and you've got to have them open because
it's an ad-lib sort of thing. There's a pattern but if you miss a line from Paul
Lynde, that's the name of the game the
joke, the laugh. If you gate things, you
have another problem.
We have a studio sound, an ambience,
and if you're using two booms and you've
got them open and there's a joke told, the
audience laughs. You're getting audience
mikes with the laugh and applause, but
you're getting a lot of leak in the boom
and that adds to this full sound. If you
close the boom it starts to sound very dry
and you'll start to hear a lot of little
"holes" in the ambient sound.
When we did WHEEL OF FORTUNE,
we had a little problem with the giant roulette wheel and that damn thing has the
loudest clapper in the world and they
spin it every single time. If you open all
the mikes and leave them all open, that's
all you hear because you're using ECM
50's lavalieres.
A lot of things can be done, but we
have a time limit to correct a lot of things.
The idea is to get the show on the air. If
you have a lot of time to really polish it,
OK. The act will come in and be prepared
and you'll be prepared or you're not going to do the show.
One of my biggest pet peeves is: I think
more and more it's being dictated to the
engineer how to mike the show.

-

HC: By whom

... circumstances?

JR: Production people generally. They
don't want their MC to have to have a
cord so we have to go to RF. RF creates a
lot of problems, but we get by.
HC: A lot of potential problems or a lot
of definite problems?
JR: A lot of potential problems. There
are some definite problems depending on
how the set is built, where the cameras

Rama.
HORNS

This is the BRH90, a ninety degree radial horn for two inch and
one and three-eighth inch compression drivers. Its an easy
name to remember -Big
Radial Horn, 90 degrees- very
simple. But there's nothing simple about
our design or construction.

Community horns are made of fiberglass. Not sprayed up cheaply -made
fiberglass, but fiberglass hand -laminated by experts and constructed to our
exact requirements for maximum acoustical accuracy, resonance -free rigidity
and unparalleled strength. Our horns are
absolutely weatherproof. They will never
corrode or rust out. Nor are they ever
likely to break. Not now and not forty
years from now.
But the real mark of Community radial
isn't apparent unless you cut it in half as
we have done here. If you look closely at
the cutaway, you will see that the corridor in the horn just past the throat gets
extremely narrow before it flares out. That
pinch in the horn is absolutely necessary
to any mathmatically and acoustically

correct radial horn, whether it is metal or fiberglass, and
only Community does it the
way it should be done. And not Talk to your Community distributor. Even
only do we do it right, we do it though he also sells our competitor's
products, he'll probably tell you that there
cheaper.
is nothing available today that equals a
We also make two 90° radials for use with Community horn.
one inch and screw -on drivers -the
RH90 and the SRH90. Both have the same He's right.
RHO

BRH90

SRH90

240Hz
500Hz up

345Hz
600Hz up

345Hz
1,000Hz up

111/2"
33s/a"

121/4"
303M"

61/2"

W.

D.

21"

201á"

25

20

1834"
12 LB.

Flare Rate

Operating Range
Size: H.

Weight

LB.

Finish'

Black, High Gloss

Horizontal Dispersion

KHz -3dB -6dB
.6
2

10

Vertical Dispersion

85
90
80

KHz -3dB
.6

2

10

50
35
20

243/4,,

LB.

"

KHz -3dB -6dB

KHz -3dB -6dB

95 100
90
95
85 100
10
-6dB KHz -3dB -6dB KHz -3dB -6dB
90
50 70
.6
55 100 1.2
3
40 65
2
50
35 50
10
10
20 35
20 30
35
95
90
90

.6
2

80
90
85

90
100
90

1.2
3
10

mmmn

C
COMMUNITY LIGHT

flare rate, but the SRH90 (Small
Radial Horn) has a smaller mouth,
and is usually used as the high end
in three way systems.

&

SOUND, INC. 5701 GRAYS AVE., PHILA., PA. 19143 (215) 727 -0900
for additional information circle number
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mikes on the booms and right away everyone says, "Why is the mike so tight? It's
a shotgun mike, you don't have to get it
in so tight." (chuckles) I say, "It's a misnomer." But we use them a lot, the Senn heiser 805's, 415's, 815's.

PERSONNEL:
Audio Mixer
- P.A. Mixer
- Audio Assistant
Audience Reaction

-

- Music

HC: And yet I notice on the CARSON
show they use .. .
a CS15 Electro-Voice, a good condenser microphone.

JR:...

HC: And it's not a shotgun.
JR: No.

M

HC: But it's a condenser, which is potential battery and mike -outage problems . . .
JR: We use AC power supplies. There's so
many things you can do under the right
circumstances. On the TONIGHT show,
the boom doesn't move much.

Sennheiser 421
Sony ECM 50
421

A-7 Speaker
Music, SFX, Announcer
Shure SM -61

Program headsets

announcer warm -up

6' 6'6'
JBL 4320

JBL 4320

'
Shure SM 57 Audience Mikes
All P.A. Speakers overhead

House

HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

-

sound.
If a producer wants a number to be
done on a boom
a big up -tempo live
orchestra song where you might have people with weak voices the producer may
insist that it must be done on a boom because he doesn't want to see microphones.

-

A.

Engineer Joe Ralston

are located, where you'e going to have to
put your receiving antenna, but people
are being educated. They go to Vegas and
watch TV and see RF. What they don't
realize is that a game show may have been
stopped seven times because of the RF.
It looked great when they saw it, but it
was a big problem getting there. Some
potential problems would be: you go into
live TV and they want to use RF for
awards shows. What if it goes out, and
you lose it, or in the middle of a big song
you hear a taxi? I'm not against RF's if
they're used right. It's the old story: the
right tool for the right job. It's a challenge
to mike something without having it
show in the shot, but still you have to
compromise, in most situations, on your

-

P

- KNBC - Burbank

don't feel we are fooling anybody. If
the public is sitting at home watching,
they know there's a microphone someplace. So you see it, so what! I know
there's arguments against this but that's
my feeling. I'd like to do it nice and clean,
looking clean, but if you want good
sound, you have to work at it and you
have to have the right tools to do the
best job. If you have the wrong ones,
I

you're hindered.

HC: I assume they use the same boom for
the monologue as for the guest shots.
JR: Right, and he's pulled back 6' and
locked off
that's where he is for the
rest of the show. In a dramatic show, that
boom may be moving all over the stage.
In a musical variety show, he's pulled
back, he's in, he's out, he's really moving
around. We still use condensers.
A battery problem and an AC problem
is not as big a problem as RF. If you tape
the power plug in the socket, are careful
with the power supply, and treat it for
what it is, your chances for failure on the
air are very small. But the reason I don't
use condensers on a show like THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL is; we don't have phantom power supplies. Now those power
supplies are down near the stage where
we have hundreds of people milling around
or passing nearby and it's easy to lose a

-

power supply.
HC: How about pre -production and rehearsals?
JR: Pre -production . . . I think I would
like to see more meetings with some of
the engineers, the kind of meeting that
will allow us to know what the total
"package" is going to look like. I think

HC: What are your feelings on shotguns?
JR: We use modified shotguns.

the mixer should know what the "look"
of the show is to be ..

HC: You say "modified".

HC: The cosmetics?
JR: Right, and maybe he won't have so
many problems in his head. He can go in
and say, "I know, because of the look of
the show, they're going to want to use
booms." He won't spend a lot of time
getting himself psyched -up to hand mikes,
and then they say, "No, it's a boom." He
can know before and think, "I know
they'll want to use booms because that's

JR: They're not really shotgun mikes.
HC: Wider spread?

JR: Yeah. People say "shotgun mikes ". I
can remember hearing about shotgun
mikes and you could point it and hear
something 30' away. Well, OK, but what
did you hear? You heard a lot of garbage
and a lot of ambience. We use shotgun
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after more than 100 installations

So1

Why "SON of 36 GRAND" is today's best
Consolevalue ... both of these ads appeared a few short years ago ...when we were

delivering serial numbers 18 and 38. Now, we are delivering numbers 105 and 106... and the claims
made in these ads have cer . inly borne the test of time! But, we would like to have you think of it this
way: These deliveries are additional
units of improvement, update, experience, refinement, and change. Yes, a
lot of this is the result of updated
component technology. (When we
find a better way to make "SON"
we immediately make those

changes.) More important
though, "SON OF 36 GRAND"
is still very much the product
of perpetual progress talked
about in those early ads
...mostly because of the
great wealth of feedback
from so many of the installations in the U.S.
and abroad where "SONS" are con-

tinuing to pay
the rent, day

;p.
°i
M

after day, night after night,

ea+yPa

a

after night.. in recording studios. .. remote
vehicles. .. sound reinforcement systems. .. radio and television
.

studios. .. theaters ..

.

When you consider
"SON OF 36 GRAND :' as we
sincerely hope you will,
either for a new project, or
when you are considering
upgrading, you will be capitalizing on the reliability, as well as the
operating experience of, perhaps, the largest club of owners of any single line of
recording console equipment. There can't be anything iffy about your choice. We will
be more than delighted to put you in contact with others whose requirements, similar
to yours, have been satisfied by "SON OF 36 GRAND:'

...and, amazingly, prices still start at less than 23 thou for 16 in, 16/24 out. .. for
real pro -console...
we would be delighted to tell you more.. please call -

a

.

0

auditronics, inc.
P.O. Box 12637 Memphis, Tenn. 38104.901 /276-6338
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ieving it.

HC: What sort of relationship exists between you, the camera man, and the boom
man in the sense that you want the
boom man to go in to pick up better
sound, yet the director may not want him
in too close otherwise the camera is going
to see him.
JR: Right. We compromise. We lose an
awful lot.

Joe Ralston at NBC -Burbank

fantastic set and they'll want a shot of HC: Audio loses?
that whole thing."
JR: Yes, because it's for the same reason
I know some people treat us as methey don't want to see a hand mike.
chanics and we are mechanics and technicians but that doesn't mean we don't HC: Who has jurisdiction over the boom
have a "feeling" of what is of value. I man? The director or Technical Director
don't mean we should be consulted or (T.D.)?
should infringe on the direction or pro- JR: The T.D. has jurisdiction. He is in
duction but I would like to have "feeling" charge of all engineers of that show
of what they 're after before the day of audio, video, and lighting but he allows
the shoot. But to come in at the last min- them all to sustain themselves to take
ute after they've got everything set up care of themselves. If there's a big probtheir way; even if you wanted to change lem, they'll try to hash it out. Most Techsomething and they agreed to change it, nical Directors allow the audio man to do
it's too late because the set is built this his job, etc.
way and everyone's rehearsed it this way.
When it comes to something like you're
I just think I would like to have an idea
talking about: if I've got a problem, if
a little sooner just for my own good. If I we're not getting enough level, the T.D.
knew a week ahead, I would plan for it will discuss it with the director and tell
and figure out how I would go about ach- him the problem and the director may

say, "Tighten the shot
get in there or
at such -and -such a point I'll cut into a
tight shot and you can move in." Now if
the director says, `I think it's OK ", now

it's a question of what I think is right and
good and what he thinks is right and good.
But he's in charge.
I may hate it, dislike it, froth at the
mouth, but there's nothing I can do. I
can argue maybe and ask for it to be a
little tighter and maybe I can win, but if
he wants it, I'm stuck, that's the way it is.

a

-

-

HC: Do you feel that most "professional"
directors are cognizant or sympathetic of
audio problems?
JR: Some are and some aren't
some
are interested in one thing. I have another
feeling on that. The director is in charge
of the entire show. But for some reason
when that director credit rolls by, I feel
everybody thinks, "What a great job he
did with his pictures." They don't think,
"What a great job the director did with
the sound." They wait until the audio
credit goes by and if the sound was bad,
"Oh, so- and -so did it." If it was good,
"Oh, teriffic." Maybe the director could
have been the guy who actually came in
the booth during a big musical number
and said, "More saxes, more guitars, or
whatever." He could be very qualified

...

GREAT GAUSS ..
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For further information contact:

Cetec Audio
FOR THE EDUCATED EAR.
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Cetec, U.K.
Sapphire House
16 Uxbridge Road
Ealing, London W5 2BP England
Telephone: 01- 579 -9145
Telex:
(851) 935847

musically and played a very important
part in the sound balance. But still when
his name goes by, I don't think many
people relate sound to the director. Consequently, when a director does a show,
he doesn't care that much in most cases.
Sure his name is on the crawl (credits),
but it's not associated with audio as it is
with camera shots. In most cases they'll
go with that good camera shot if it comes
to a choice.
It was always good to work with the
production company on THE MIDNIGHT
SPECIAL. They were concerned about
audio and they always asked how we could
improve it. They always put audio on top.
HC: What about communications between
mixers, T.D.'s, and the set? The PL's (private lines) or cans?
JR: A pain in the neck! Anything you
have to wear. I sympathize with dramatic
shows and situation comedies; the mixer
is in constant communication with his
boom man. It's changed now, but for
years, you had to wear that PL on your
head to talk to him or to P.A. First of all,
it covers one ear and it just hangs there
and if there's talking back and forth between other guys, it can be distracting.
They've come a long way from that:
now you can talk into a little mike and it
will be communicated to the boom man's
PL.
HC: Could you contrast doing game shows
or a sitcom vs. a music show.
JR: Ill in no way put down a game show
or sitcoms. I have done game shows that
have been more complicated than some
of the big specials. When I did LAUGH -IN,
on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays,
there was so much post -production involved and a lot of pre-recording involved.
As big a show as it was, it was basically a
two -mike show. Most of the sound effects
and music were laid in and laid in.
Thursday and Friday were for DEAN
MARTIN. We had a live orchestra and
because we did little rehearsing, never prerecorded, and did everything live, you're
mixing a lot of mikes and there's a little
more pressure. Whether it's right or wrong,
someone from the production crew or talent may say, "That's it. I've had it. I'm
happy, if you didn't get your thing done,
I'm sorry." Or, you could do a thing like
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES: a game show
with two contestants, nine stars, an MC,
live announcer, music, sound effects, audience reaction, everything going at once,
and a problem of P.A.; Stars hearing contestants, contestants hearing stars and not
themselves, mix -minus feeds, and it's
just a game show. You crank out five a
day, but it's very complicated.
I recently finished the RICHARD PRY OR SPECIAL and the music for all of

that was done outside of NBC. With the
exception of the Pips, there was nothing
really involved play -ons, play-offs** and
a little background music. That's a com-

-

edy show.

Situation comedies can be difficult:
two booms and off -stage mikes, etc., but
you've got another problem with shadows,
getting around the lighting, presence, perall those things. They're totally
spective
different.
Doing a music show like THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, I don't worry about
boom shadows. It's more like recording
but I don't want to say it's like recording. I've probably talked to and discussed
audio with more managers, agents, recording engineers, road PA men, truck

-

-

The people at Tapco have
spent thousands of hours to
bring you a great graphic
equalizer -the Tapco 2200.
And now, at last, it's here:
the totally prole ;slonal graphic
equalizer with everything
you've always wanted -for
studio or home recording,
sound retnforceltnent and
hi-fi use.
Tapco 2200 features Include.
Two completely ndependent
channels with ten ±-15 dB
equalization bards.

-

everyone who goes on the road
drivers
with a band. I've had people tell me how
to mix a band from the manager to the
producer to the guy who drives the truck.
And every one of them says, "I've mixed
so- and-so's album ". I deal with all of these
people and they tell me about recording
and how it is and how it should be, and
to this day, it's still not the same.
There's things we have to do that are
totally different. A lot of things happen
with television that probably don't happen
in the recording studio, like an audience.
But we just don't seem to get the discipline for some reason.
NC: Of the performer?
JR: Of the performer, of the musicians
backing him. When they go to television,

Balanced inputs and outputs
(for use with all professional
recording equipment).
Single -ended inputs and outputs (for all hi-fi equipment).
EQ In-out switches for each
channel.
Output Level controls.
And built-in line drivers (to
allow the 2200 to be used as a
booster for weak signals. too).
What it all means is that the
Tapco 2200 is compatible with
virtually every type of audio
equipment on the market.

rlC... AUDIOnODUCrSCOMPOIIItriuw

Send a complete TAPCO hteratur pack
d also like a TAPCO T -shirt and enclose $3 95 for each shirt'
large
ex large
medium
small
Size
Make checks and money orders payable to TAPCO
Phone
Name
I

Zip
State
Address
Mail to Patti Butler. TAPCO 3810 148th Ave N E Redmond WA 98052
REMEMBER -IF YOU BUY A TAPCO PRODUCT YOU QUALIFY FOR A FREE T- SHIRT.
DETAILS INCLUDED IN LIT PACK.
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it's a farce right off the bat. This is the
attitude I feel they have. "The hell with
it. Let's do it and get out of here." They
go into a recording studio and say, "Hey,
we're going to cut an album." Everybody's
really into that. But television is a different thing. We're fighting that battle when
they come in along with the battle of
television sound.

SITCOM SET UP:'1SANFORD & SON'

-

putting it together.
People take people out of the recording industry with big hit records and
bring them into television under a time
limit and pressures to try to do something
that will turn out half-way decent and it
becomes a grind after awhile. But I think
in television today, I would rather do that
kind of show because of quality.

-

HC: Do you have people coming up to
the booth telling you how to do music?
JR: They do. We've had them limited.
I like listening to their ideas, but after
awhile you're dealing with a lot of different personalities. I don't like pushy
people and with the union here you can't
have people pushing knobs. I'd love to
let them mix the group because they
probably know them better. But I've had
a lot of people go away mad
and a lot
of people understand.

-

HC: What about the boards?
JR: At NBC, the boards are built here.

n

JBL's 9320's, A 7's.
or Bozacks

see
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When they started, they did talk to engineers to ask them what they wanted and

took that all into consideration: to record
big groups and have all the inputs. We
could do just about everything that television needed. They felt, "Let's go way
out" and "What if ?" They put things in
the board we thought we'd never use and
they didn't put things in the board that
we really needed. Who thought that we
needed solos? We all need solo, but we
can't do it.
HC: What features would you like to see
in the board besides solos?
JR: Equalization in the mid-range. We
don't have the extensive equalization that
the recording industry does
to push
this here and push that there and "stack"
it or layer it. Extensive equalization, if
you have the time, really tailors something
and makes it very nice, when going in,
you thought it was very bad.
We now have EMT's and I'd also like
to see digital delay. We get them but I

-

P

A Speaker

have to rent them. I also rent Gain -Brains
and special microphones.

HC: When you EQ, do you EQ something
taking TV sound into consideration, or
EQ it as if you were making a record?
JR: That's probably my biggest argument
with most people that come in. We have
JBL 4320's we're listening on, but what
they're hearing on them is not going to
happen at home, so I like to EQ with a
TV speaker any tiny speaker I can get a
hold of. I have an Auratone that I use

-

...

HC:... and A -B back and forth?
JR: That's exactly what I do.
HC: Do you find yourself boosting the
bottom end for TV?
JR: That's one of our problems with EQ
facilities on the board. On the bottom
end we're dealing with 100 Hz
below
that, forget it. On the top end, there's 3k,
5, and 10k knobs. We have nothing other
than that to work with.

-

I thought you'd maybe bring in an
outboard for THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL.
JR: No, we don't. That would really be
something. We have graphics, but there's
so many groups and problems that it
would take a week to do the show instead
HC:

n

RANGE

109 Bell St., Seattle, Wa. 98121

A Board

A Speaker

Our signal gate features variable and fully independent attack, release,
range, and threshold controls; external control input; LED threshold indicators; internal power supply; and a space saving 13/4" x 19" rack mount package.
Our price: $289.

ATTACK

KNBC

off stage

For those everyday situations where you do, the Symetrix Signal Gate is
now available.
Gate out tape hiss, effects pedal noise, hum, excessive reverb, etc.
Tighten up snare, bass drum, and other instruments by eliminating leakage.
Use the external control input to create unique envelope effects.

loo

-

mikes. hidden
mikes. etc.

Need an Extra Pair of Hands?

N2
symetrix

Engineer: Joe Ralston

Sennne,ser 915's

Possible

HC: Do you surprise a lot of them by the
time they leave for the better?
JR: We have. We've had some very good
things come out of the show. I think I've
made some good friends who've come in
with bad attitudes for television. I've probably sent a lot of people away saying,
"We knew it ", and I've probably sent an
awful lot away saying, "This wasn't so
bad ".
A lot of people think we do these big
mix -downs and it's a whole big thing
Well, THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL is not
done this way. We take a lot of guff in

-

(206) 682 -3076
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of a day or two.
HC: We were talking about doing sitcoms
and game shows vs. a music show and its
wider frequency response.
JR: Right. There's an opportunity for

wider frequency response and sound but
there's a problem in what you do with all
of these sounds.
If it's a music show, I try to "stack"

them in their order of importance to see if
they can fill the whole band. If there's an
instrument, you've got a picture to contend with, and if you don't hear it, you've
got a big problem. The arrangement may
be written without that instrument as a
solo in mind, but the director has the correct light and wants to feature that sax or
whatever, and fill the screen with the sax
player. The people at home may say, "I
don't hear the sax ". Well, the tune wasn't
written for the sax! I may have someone
standing over me saying, "Don't bring up
the sax ", but yet ...

HC:...

the director may want to feature

the sax.

JR: Right, so we've got to

go back and

talk it over. Maybe the sax isn't playing
that big a part. Still the director wants it
and I have to go along with it a little. It's
got to go with the picture.
If I didn't feel that way, then I really
shouldn't be in television, I should be in a
recording studio. The picture has to go
with the sound and the sound has to go
with the picture.
HC: So against your better judgement
you may feature the sax.
JR: Exactly. I would make him heard,
even for a little bit and then bring him

back down. Many times I've been watching the TV
stuff that I've done, and I
feel that should be louder
it should be
heard a lot more.

-

in the studio while it's being done and

put the composite on video tape. Then
once it gets to post -production, we use an
8 -track in post -production, and put the
original video tape tracks down and the
time -code on another track. When we use
the original videotape track we put it
through whatever equalization it needs.

-

HC: What about multi-track machines?

JR:

-

I think they came into being
the
four tracks and up around the time of
the ANDY WILLIAMS SHOW (`68). Now
I use a 16 every week for THE MIDNIGHT
SPECIAL. When I did DEAN MARTIN
and LAUGH-IN, I used 4- track, and BOBBY DARIN was 8 -track in `71 or `72.
We wanted to do simulcasts for THE
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL. That show allowed
us to move into 4- track, then we got into
8 -track to alter things.
The production company might promise groups a lot of things to get them to
appear on the show. We got a few in that
insisted we get 16 -track or be able to do
certain things. The first 16 -track we used,
I had to rent. It was an advancement we
never had before in a mono medium.

-

HC: This is audio on videotape?
JR: Audio on 2" 16 -track using only 8
tracks
the tracks are staggered to prevent bleed-through (crosstalk). The original audio track goes through EQ then
goes to another track and is known as an
"adjusted videotape track ". Now we lay

-

sound effects, music, announcers, looping,
audience, all on separate tracks and then
remix the whole thing to a composite.
We stagger because of the leakage of
the tracks and the EECO time -code,
which is a variable frequency. From that
we can pull out our sync of 59.9 Hz for

-

resolving.

HC: What sort of tracks would you use in
production and what sort of tracks would
you leave open for post -production?

JR:

We

HC: Is there such a thing as video alignment tones on the head of a reel?
We put multi-tone on everything. It's
frequencies of 50, 100, 400, 1k, 3k, 5k,
10k, 15k. It's in every studio and comes
up on our trunk line and we just set level
to that.

JR:

don't do that kind of thing here.

What we do is use the multi -track for prerecords or stage production. We try to
mix the composite using the multi -track

The Professional's Parametric

Introducing the 622 ... a Parametric Equalizer with even
better performance and more cost-effectiveness than its
highly reliable predecessor. Improved manufacturing efficiency and state -of- the -art componentry help us provide
more for less money.
We've added a host of features important to you -the
professional user. The 622 now includes in /out switches for

"constan-Q" design by enabling 40 dB notches to be consistently obtained.
The 622 is backed by an outstanding quality control program, including the use of burned
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output optional), extensive RF protection, and the latest
FET -input opamps whicn reduce transient inter
modulation to the vanishing point and which provide THD
guaranteed less than 0.025%, 20- 20,000 Hz at + 18 dBm
output. A 115/230 volt 50 -60 Hz AC power supply is now
standard. A new proprietary parametric bandpass filter has
been designed which virtually eliminates the effects of control wear and complements the notching capability of our
-
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r
sealed IC's, and

further burn -in procedures on
the entire equalizer. We know this is important tc you when your equalizer doesn't fail in front of an
arena audience of 5,000 people ... or on the air in drivetime
... or in the middle of a critical mix. This combination of unbeatable performance and quality makes the 622 the professional's choice.
Your Qrban/Parasound dealer has all the details. Write us
for his name and a brochure with the complete 622 story.

OfVoA/paM/OYAd
680 Beach Street, San Francisco, CA 94109
(415) 673 -4544
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JR: Generally there's never a problem. If
I need a piece of equipment, I can get it
or rent it. Most of the supervisors have all
been through TV problems and realize
yours.
The changes in TV audio have been
very fast from single miking to multiple
miking, etc., and the tech supervisors that
exist today were most likely tech supervisors at that time and consequently may
not have the experience of modern-day
recording techniques. But they have the
confidence in the mixers and are sympathetic and understanding to the extent
that they will let you do what you want.

-

HC: What about alignment of audio equipment?
JR: In recording studios it's the thing,
but generally television doesn't do it
every day
there's not enough time. If
we feel something going south, we get out
the alignment tape and look at it.

-

HC: Any comments on "curving" the

stage?

JR:

We do that on MIDNIGHT SPECIAL
and we use 1/3 octave filters with SoniPulse in our feedback systems but we
have another problem in that the monitors
are placed in so many different areas, depending on the groups, and unless you
Soni -Pulse each time, and lock down the
speakers, it doesn't make much sense.
And we don't have the time to break down,
Soni- Pulse, draw curve and re -EQ it. If
it's a critical problem, then we make the
time. But if we can get by, we don't
spend the time because we don't have it.
The important thing is to get the show on
and get it going.

HC: Can you use the multi-tone to check

your equipment?
JR: Right, that's generally the way just
look at the meters on the machine and
check input vs. output and if it looks
good, we're in the ball park.
Television sound doesn't have the quality control that the recording industry

-

has.
HC: Is that because of the human shortcomings or lack of people pressing QC?
JR: It's sort of, "So what, it's good enough
for local ". We run alignment checks when
we notice something is out. For MIDNIGHT SPECIAL we run an alignment
check. It's not a practice because there's
not enough time. So I think our quality
has gone down the toilet because there's
not enough time and budget.

HC: The overriding picture I'm getting is
the "time" factor.
JR: Right. There's too many people waiting on you so the first thing you do is get
it going, then if you have the luxury of
improving it, you can fool around. After
working with a show for awhile, you can

HC: Do you find that you get good tech
back -up or support?
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The MRL Calibration Graph is your proof of
the quality control that goes into every MRL
Reproducer Calibration Tape. We guarantee
each one to exceed the performance
requirements of IEC, NAB, AES, and EIA

Standards.

MRL Calibration Tapes are designed and
supported by experts in magnetic recording
and audio standardization ... we helped write
the standards. Each tape comes with
detailed instructions and application notes.
The MRL catalog includes tapes for all studio
applications. In addition to the usual spot
frequency tapes, we make single -tone lapes
rapid-swept frequency tapes, wideband or
/3rd octave-band pink random noise tapes
and difference-method azimuth-setup tapes.
Most are available from stock.
1
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Magnetic Reference Laboratory, Inc.
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(415) 965 -8187
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New York, NY
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set up quickly, and then take care of
those things which are of a lesser priority.
Some people get a regular show, they
do a set -up and stick with it. I get pretty
stagnant if I do that. On MIDNIGHT
SPECIAL, I'll experiment. Maybe one
week I'll try a different drum set -up or
experiment in a game show, using a certain amplifier set -up to feed something
and then change it the next week.

HC: What about the signal processing and
EQyou go through for the various shows?
JR: We have tape noise problems, a lot of
that hiss. By the time the tape gets out on
the air, it has gone through a lot of generations. We have 5 cameras. We have a lot
of studio noise, not only with the audience, but with 5 cameras driving their
cables across floors. We have 15 or 20
stage technicians, doors opening and closing, air conditioning. So now we're into
high -pass and low -pass to take a lot of the
rumble out. For example, the fan in the
camera could drive you crazy.
HC: How close are the cameras to the

action?

JR: In dramatic shows

-

about

5

feet.

When you have a quiet stage with tile
floors, you can hear a camera cable 50'

away. And if the production stretches
from one end of the stage to the other
and you have live transistions, you always
have a build -up of noise.
We have a big problem with cables on
vinyl floors. This lends to high frequency
build -up and consequent pops and cracks
from just walking on tile floors. We try to
wrap the cables in cloth but you still get
the noise.

HC: Any other special effects for TV production besides digital delay and phasing?
Voice filtering?

JR: Oh, yeah.

We use voice filtering for
television effects, intercoms, or telephones. We use reverb to simulate P.A. in
a night club, or a prison, or a court room
scene. We use a lot of sound effects.
On LAUGH -IN, we used tons of sound
effects. A lot of them were done live, but
most of them were cut in. NBC just finished OUR TOWN (Hal Holbrook), which
was a big undertaking in sound effects.

HC: Does a lot of compression take place?
JR: This is something we're concerned
with. Here, our main concern is the transmitter for the local stuff. When you do a
show, the masters can be sent and aired in
New York. There are so many stages before the transmitter that you can have

-

problems with
videotape machines,
alignment, is there a good master to work
with?
Also, there are a few transmitter engineers that really run scared because of the
FCC and set their compressors really tight.
There may be a few spikes with audiences
or effects and if the guy doesn't want to
take a chance, you'll have the pumping.
Maybe a tape goes through a lot of electronic editing and generations, and the levels could change through each transfer.
The equalization could change and
suddenly you may have a lot of top -end
which can play hell with a compressor.
The television speakers like to push
5 kHz and make it bright. We mix with
JBL 4320's and in post -production we
have contour controls. We've used SoniPulse in the control room at times, but
you can spend a lot of money and it's still
coming out of that little speaker. It's just
not justified yet to the people that make
the show run.
I listen to THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL
while recording and then listen to it in
post -production and it's two different
sounds, maybe four generations down,
but still the same speaker within two different rooms. We use the television speaker and I find I can shove a band track
right up behind a singer. Many people will
come up to me and listen and say, "I can't
hear the words ". So I started putting it
on a little speaker and suddenly you hear
the words.
When I was working on BOBBY
DARIN, the band sounded like it was so
far in back of him on the TV speaker, like
they were across the street. When I would
listen to it in the studio and then on the
television set, there was a great difference.
Then I started pushing the band higher,

but so that you could still hear the words.
Then when I listened to it, il could hear
the presence.
As far as filtering, I roll off anything
below 60 or 100 Hz because all it does is
move the meter. With dialogue, I roll off
at 5 kHz because of all the electronic and
other noises around the stage. Music, of
course, has the widest range. I do use
notch- filters as outboards for fans, etc.,
and Kepexes a lot on sitcoms and dramatic shows. I also use what we call "snappers"*
just putting a signal out of
phase to cancel background noise but not
enough to hear the out of phase sound.

-

HC: Do you have anything to say about
audio in post -production stages?
JR: Yes. I think that each mixer who did
the show should be the mixer in post -pro-

duction but sometimes it doesn't happen
that way.
* Controlled through level. Two limiters,
with the phase reversed between the two,
are set up. One limiter is set approxmiately ten times harder than the other. Two
separate subs are sent to the same channel
and the second fader introduced until the
then backed off.
cancellation is heard
This helps in cancellation of studio noise.

-

HC: How about if it's already been committed to videotape; why would you need
to do additional mixing?
JR: That's just it you may have recorded it and know .. .

-

HC:...

to correct that shy bass line
JR: and suddenly you hear it back. They're
the set has
not going to do it again
but you say, "Gee, if
been torn down
we did it once more I'd boost a little EQ ".
You're there, you know, and you'll do it.
You've got that pride and you'll make it

-

-

the best you can.
I've read a lot of books, attended a lot
of seminars, listened to a lot of people
talk, and listened to a lot of theory, but
to me, I just won't accept it as the gospel.
I'll try it and experiment with it, then
make my own decision. I'll try almost
anything. I've tried some pretty crazy
things to get the results I'm looking for.
You know these brochures that say
"Such- and -such is good for such -and-such
and so- and-so mike has a curve for so -andWell, I don't
so and you've got to
but I won't be
follow that. I'll listen
influenced by what the books say or what
the manufacturers say. I've got to try it.
Maybe it won't work, but maybe for television or what I want, it'll do the trick.

..."

...

DOD

Increased
Performance
for your Mincom
Think Ferrite 10 Times Life All Track Formats
100's in Service Unconditional Warranty.
Ferrite Heads Available for all Professional Recorders.
164912th Street Santa Monica, California 90404 (213) 451 -8611
for additional information circle number 22
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Dear Paul:
It was good to see you in
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Springfield a couple of weeks
calls from

ago.
Since I have not received any phone
of their
eery, I assume all went well at the start

the
response to Norman Baker's request, let me offer

:'allowing:

"When we set out to design the Springfield, Illinois,
for
Sound & Light Program, we searched desperately
arogramming equipment which had enough capacity and
a 45 minute program, six audio
lexibility to do the job:
channels,
::annels into any combination of ten playback
in 100 load
130 lighting circuits operated by 35 dimmers
Then, we wanted the ability to
.-witching relays, etc.
dimmers
,rogram the show on location in real time using
Most importantly, we wanted equipment reliable
nd faders.
wizard
,rough to let it operate without an electronics
:overing'behind the rack.
at
"Allison Research's 65k -2 Programmer came along just
The
the right cime -- and at a price we could afford.
and
promised
had
been
equipment did everything that
in its
continues to do it. The program is now operatingdue to
second season and we have yet to lose a showing
control
weather
the
they
get
aquipment malfunction (once
1008).
:aired into the programmer, the record will read

"There was a bonus we received
equipment: Paul Buff and his
sod commitment to our project
and which made everybody else

when buying the Allison
staff brought a professionalis,
which I call first rate
pull a little bit harder too.

with Paul
shall welcome the opportunity to do business
again when it arises."
"I

i

hope the above is helpful.

,w,pt

regards to all,

Werner Schumann
WS /esq

for additional information circle number 23
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TV and FILM audio:

a

s..

comparison
of the
techniques and
duties

of
For the very best Studio
Construction available
usually wears nail bags carries hammer and tape
- drives crew very hard
and smiles all the while !

...

ï

.y;

process
!

Occasionally, he's caught
looking at plans. Is also
known for doing work all
over North America, giving
firm estimates, exacting
dates of completion and
No

BULL!!

of

audio

Post - Production

Sweetening
for
VIDEOTAPE
and

guilty of constructing the following
He pleads

studios

the people
involved
in the

FILM

:

Record Plant, Los Angeles,

Studio C
Century 21, Winnipeg,
Canada, new studio

by
Paul Sharp

Sound Interchange,

Toronto, Canada, new
studio
Superscope, San Fernando,
California, new studio
Chicago Recording Company,
Chicago, Illinois, Studios 1,
2 and 3

Bill Szymczyk's Bayshore
Recording Studios, Inc.,
Coconut Grove, Florida,
new studio

* Group Four, Hollywood, Cal.

trail of 'Happy
is easy to

He leaves a

Customers', and

follow

... and

fantastic

!

!

his prices are

!

Call for information and details

RUDOLF A. BREUER
805 / 273 -3792
Lic. No. 238315

Post -production film sound has been around for awhile. By comparison, audio sweetening in videotape, at least as it is now being practiced,
is rather new. Besides the networks, the houses in Hollywood that are
doing much sweetening can be numbered on the fingers of one hand. As
the use of videotape grows, however, the field of post -production audio
sweetening will also grow, and more of it will take place as possibilities
enlarge and methods improve. This article is intended to consider some
goings -on in sweetening in the Los Angeles area, compared to the film
post -production sound process. Film and television are types of businesses difficult to compare, since the nature of any single production
may call for very different methods from that of another, in addition to
the general differences that exist in the nature of the program material
that is common to each medium. Since sweetening is relatively new, we
shall be comparing film from where it has been for some time, to tape
where it is just (again, relatively speaking) arriving.
The following block diagrams should be helpful in examining
the two processes. Let us assume we are looking at a filmed- for -television show (Figure 1) and a videotaped show (Figure 3). So that the
whole process can be shown, the block diagrams include the steps
followed for a musical type of production, even though a musical
variety production is usually taped, rather than filmed. The "produc-
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There's a Trouper in every crowd!

Where there's good music, there's a crow d.
And a Trouper Series Mixer.
AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY 57TH CONVENTION BOOTH 124
For a poster of this ad, send

$1

for postage and handling to:

urn- SYNC

WNW

DESIGNERS & MANUFACTURERS OF PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SYSTEMS & EQUIPMENT
742 HAMPSHIRE ROAD/ WESTLAKE VILL4GE. CALIFORNIA 91361/805) 497 -0766
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the mix usually ends up being redone after
further sweetening.

(M) (B) (R) (E) (L) (C)
(R)

Pre -score sessions on

Ir.insL,

Preliminary

magnetic film or multi

Mixdown

track transferred
to film.

TRANSFERS
Transfers will be showing up a lot during our discussion of film post-production
sound. Original recordings are rarely cut
themselves. A copy is made, and the copy,
called a "transfer" is what is actually cut
or otherwise worked with. In this first
example the preliminary mixdown is
copied to another piece of 35 mm magnetic film, and this copy is used by the editor to create a "playback" version.
'

inF!

E1

PERSONNEL LEGEND:
Mixer
B
Boom Man
R
Recordist

(M) (B) (U) (P)

(R)

Production soundtrack 1 /4" to magnetic tape
with synchronization.

Transfer to 1/4" with synch-

ronization for shooting
to playback.

Pr
E

(E) (AE)

(R)

(E) (M) (B) (R) (1) (Pi)

Looping to
magnetic film.

i

P

(R)

-

AEC

lPicture editor cuts
production track &
picture work print.

-

U

L

Transfers

-

M

Editing

-

LT-

Transfer to magnetic film

T

-

Utility
Projectionist
Editor
Assistant Editor
Loader
Crafts
Playback Operator
Lab Technician
Tape Operator

EDITING
The music editor (and his assistant,
not to be forgotten) cuts a "playback"
version of the musical numbers. He usually cuts a couple of bars of "clicks" from a
"click track" onto the head of the number. These are nothing more than click
sounds in tempo with the music. These
clicks, incidentally, are usually used in
the original sessions as a cue track (fed
over earphones
"cans" for you English
types) to assure that a strict tempo, hence
timing, is followed. For the playback
copies, the editor cuts some clicks on the
head of each number, and often between
sections of the music, so that a convenient
tempo reference will be heard upon playback before the music actually begins,
since actors will be synchronizing their
actions to the music.

(R)

Transfers
EI(E)(E)(E)(AE)(AE)(AE)

IR)

(R)

Sound FX orders
and transfers.

(E) (M) (B) (R) (Pr)

Foley work

-

Sound Editing
dialogue and FX.

(M) (B) (R) (Pr) (E) (LI (C)

-

Scoring session to
(underscores, etc.)
magnetic film or

Via Music

Department

multi- track.

(M)(M)(M)(R)I)Pr))E) (E) (L))L)

Ml(B)(R)IPr11E)(L)(C)

(R)

Dubbing (usually
to 3- stripe
magnetic film).

Transfer to

optical film.

Overdubbing, further sweetening of
musical numbers
(same process
as before).

FILM LAB (LT) (LT) (LT) (LT) (LT)

FIGURE

1:

sequence

for

Post -production
a

typical tele-

vision film program.

tion" steps are included because of their
relation to the "post- production" operations.
The circles above each block represent
the number of men typically involved in
that step of the operation, with a key explaining the letters used. The diagrams and
titles are intended to be representative, not
"hard and fast ". It should also be pointed
out that some of the personnel shown in
the block diagram might be the same
person(s) in a later step of the diagram.
Examples are the Music Editor and his
assistant, transfer recordists, etc.
FILM PRODUCTION
PRESCORE SESSIONS
If the session is being recorded on 35
mm magnetic film only, only one recordist may be used. However, the session
may also be recorded on 16 -track plus a
1/4" or '/z" back -up copy. Another recordist or even two more recordists will be used
in such cases. A couple of studios use two
mixers for standard scoring sessions. One
might handle the recording, and another
handles a "playback" of the recorded

-

(T)

Customer
Copies

TRANSFERS
The editor's playback version on 35
mm magnetic film is copied onto 1/4" tape,
with a "sync" pulse, usually 60 cycles (no,
the author isn't that old he just has an
aversion to naming something after a man
when a good label already exists!), and
this copy (plus a spare that is usually
made) is used for the production filming
to "playback ".

i

tracks, through a separate playback console. The author even knows of a studio
that uses three mixers.
PRODUCTION SOUNDTRACK
When music numbers are being filmed
In film work, three tracks might be recorded on one piece of 35 mm magnetic (this is assuming that they are not being
film, and that will be used as a playback recorded live, which is rare for film), the
cue while another three channel recording pre-recorded music that now exists on '/4"
tape is played back from a 1/4" machine
is made, which is in turn played back
along with the first while another is made, that will read the sync pulse from the
and so on. In this manner, film music tape, feed that sync pulse to a "resolver"
was in the "multi- track" business long which compares it to a known reference
(the AC line reference or a 60 cycle
before the recording industry.
The boom -man, or microphone oper- strike another blow for the non -scientific
ator, handles the set -up and arrangements ego crystal oscillator, etc.), and this reon the stage, under the direction of the solver then feeds a motor control voltage
scoring mixer. He will have some help, to the playback machine, varying its
such as a "loader ", or cable -man, and speed so that the "playback" is at a preusually someone from another craft un- cise and constant speed. The reason for
ion who assists in non -sound functions all this is so that when the film is develo(chairs, music stands, etc.).
ed and the original music track (sweetThe music editor(s) is always present ened, or whatever) is played back with
for the session. The music editor may the film, everything will still be synchronwell be present for the dubbing session, ized. We are assuming that the camera is
too, when that stage is reached. This also running at a constant speed, and aleditor will cut the film (or rather a copy though there are other ways of accomof it) into "playback" format. The label- plishing the job, and different methods of
ing here is "preliminary Mixdown", since synching the playback and the camera, I

-

-
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ulke'vellgot

some rros

if you spend long, strenuous

hours listening to

high -level sound, you can'- afford to be
fatigued by distortion or distracted by poor
quality audio. You've got to have the best
low- distortion monitors with top power
capacity and extended bandwidth that money
can buy.

The answer -the professioials from Altec.
Recording studios worldwide rely on Altec I
studio monitors to deliver tight, crisp, accurate
playback in the most crucial of professional
audio environments.
As standards in the recording industry for over

should meet.

a quarter century, Altec monitors offer high
efficiecy, wide dynamic range and the
distorion -free power required to
make the right listening judgments.

helpywere-

For further information on Altec's line of studio
monitors, including the Models 620/604-8G
and 9849 shown above, please write to:
Altec Sound Products Division,
Cojnnpercial Sales Department,

1515 So Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif. 92803. 714/774 -2900

AISEc c(I'OKAIION

n.

lápsoriad of expe.ìeakx.
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won't go into all that here. Which reminds
me, I neglected to point out that when
the music is originally recorded onto magnetic film, that film has sprocket holes in

even some people who should, particularly in video
but more about that later.

it, which "keep it in sync ". (The playback is also recorded onto the production
soundtrack recorder, which is out there
working along with the playback machine,
and this recorder also puts down a sync
pulse signal onto its tape, and this tape is
transferred, and used as a reference, for
viewing "dailies ", etc. Since all that doesn't really come under the heading of "post production", we won't go into it further.
One reason for going into this sync
pulse business is because a surprising
number of people don't understand it

(Here we go again.) As usual, transfers
are made of the production soundtrack,
which the editor cuts to conform to the

-

TRANSFERS

picture cutting.
PICTURE EDITOR
The picture editor cuts the production
soundtrack and the picture "work print"
(a copy of the 'picture) to suit himself,
the director, the producer, or the producer's wife, or whoever, and on we go to
the next stage.

-
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SCOONS

TWIN -GRAPHIC OCTAVE EQUAUZER
T0-2209 -600 BALANCED IN/OUT

LA

Séá.
¡

MOA10
}

MSS

Lam

f

SWITCHABLE HI or LO IMPEDANCE
SWITCHABLE BALANCED or UNBALANCED INPUTS
SWITCHABLE BALANCED or UNBALANCED OUTPUTS
TWO SEPARATE MONO SECTIONS, IDENTICAL CONTROLS
L.E.D.'S FOR VISUAL INPUT /OUTPUT BALANCING
SWITCHABLE HI and /or LO SHELVING
SEPARATE ZERO -GAIN SPECTRUM CONTROLS
GOLD- PLATED CONTACTS ON ALL SWITCHES
ZERO -GAIN: Unity

±0.5

dB, controllable 2020, 480 HZ -i- 6 dB, - --12 dB.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: -+- 0.5 dB 20 Hz to
20,480 Hz at zero setting.
DISTORTION: Less than 0.05% THD @ 2 volts.
RATED OUTPUT (600 -OHM BALANCED): + 20
dBm into 600 ohms.
OUTPUT CIRCUIT: FET Op -Amps (Balanced or

Unbalanced).
MAXIMUM INPUT LEVEL:

20 dBm.
EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE: Below 90 dBm with
E.Q. switched in. Below 110 dB at max. output.
EQUALIZATION FREQUENCIES: Each octave centered at 30, 60, 120, 240, 480, 960, 1920,
3840, 7680 and 15,360 Hz.
BOOST/ CUT RANGE:
12 dB at center frequencies.

¿/41162,
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{fNJ1C

FILTER TYPE: Toroidal and Ferrite -core.
POWER REQUIREMENTS: 120 ± 15% VAC 50/
60 Hz less than 10 Watts or 240 ± 15% VAC
50/60 Hz less than 10 Watts.
FULL -SPECTRUM LEVEL: Front panel 18 dB,
variable master level controls.
OCTAVE-EQUALIZATION: 10 Vertical controls
each channel, ± 12 dB per octave.
E.Q. IN -OUT: Front panel pushbutton switch for
each channel.
TERMINATIONS: 3 -pin XLR's for inputs and

outputs.
WEIGHT: 18 pounds.
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 23 pounds.

FINISH: Front panel horizontally brushed, black
anodized aluminum. Chassis cadmium plated
steel, with black textured finish.

1721 Newport Circle, Santa Ana, California 92705
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TRANSFERS
(I told you so!) Often, copies of the
picture and editor's production track are
made for other editorial departments
(sound editorial, music editorial, etc.)
soundtrack copies for them to work on
and use as references.

-

LOOPING
"Looping ", in film terminology, is replacing bad dialogue with new good dialogue. The dialogue may be "bad" for a
number of reasons: bad background
noise, bad performance, bad voice, etc.
Whatever the reason, it is replaced as
necessary. In early days (some studios
still do it this way) an actual loop of
magnetic film was made by the editors,
with a matching picture loop. As the
loop went round and round, a sentence
(or portion thereof) at a time was recorded, over and over, until the timing
and performance were just right. Newer,
ADR (Automated Dialogue Replacement)
systems exist now, but the old system
still works quite well as far as the end result is concerned. If an ADR system is
used, you can eliminate the "L" above
the "Looping" block for the Loader.
Sometimes looping is done to sound only,
in which case you can scratch out the
projectionist's "P ".
SOUND FX ORDERS, FOLEY,
AND TRANSFERS
Sound editors look at the picture, listen to the production track, and decide
which FX need to be added or replaced.
They then order the same from a library
or order a copy of a good effect from the
production track original tape, and begin
their work. If the effect is not available
otherwise, it will be recorded.
"Foley" will be done on a "foley"
stage. This is a recording stage with pits
of sand, water, brick, cement, etc., where
experts will recreate footsteps, the rustle

of clothes, bushes, and many other sounds
as they watch the picture. These are all
recorded, transferred, and cut into a
dubbing unit, or reel, by the sound editors.
Usually at least two recordists would be
involved in all the various transfers.
SCORING SESSIONS (UNDERSCORES)
Here, the same technical things happen
as in the prescoring sessions, only you can
add a projectionist, who by now has picture reels to run while the scoring takes
place. The music for underscoring could
conceivably be done at the same time as
the sweetening, for the music numbers,
although I have listed it separately on the
diagram.
(This step would probably be eliminated in most videotape shows, since scoring for them often comes from canned
libraries, but if original musical scoring
were to be done for a tape show, then
this step would have to be included for
tape as well.)

This scoring might be done to 35 mm
magnetic film, to 16 -track tape, or to a
combination of these or some others.

TRANSFERS
Need I say more?
SOUND EDITING- DIALOGUE & FX
The FX cutting (editing) seems fairly
straightforward, but a word or two about
the dialogue work seems in order.
Film dialogue is the best there is, if the
editors do their work well and if the proper looping is done (when looping is necessary). It can be terrible if editing is poor
or if bad tracks are not replaced with
looped lines. A production could typically include the following kinds of tracks,
as illustrated in Figure 2, from a dialogue

standpoint.
(1) The production track, with noises

and other undesirable portions removed.
The editor will actually physically wipe
out the oxide coating, using a solvent solution on the film in a gradual sloping
stroke, where necessary, to smooth out
"bumpy" cuts.
(2) "Fill" of the background or room
sounds. These are best cut onto a separate
track, being cut in and out to the frame
where the bad portions or bad noises on
the production track were cut out. A separate reel may include a separate, continuous "fill ", or "fills ", to cover up the
"holes" in the production track, although
if the cut -in "fills" are correct, this won't
be needed. Or, if the original background
track was exceptionally clean, nothing
may be needed to "fill ", or only a slight
"presence" track, or loop, at the most. A
loop of "fill" may be made, which is run
around and around in a circle on a
machine in dubbing. Many stock sounds,
such as camera noise, presence, outdoor
presence, distant traffic, etc., are kept on
Production Track

NOW
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quality

...atan

affordable
price
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"A"
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"Fill Track
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can also be used by recording studios for doubling and echo send.
Wherever you install the Model 92, you can do it with confidence.
At a price competitive with even run -of- the-mill systems, the new Model 92
delivers the same unsurpassed audio quality and performance reliability that
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held to less than 0.1% Dynamic range is better than 90 dB. Signal delays
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Get full details now on this exciting new Delta -T and how it can
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cartridges and film loops, and can be added whenever desired during dubbing.
(3) One or more looped tracks, or
ADR (Automated Dialogue Replacement)
tracks, where bad dialogue has been replaced. There may be also a narration
track, or "voice over" track, or "wild
lines" track (track containing lines that
are not synched to picture).
(4) The removed portions of the production track are kept on another reel,
and the mixer can bring them up on a
fader at any time during the dubbing mix,
should they be needed for comparison, or
be deemed more desirable than the "fill"
or replaced lines that were substituted.
The dialogue tracks are commonly
split to an "A" and a "B" copy since different voices may need different treatment (EQ, filtering, etc.). This makes
them easier to handle in dubbing.
-

MUSIC EDITING
Music editors cut underscores to fit

the picture which, hopefully, the composer wrote and conducted to fit the picture, which, hopefully, hasn't been re -cut
so much by this point that his underscores
are no longer useable.
MUSIC OVERDUBBING, SWEETENING
The original prescore tracks may be
sweetened considerably from the way
they were done originally. The vocals
may be entirely replaced. Or, if the director or stars (or whoever) doesn't like the
original version, it may be totally re -done,
using the old track as a guide (so that the
new version will still fit the picture!). The
final results are mixed down to magnetic
film, which goes to:

TRANSFER TO OPTICAL FILM
The final three track magnetic film is
transferred to a roll of negative film on an
"optical recorder ". This machine exposes
the film according to the modulations
(created by the magnetic tracks) of a light
valve . . and so on, and I won't go any
further into this, `cause it gets technical,
and `cause I ain't up on it!
FILM LAB

At the lab, the optical soundtrack is
printed along with the final-cut negative
picture to a composite.
At this point, something created solely
for TV (not likely for a film musical, but
that's what we've used as our example)
could possibly be transferred to videotape
via a film chain, and copies dubbed for
use by networks or independent stations.
Otherwise, "release prints" (film copies
of the composite) will be made and distributed.
VIDEOTAPE PRODUCTION
PRESCORE SESSIONS
Videotape prescore sessions are typically done at a record recording studio,

the third, FX.
A big film might contain 7 or 8 dialogue tracks, 2 to 4 music units (which
would probably be three tracks each),
and 10 to 20 FX tracks (or more). (If
things get really busy, "pre- dubbing" will
be done.)
Three mixers is common. One handles
the dialogue, one the music, and another
the FX. Big productions may use four
mixers (two on FX). The picture editor
is usually present, along with one or more
other editors, and assitant editors.
Signal processing devices (equalizer,
filters, compressors, noise gates, etc.) are
used as needed to create the final sound
wanted.

...

continued overleaf

(M) (R) (F)
Pre-score sessions

to
multi-track with
synchronization.

(M)

PERSONNEL LEGEND:
Mixer
R
Recordist
F
Floor Man

Playback Copies

M

(1/4" or multi -track
with synchronization).

(M) (M) (U) (U) (U)

Production Audio with some
music and FX. Cues rolled
in during shooting.

VTR -1
(picture and audio)

MUSIC EDITING
The final music mixes are cut to con-

DUBBING
The most common practice at film studios is to dub down to three tracks of a
roll of 35 mm magnetic film. One track
contains dialogue, another the music, and

-

use as the 60 cycle pulse used in film
when the beast is used for taping to playback, a resolver should be regulating the
speed of the playback machine, and the
process should be followed through right
here from the beginning until the final
music mixes are laid over to 2" videotape,
so that sync will be good from start to
finish. I should point out that sometimes
the original prescore multi -track tape is
used as a playback tape, or a multi -track
mix from it is made (which should also
contain the sync pulse) and this mix is
used as the playback.
I have used the words "usually ",
"should ", and so on, in the hopes that
any readers who subsequently are involved in any of this type of work will assume
that they should be doing this sync /resolving bit all along the way from step 1.

.

TRANS FERS
Our old friend again.

form to the picture, and the music units,
or reels, are sent to dubbing.

rather than on a film scoring stage, and in
this setting, less manpower is used. The
sync that should be laid down on one of
the tracks is usually `vertical drive ",
59.94 cycles, SMPTE time code, or both.
This sync pulse signal is to serve the same

VTR -2
(picture and audio)
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- Editor

- Tape Operator

VTR -3
(picture and audio)
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provides FX and
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l
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(audio & videotape recorder
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musical numbers.
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FIGURE 3: Post -production sequence for
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typical television videotape program.
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Unfortunately, many people don't
understand the importance of this, and it
would surprise the average reader if he
knew how often post -production audio
men (author included) have had to hand
re -lay a music number
sometimes
whole shows full of musical numbers
by the "slew" method with a VSO! Keeping sync, using the proper sync signal, operation of resolvers, and the associated
procedures can be tricky, and if you are
doing this type of work, you should get
an expert from the beginning, or you
might end up paying a lot more for an
expert at the end and spending some
agonizing hours trying to get things right!

-

-

PRODUCTION AUDIO
The idea of videotape has always been
to get as much of the audio down correctly as is possible while shooting. For this
reason, many tape shows never need any
post -production "sweetening ". When a
tape show is shot, the opening music,
closing music, announcer, FX cues, etc.,
may be all rolled in on cue by the mixer,
or by an assistant.
But as post -production methods have
improved, and as videotape shows have
become more complex especially musicals and musical variety shows
post production "sweetening" has become
more-and -more common.
There are still people around the country using film dubbing methods to sweet-

-

-

en their videotape shows. Others merely

add what audio sweetening is necessary
during "on-line" editing, using an audio
machine and /or videotape recorders, live
announcers on a mike, etc.
So when we start to talk about post production audio sweetening for videotape, it's hard to discuss any particular
method or procedure as if it were some
sort of "standard" or common practice.
As I mentioned at the outset, we shall
consider "some goings -on" in the L.A.
area, and that's about as close to being
pinned -down as this article will get. But
I shall try to cover, at least in general, the
latest methods being practiced by the top
houses in Hollywood.

VTR's
Besides the fact that the audio is recorded on the same piece of tape as the
picture information, VTR's, or videotape
recorders, by their operating nature, "resolve" during playback. They compare
the signals (control track, etc.) on the
tape with a known and very accurate reference souce such as the house sync
generator, which is a very accurate,
although costly little device. Hence, as

long as the VTR's have a reliable reference, they will always play back previously recorded material at the correct speed.
So the audio will not only be in sync with
the picture, it can also be copied to another VTR and maintain synchronization.

No personnel are shown at this stage,
since the operator(s) here is considered a
part of the video, rather than audio, crew.
Three video machines would be common
for a musical show. No matter what picture information each would be recording,
they would all normally be laying down
the same audio track.

TRANSFER TO OFF -LINE COPIES
The 2" master tapes are dubbed straight
across to smaller format working copies.
OFF -LINE EDITING
Video and audio editing are usually
worked out with s/a" videocassettes, and a
program of all edits is compiled which
will be used to duplicate the process during on -line editing with the 2" master
videotapes. The idea here is that the director and editor can sit down in a small
facility with (relatively speaking) inexpensive machines and work out all their
little editorial subtleties before putting
the master 2" tapes up on the big machines in the expensive facility, and before
working with the originals.
ON -LINE EDITING
After the off -line editing has been all
worked out, the on -line process begins. If
the off-line editing produced a good show,
then the on -line process should be one of
merely duplicating the off -line edits,
using the original master videotapes. Of

Split Second
Tim- Machine
The Telex /Magnecord 1400 recorder. Split second timing with a
grid of 524 lines passing a quartz crystal control reference each
capstan revolution. This senses, and corrects the speed of the
DC servo drive some 4000 times per second ". Speed stability is
so accurate the National Weather and the Environmental Satellite
Services selected Telex /Magnecord 1400's over
all others to record meteorological display data.
Of course, broadcasters also favor the 1400 for
the rugged stability of the die cast main frame,
DTL logic and exceptionally clean electronics,
Compare our speed, specs, and price. We invite
you to make a split second decision.
*At

7Y, ips, adjustable
and mechanical wear.

it it

1%

to compensate for tape thicknesses
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TELEX®
COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
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course, there is always someone who
wants to do all of his editing in on -line
right from the beginning. This is fine if
the show doesn't need much changing
from the way it was shot (and if the budget can afford it!).

VTR and the audio machine, or the code
track from the master might be put
through a "restorer" and then fed to the
other two machines, but suffice it to say
that the code is striped onto the two
machines from the 2" master.

LAY -OVER
The final edited master from "on- line"
is copied back to a smaller videotape
format, usually W' helical scan, (although
the latest EECO control system is pro-

OVERDUBBING
Musical overdubbing and sweetening
are done with a video monitor (a beefed
up TV set) in an overdub booth. The performers have the audio fed to them via
earphones, and they add to or replace
their former voices, being recorded on a
track of the audio machine. Instrumental
overdubbing might be done the same way.
For multi -track musical numbers, the
overdubbing could actually be done without any video reference, in normal recording studio style.
If video is desired, this is accomplished
by having a synchronizer compare the
SMPTE code on the VTR with the SMPTE
on the audio machine and locking the
two together while the overdubbing is
done.

grammed for the 34" videocassette format
as well). As the picture information is
recorded on the small VTR, SMPTE time
code, which was previously striped on the
2" master videotape, is also copied onto
one of the audio channels of the VTR. At
the same time, the SMPTE time code is
also copied onto one channel of a 16 -track
audio recorder, while the edited audio
track from the 2" videotape edited master
is recorded onto the 16 -track as well.
In other words, in one pass, the following are recorded:
Video onto the small VTR.
1
SMPTE time code onto the small
2
VTR.
3
SMPTE time code onto the multitrack audio machine.
4
Audio onto the multi -track audio
machine.
In actuality, a code generator might be
"slaved" to the master 2" VTR code
track, and its output fed to the smaller

-

SWEETENING
When sweetening, a synchronizer
compares the two SMPTE time codes
(VTR and audio machine) and locks the
machines together. A cueing device enables the operator to run the machines
back and forth from point A to point B
while laying in various cues of music, FX,

Equalized NATURAL SOUND AMBIENCE

... continued on page 44

... the 'Super C' Master -Room

h y

11

'

replacing dialogue from the overdub
booth, etc.
An editor commonly brings in music
cues and FX to be laid in on the multitrack audio tape. The "transfer" box had
to be thrown in to be consistent, since
most editors would use an original rarely.
Cartridge loops of opening or closing
title numbers, FX, "fills ", etc., may also
be used when laying in on the multi- track,
or they may be added directly at the time
of the mixdown.
During the laying-in, or feeding process, a separate audio machine will be
rolled at the appropriate time, the selected audio track on the multi -track machine
previously being put into the record mode.
The material on the separate, or feeding,
machine is recorded onto the multi -track
tape at the right place. The feeding machine might be cued "by hand ", or a
latching device of some sort might be
used, wherein at a certain pre -programmed
SMPTE code reading, the latching device
would roll the feeding machine. Thus, a
mark could be made on the feeding machine's tape, and the tape could be set on
the mark each time. Two or three rolls
might be necessary to get the timing right
or to get the setting on the latching device correct, but with a little practice, the
process can move along quite rapidly.
(Some new equipment promises to make

A

A

A

Sound Columns not shown

True Natural Sound Ambience characteristics have made Master -Room the chamber preferred by
"Masters of the Recording Art" throughout the world. Go east or west, from Memphis to Moscow
you will find Master -Room in the finest of studios and with the best of groups on the road.
'Super C' models combine this exceptional performance with effective equalization controls.
Each

fully independent stereo channel features variable decay, separate reverb /direct (dry signal)

mix controls, and provides the typical smooth response (without the necessity for limiting) that has
made Master -Room the number one choice in performance.
Originators of the Natural Sound

Reverberation Chamber.
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POST PRODUCTION AUDIO

continued from page 41

.

this process easier and more precise.)
New or sweetened versions of musical
numbers may be laid in on an open track,
to replace former ones considered unsatisfactory. Hopefully, there will be a
sync track of some kind to resolve if this
is to be done, to avoid having to "hand
slew" the number(s) with a VSO.
If audience effects are needed laughs,
applause, etc. the man who specializes
in this work will be called in with his
"laugh machine" to lay down a track of
such effects.
When everything needed has been laid
down, the mixdown proceeds. There is no
set format, and new procedures are developed from time to time. The author
offers Figure 4 as an example of a medium
adventure -type production he recently
did. Track 2 was laid down at the same
time as the individual master tracks
during the mix
via a common output
buss assignment, to accommodate the
chief engineer who wanted to have only
one track to lay back, if possible. This redundancy would not be required otherwise. Two tracks of 2" videotape audio
were laid over to avoid a re -lay should
any drop -outs or other problems occur.
The sweetened production track (track
number 4) is merely a copy of track 10,
treated with EQ, reverb, filtering, includ-

-

-

Master Composite Mix

2

-

-

"Looped" Lines

1

.

3

Production Track from Edited Video Master

4

Sweetened Production Track (pre-dubbed, includes looped hoes

5

FX Track (No.1)

6

FX Track (No.2)

7

FX Track (No.3)

8

Music Track (No.1)

9

Music Track (No.2)

10
11

Production Track from Edited Video Master
M
Production Track (Dialogue) from Mix

12

Master Music Track from Mix

13

Master FX Track from Mix

14

SMPTE Time Code

15

16

FIGURE 4. TYPICAL AUDIO TRACK ASSIGNMENT FOR
VIDEOTAPE POST-PRODUCTION SWEETENING AND MIXING

ing the looped lines, etc. This track could
have been used as the Master Dialogue
track if necessary. This particular show

had audio tracks that needed separate
attention prior to attempting to mix
them in with the rest of the tracks that
had been laid in on the multi -track tape.
A separate track was used in the mix
for FX, Music, and Dialogue for the same
reasons it is done in film; if a change is to
be made, or if updating becomes necessary, one doesn't have to re -do the whole
mix. Rather, the necessary track can be
altered, and then the three can be combined in another lay -back. Also, foreign

TWO FORTY TWO

The Sound Workshop 242 has been the industry standard for
low cost reverberation ... until now!

Introducing the Sound Workshop 242A Stereo Reverberation System.
The same great sound and reliability that made the 242 famous, now
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channel equalization, stereo return from a mono send, full control of
dry to reverb mix. plus more. And of course its Sound Workshop quality.
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language versions were left open as a possibility, for which only FX and music
would be wanted, the English dialogue
being replaced by another language. This
production did not require an audience

effects track.
When the complexity of the production requires more than three FX tracks
or two music tracks for laying-in, then a
24 -track machine would be the logical
choice.
Tracks 14 and 16 were avoided because
of leakage of the SMPTE code and risk of
edge damage to the code track.
LAY -BACK
When the mixdown is completed, the
16 -track machine is synchronized with
the master 2" videotape machine, and the
new mix is laid down on the original mas-

ter videotape, the old edited audio track
being erased in the process. A completed
master 2" show then exists.
DUBBING MASTER AND
DUBBING COPIES
A copy is made of the complete sweetened 2" master videotape, which copy is
used as a dubbing master to dub copies
for the customers. The copies may be 2"
copies, videocassettes, or whatever the
customer requires.
As with the film diagram, some of the
personnel shown might be the same person involved in a later step, such as a mixer, or a tape operator.
CONCLUSION
Perhaps we can draw a few general
conclusions: The manpower requirements
of tape are less than those of film. A halfhour tape show where no musical numbers are involved might take from 7 to 14
days to finish from the end of production
shooting, whereas a half -hour film with
no musical numbers might take 14 to 28
days from the end of production shooting
to finish. Of course, a complex production or a few problems could add considerably to the time for either medium, and
a crash deadline could shorten it. Videotape recorders and some other video gear

are very expensive. But there are no laboratory costs involved in tape as there are
in film.

AND NOW,
AWORD ABOUT OVERLOAD,

Aesthetically speaking, tape sound is
typically not as good as that of film, even
though the technical ability of videotape
audio exceeds that of optical film. Some
reasons for this are:
-Tape is generally shot in less time than

FROM SENNHEISER'S
MD 421:

film.

-Tape productions generally have

a

smaller budget than film productions.
-You can get away with a lot over the
small speakers in TV sets.
Film sound is a finely tuned process
where many experienced personnel contribute to create a polished end product.
Trying to equal such quality in another
medium is extremely difficult.
Nor does tape audio sweetening yet enjoy
the type of control, speaking of the manipulation of the various elements, that
hand editing of magnetic film allows.
Consider the dialogue tracks that are built
in film, for example.
Hopefully, television audio transmission and reception standards and practices
will improve in future years. The PBS
"network" for simulcasting stereo audio
for the Metropolitan Opera Broadcasts is
a hopeful trend.
The new helical scan VTR's with three
audio tracks will add some possibilities
from an audio standpoint, and EECO,
working with Ampex, just introduced a
new control and synchronization system
that should be a big step forward toward
better control of the various elements and
machines in tape post audio sweetening.
It is interesing to note that at least
one company on the West Coast is presently using its tape sweetening process in
conjunction with other film equipment
for film dubbing, and a few film shows
have done their post -production sound
via videotape sweetening.
This has been a healthy subject to
tackle. May the Troll of Post -Production
Sound forgive me if I left a step or two
out of the dance or tromped rather rapidly over his bridge.
For the present, from an audio view-

-

point:

-

Nearly any type of production
could be done on either film or tape.
Some types of productions are
cheaper and faster on videotape.
Some types of productions are
cheaper and faster on film.
Tape audio is often (although certainly not always) not as well done as
film sound.
Any of the above are subject to
change!

-

About The Author..

.

PAUL SHARP is a free lance mixer working with both film and videotape. After
studying music at Brigham Young University, he worked in sound for the school's
motion picture production department prior
to relocating in the Los Angeles area.

NONE
A lot of engineers are worried
about overload these days.
And no wonder: Rock groups.

Country groups. Jetports.
And other high program and
ambient sources make it more
necessary than ever for
microphones to be
overload -free as
well as accurate.
Like our tough
MD 421 cardioid
dynamic.
In this test with
starter's pistol, we
measured an instantaneous sound -pressure
level of some 175 dB -well
beyond what any musical
instrument or voice can proa

duce -while the oscillogram
measured no clipping or
ringing.
Whether you need a
microphone to capture transient sound like this pistol shot,
or "face the music" on
stage at 130+ dB in a
disco or recording
session, consider
our MD 421. You'll
discover its precise
cardioid directionality, rugged design
and wide, smooth
response are ideal for
rock -concert, recording
and broadcast applications.
The price won't overload
you either.

"Outdoor test with Tektronix scope. set for 10V /division vertical, 01. µsec /div horizontal:
.22 cal. starters pistol mounted 15 cm from MD 421 measured pressure of 111,000 dynes /cm2
(175 dB SPL) Smooth. rounded scope trace indicates total lack of distortion.

:zSENNHEISER
ELECTRONIC CORPORATION

10 West 37th Street. New York 10018 (212) 239 -0190
Manufactunng Plant Bissendort /Hannover West Germany
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The most exciting
new recording combo
in Music City
Studer's Revox family of tape recorders and components for the
audiophile has joined Willi Studer's family of professional audio equipment
to form Studer Revox America, Inc., in Nashville, Tennessee USA.
This provides all Revox audiophile and institutional users the obvious
benefits of factory direct sales and service enjoyed by professional studios
and broadcasters.
Willi

,

t R EVOX

Studer Revox America, Inc., 1319 Broadway, Nashville. Tern. 37203 / (615) 329-9576

In Canada:

www.americanradiohistory.com

Studer Revox Canada, Ltd. / (416) 423 -2831
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reverberation measurements in reor, the importance
by Alan Fierstein
cording studio control rooms
Monitor system equalization is the most widely used method of compensating for control room acoustics. Wtih a Real Time Analyzer (RTA), the equalization process is fast, simple
and cheap. Unfortunately, it is also generally wrong, because
it overlooks the basic physical mechanism by which rooms
affect the sound of a loudspeaker. This article will explain
how a room affects sound and why real -time analysis is inappropriate. Then we will look at the proper means of correction as well as the legitimate use of equalization.
Imagine a room with smooth, hard, totally reflective surfaces. A sound introduced into this room would never die
away; it would just keep bouncing around forever. In an anechoic chamber, however, sound is absorbed almost instantly
(as soon as it hits the first highly absorbtive surface). These
two rooms represent acoustical extremes, and in real rooms
sound absorption take a finite time, and this time varies for
different frequencies. A carpet -lined room would absorb high
frequencies quickly but the low frequencies would be absorbed much more slowly. The way these reverberation times,
or T60's* change at different frequencies is what distinguishes one room's sound from another's.
How do these frequency- dependent T60's affect the loudspeaker's sound? Well, first the sound emerges from the loudspeaker and reaches your ears directly. The sound then hits a
surface which absorbs part of its energy according to the absorption curve of the surface material. A plywood panel will
absorb more energy from the low frequencies than it will
from the high frequencies that impinge upon it. Our carpeted
room from before has just the opposite effect, of course.
Lots of these reflections multiply this absorbtion characteristic many times and after the first sound has passed, our ears
still hear the frequency modified reverberation. In the carpeted room we are left with a muddy sound, since the high frequencies were absorbed quickly. Figure shows the result
of this heavily carpeted room. The initial sound consisted of
two tones, a low and a high frequency of equal volume. In
the balanced room this sound has decayed to a faithful
miniturization of the original, but the heavily carpeted room
has eaten up the highs and changed the spectrum from that
of the original sound. Note that the high frequency wiggles
are gone. We are left with a decayed low-frequency note
only, hence the term "muddy sound ". If you don't want a

muddy reverberation, you must treat the room with materials that absorb low frequencies as quickly as high frequencies.
If we had been listening to music, our ears would have
heard the new notes plus the muddy reverberation of past
notes, giving the impression of added bass in the room. Can
we avoid treating the room acoustically and simply equalize
down the bass in the monitor system? No, because this equalization only affects the initial amplitude of the sound, it does
not change the rate at which it decays. Figure 2 shows what
happens when attempting to equalize problems like this.
Please note that numbers and pictures are exaggerated here
for clarity. In Figure 2a we see that the initial amplitude of
the low and high frequencies are both 100 dB. The T60 of
the balanced room is 1 second at all frequencies, so after
second both tones have dropped to 40 dB, which is essentially
inaudible. Note that they both fell at the same rate from the
same level and crossed the inaudibility threshold at the same
time. In the heavily- carpeted room with the muddy reverb,
Figure 2b, we have attempted to compensate by equalizing
down the bass. The T60 of the bass is 2 seconds, and the T60
of the treble is second. If we equalized down the bass 30 dB,
it would start at an initial amplitude of 70 dB and fall 30 dB
in the same time that the high frequencies would fall from
100 dB to 40 dB. Therefore, both tones would again become
inaudible simultaneously. But we have made the reverberation tonal balance correct at one point only, at 40 dB, which
is useless because since the decay times are different at low
and high frequencies, the tonal balance is changing throughout the decay period. Also, the direct sound is now totally
1
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is defined as the interval in which sound pressure decreases
by 60 dB after a steady -state sound has been abruptly shut off.
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non -flat. By contrast, the balanced room of Figure 2a has a
an unchanged tonal balance for the entire
decay period and both frequencies reach inaudibility together. Clearly this is a much more desirable situation than
the heavily carpeted, heavily equalized room of Figure 2b.
The wonderful result of this balanced room is that a speaker
that is flat in an anechoic chamber will sound flat at the

flat direct sound,

mixer's ears, too, without equalization.
Contrary to popular opinion, a Real -Time Analyzer (RTA)
does not display in real time, for if it did our poor slow eyes
could not follow it. It integrates the input over a finite time
period with a slow decay that makes observing reverberation
impossible. On the RTA, the reverb of the room adds to the
display of the pink noise, and a non -flat reverb characteristic
will add more of some frequencies than others. For example,
on the RTA our carpeted room with the muddy reverb will
add low end to the display, giving the impression that the
initial sound is bass heavy and that equalization is needed.
The RTA's blind addition of signal and reverb is the root of
the problem. RTA's are used with pink noise, which is a
static, continuous sound, as compared with music and speech
which are impulsive in nature. Impulse sound is defined by
its initial level and time history,' and the RTA simply adds
level and time history together in a way that our ears do not.
Our ears hear the effects of room reverb during the pauses of
music and speech. Pink noise has no such pauses.
How real is this effect in actual control rooms? Of course,
reverberation 20 dB or more below initial levels will not add
significantly to the curve height on a RTA, but the first 20 dB
does. That the reverb is significant in affecting the RTA's display is born out by the fact that in a room with a T60 of .2
second, significant reverberant energy exists as close as 3 feet
from the speaker. Obviously this depends upon other factors,

most notably speaker Q. But when a speaker whose
foot
frequency response of t2 dB becomes ±12 dB at 8 feet (this
actually occurred in a control room we measured) you can
see that the room reflections have a pretty heavy influence.
This wild response was not caused by standing waves. This
room was plauged by a non- uniform T60 vs. Frequency curve.
The ironic part of this story is that the speaker itself is obviously quite flat ( ±2 dB) and yet the room is giving this
speaker a bad reputation ( ±12 dB). wonder how many engineers are condeming their innocent speakers!
In addition to all this, equalizing the monitor system
makes the important direct sound non -flat! Two rooms,
equalized flat, can (and often do) sound different for this
reason. Attempting to correct frequency- dependent time decays with initial amplitude equalization is like adding apples
and oranges, and this basic error occurs regardless of whether
you equalize to sine waves, pink noise, or "full- spectrum"
1

I

pulses.

ROOM TREATMENT
Properly treating a room is a complex job. What follows is
a synopsis of common problems and solutions and is not
meant to be a do- it- yourself guide to an acoustics diploma.
An experienced consultant is a wise decision if your room
needs therapy.

Standing waves are a function of room dimensions and
shape. Flutter echo is caused by multiple reflections between
parallel surfaces. Room modes are room resonances that occur closely spaced in frequency and tend to reinforce their
characteristic frequency when it is present in the program
material. These problems are minimized by designing with
few parallel surfaces, ensuring adequate diffusion and by
isolating room resonant frequencies from each other by

SERIES 104
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choosing optimum room dimension ratios. These are mentioned in reference 3. Speaker placement can also affect
standing waves, I've been told.
Vibrating surfaces in a room can cause response problems
in addition to the annoying "buzz" that is their most obvious
manifestation. A surface that is free to vibrate can contribute
to distortion of the acoustic field within the room that may
be falsely blamed on speakers. This is sometimes called
"whatnot" distortion and can generate harmonically related
products in the tens of per cent. Another way that vibrating
surfaces affect room response is by the manifestation of a response notch characteristic of a high Q filter. These notches
show up equally well with RTA's and with sine wave sweep
and reverberation measurements. The cure, of course, is to
search out the vibrating body and stiffen it sufficiently to
eliminate the vibration.
The symmetry of the speaker positions and the listening
locations with respect to the symmetry of the room must be
considered. Unless the gross problems outlined above are examined and corrected, no amount of equalization and reverberation analysis will solve them.
With the gross problems out of the way, the absorption is
added, subtracted, or modified to provide the desired T60 in
each frequency band, usually octave bands. This can be planned in advance to an extent by using tables of absorption coefficients that have been published for various building materials. You multiply the square footage of each material by
its coefficient at each frequency, and then you add up the
total for each frequency and apply this to a 760 equation
such as the Norris- Eyring. But since no one has published the
absorption coefficient of your console you'll need to take
measurements of the T60 curve. Some may want a control
room with a reverb curve approaching a typical iving room's,
or perhaps a flat T60 vs. Frequency curve is desired.
Finally, an equalizer can be used to fine tune the speaker
system if its anechoic chamber response needs changing or if
it was never tested in a chamber in the first place due to its
custom design (often the case in studios). Usually the difference between one foot and eight foot frequency response
curves points out the degree to which room reverb is playing
a part, and here a RTA is handy.
To sum up, control rooms are not equalizers or filters
(though they appear to be on a RTA screen), they are time decay absorbers. Do not correct rooms with amplitude
changes (equalization), correct their T60 curve instead. Equalizers are for fine tuning of speaker deficiencies that would
show up in anechoic measurements, or for electrical modification of a recorded track, etc. When acoustical changes are
not possible, as in many sound -reinforcement applications,
equalization has the additional use of allowing increases of
acoustic gain, if applied properly.
REFERENCES
Beranek, L.L., Noise Reduction, New York, NY: McGraw -Hill,
1960. pp. 145 -151
2 - Rettinger, M., Acoustic Design and Noise Control, New York, NY:
Chemical Publishing Co., 1973. pp. 27 -28.
3 - Everest, F. Alton, Acoustic Techniques for Home and Studio,
Summit, PA: Tab Books, 1973. pp. 68.
4 - Davis, Don and Carolyn, Sound System Engineering, Indianapolis:
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 1975. Chapter 8.
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Are you sure what the
crossover point for
your next installation
should be?
If not...
you might think
about including a
Crown VFX-2
in your tool kit.

This unique, dual -channel unit
has continuously variable filters. With
it you can "fine- tune" the crossover
point in any sound reinforcement system.
As a temporary test rig, the VFX -2 installs quickly. You can diagnose crossover
problems in existing systems, no matter how
old or new, and prescribe a solution.
For permanent installation, you'll find
that the VFX -2 costs less than many fixed
filters, and provides other advantages. For
one, a 15dB gain that eliminates the need
for input transformers. An 18dB per octave
rolloff that's sharp by any standard. Crossover points can easily be changed to suit
different performances. The VFX -2 also
works as a bandpass filter, or for tri- amping
mono system.
Hum and noise 113dB below rated output (IHF), IM distortion less than 0.01 %, 19
inch rack mount.
Try a VFX -2 on your next installation.
Be sure.
a

When listening
becomes an art,

crown
Box 1000, Elkhart IN 46514
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`One of the most important breakthroughs
in the history of recording!

instillation of MCI's new JH -50 Series automation system in the United States is at Criteria Recording Studios. Looking on as owner Mack Emerman
explains feature are (L to R) Dennis Bryon (Bee Gees); Karl Richardson (Bee Gees co- producer); Maurice Gibb and Blue Weaver (Bee Gees); Mack; Tom
Dowd (Atlantic Records, producer of Lynyrd Skynyrd); Ronnie VanZandt (Lylyrd Skynyrd); Ba ry Gibb (Bee Gees) and Albhy Galuten (Bee Gees co- producer).
First

Helping Hands: the automation system that works.
may be some time before all the advantages
of MCI's computerized mixing are fully realized.
But Ron and Howard Albert of Fat Albert Productions are discovering new things about the system every day. Its capabilities are almost unlimited :'says Ron. "You can do anything.
Remix as many times as you want, make
each one different, and keep all of them.
Lay in a new track a month later -without a click or pop or a speck of difIt

ference:'
You have total recall of every
fader setting from starttofinish' adds

Howard. "And a 'Plasma Display' visually shows
you the changesyodve made without the faders
moving. We think the system is one of the most
important breakthroughs in the history of

Ron & Howard

recording :'
The easy-to -use, low -cosh Helping Hands
automation system is installed easily on
alll MCI consoles, and is also available for use with other consoles
through minor modifications. Ask
your local MCI dealer today about
adding this remarkable cc pabilityto
your present equipment.
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psychoacoustics - part

1:

Time Delay in the Studio
lip
.

@it risto
PART ONE: THE BACKGROUND
In the seven years since Lexicon introduced the world's first digital audio delay
unit, digital delays have become increasingly popular in modern recording studios.
Now, more versatile units at reduced cost
are available, and the future promises
further advances. With all the delay units
in use today, there is nevertheless a shortage of conveniently available information
to help the recording engineer use this
powerful tool. This two -part article is intended to provide a background against
which the basic applications of time delay
may be presented, and to form a basis
from which the recording engineer may
go on to creatively develop new uses.
In part one, basic concepts of room
acoustics are reviewed, covering the important ideas of direct sound, early reflections, and reverberation. The particular
emphasis, of course, is the role of time
delay. We continue with a brief presentation of some relevant aspects of psycho acoustics, including an explantion of how
we localize sounds and how time delay
enters into these processes.
In part two, we will present a "cookbook" of techniques and effects that can
be realized in the studio today, with present equipment. This is intended as basic,
hands -on application material lightly
sprinkled with theory. Many mixdown effects will be described, and several performance and live recording uses discussed.
Why Time Delay?

Since the advent of electrical sound recording, music has become increasingly
accessible to most people. By now it is
safe to say that the greatest majority of
all music is heard from recordings, and
not directly from musicians. However, in
spite of the predominance of recorded
music, our hearing is conditioned by live
experiences. We do still hear live musicians,
thank God, and we hear most of the
sounds of our daily lives in a variety of
acoustic spaces. And even the recordings
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Christopher Moore is a project engineer in
Lexicon's digital audio engineering department.
His long industry experience and work on applications for delay based effects at Lexicon provided the basis for this two -art article.

11100 re

we play are undeniably shaped by the
acoustics of our homes. All this real -life
hearing has strongly and irrevocably

shaped our perception of sound.
We hear with two ears, most of us, giving rise to a range of significant capabilities. The sound at each eardrum is nearly
always different; some differences are due
to intensity or frequency response discrepancies, while others are due to time/
phase differences. These differences are
essential in determining the apparent position of the source and are important in
giving us a sense of the acoustic space surrounding the source and the listener.
The intention of recording engineers
varies widely, from attempting to faithfully translate a live listening event to the
consumer's home, to creating a new and
exciting sound with no reference to a
familiar acoustic space. Whatever the in-

tent, however, the recording will be heard
by mortals such as ourselves who have
two ears and who have been experiencing
their world through them for as many
years as they care to remember. So it
seems important to include at least a few
clues in the recording that will give us a
sense of familiarity, at- homeness, of the
sound being rooted in some sort of acoustic space, or ambience. Engineers acknowledge this need by using pan-pots, reverberation, multi -mike recording, and delay
units, as well as other, more specialized
devices to create two or four channel recordings.
Time delay units have come to be used
to great advantage in today's world of
highly separated multi-track recordings.
These devices can restore a sense of ambience and spaciousness that will root
newer musical styles and forms in a famil-

are your
fingers
tired of
Walking

through
the yellow pages?
One phone call is all it takes to check on all phases of
production on your record albums from mastering to
plating, typesetting, color separations, printing, pressing
and packaging. We do everything under pne roof in

"Record Time ".

QCQ
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PR ESSI NG

QCA Custom Pressing Dept.
2832 Spring Grove Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45225
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iar, common ground of acoustic space. In
addition, digital delay can create a variety
of special effects and enhance the sound
of single performers or small ensembles.

increasing quickly in time density while
decreasing in amplitude. These reflections
are collectively called the early sound and
are due to sound emitted by the source in
directions other than the direct line toward the observer. These sounds reflect in
the manner of rays from the room boundaries, sometimes bouncing off only one
before reaching us, and then off of several
boundaries in succession (Figure 3). Each
reflection involves loss of energy due to
absorption by the boundary, so that the
early sound not only is attenuated, but is
altered in frequency response. The wall
coverings determine the degree of absorption; in this way the character of the
early sound can tell us in a qualitative
way how hard the walls are, how `live' the
room is.
The spacing in time of early reflections
is related to the path lengths, and therefore the room size. In an unconscious
way, our ear /brain combination will process these delay times into a sense of the
room size. An opening to another room,
or to open air, will provide a hole through
which otherwise reflected sound will
leave the room, and this can be sensed as

from the source (Figure 2). The direct
sound is extremely important, as it arrives
pristine and uncluttered by whatever derivative sounds the room acoustics will
produce a moment later. The direct
Room Acoustics
sound, of course, lasts only as long as the
When we hear a musical performance source emits it. Now, although we will
live, we are generally blissfully unaware fuse this sound with the early reflections well.
of the variety of sounds that blend to- that follow, it still has paramount imporThe early sound fuses with the direct
gether into our overall perception. We are tance due to the psychoacoustic phenom- sound due to the precedence effect and
aware of the musicians themselves and enon called the precedence (or Hass) ef- modifies it, making it louder and more
their location; we have a sense of how fect. This causes us to suppress the later spatially diffuse, and altering its timbre.
large the room is and where we are in it; reflections and use the first sound to In this way,
the early sound becomes an
and we can hear how reflective the walls determine the source location, source aspect of the
source itself, giving it
are. How do we come to know these width, and the disposition of individual
warmth, body, and ambience.
things? To be sure, we are vastly aided by instruments. In addition, the direct sound
our sight, but even blindfolded we could comes to us with a different frequency
re- Reverberation
perceive most of these aspects of the sponse than the later sound, a frequency
In a short
the time and spatial
room. It is convenient first to divide our response truer to the sound produced by densities of while,
the reflections increase to the
perception of sound in a room into three the source because it is subject only to point where individual
reflections are lost
time intervals (Figure 1). Of course, the high frequency air absoption. The all -im- in the shuffle and
we are in the last time
intervals are not sharply defined for every portant transient characteristics are con- period,
the reverberation time. The refleccombination of source, room, and obser- veyed by this direct sound, as is timbre, tions excited by
the already silent source
ver, but rather blend into a continuously especially in the high registers.
are coming from all directions (Figure 4)
perceived experience unless the acoustics
and so frequently (Figure 1) that they
are rather poor.
Early Reflections
blend together to form a diffuse, gradThe second time interval of our sound ually decaying reverberation that enveDirect Sound
perception begins with the arrival of the lopes the original sound with its warmth
The first sound we hear is the direct first reflection from a room boundary
and body. If we consider that most
sound which comes to us by line of sight This will be followed by other reflections, sources
don't tend to beam their sound in
SOURCE

O
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Soundcraft Series 2 Mixers.

Unbeatableversati

Immnaculae

specifications.
Six standard consoles: 12/4; 12/8; 16/4; 16/8;
24/4; 24/8.
Dual track switching, so you can Fook up an
8 -group console to a 1ó -track recorder without
repatching. Direct line outputs from each input
channel, pre- and post -fcde.
Four independent cur diary mixes, pre- or
post -fade.
Options includeVU or Peak Programme
metering, sweep frequency equalisation,
Penny & Giles conductive plastic faders and
special modifications for 16 and 24 track
operation.
THD a 1KHzand +4c Bm less than 0.02 %.
Max mic gain 90dB. Re alive input ncise
128dBm (200 a ).Max outpLt +22dBm into 6030.
And if you need stLdio quality on the road,
we'll sell you an aluminium flight case as well.
Soundcraft Electronics Limited
5 -8 Great Sutton Street Londoi EC1V 0BX
England Telephone 01- 2513521 Telex 21198
Telegrams Soundcraft LDN ECl
P.O.Box883 JFKStation Jamcica
New York 11430 USA
Telephone (212) 528 815E Telex 01 -2203
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a narrow

path, but radiate acoustic energy into the room in a large three- dimensional angle, then it's clear that little of it
reaches us as direct sound. The bulk of
the source energy goes off in all directions
and excites the room's resonant modes
producing reverberation. Reverberation is
characterized by its spectrum, which is
generally like a low pass filter, attenuating
high frequencies due to wall and air absorption, and enhancing the lower frequencies. The time it takes for the reverberation to build up after the source emits
the excitation is related to the room size,
as is the so- called decay time (the time
for reverberation to die down to 60 dB
below its maximum level).
Reverberation helps modify our perception of sound in several ways. It reinforces the source, surrounding it with a
warm mantle of ambience and increased
volume. Reverberation also aids us in estimating the distance to the source. Consider that the bulk of the source energy
ends up as reverberation. This means that
unless we are very near the source, most
of the sound we hear will be from reverberation. The ratio of direct to reverberant sound, then, is a function of our nearness to the source and is used psycho acoustically to estimate distance. Furthermore, the nearness of room boundaries,
the presence óf openings, and the degree
of boundary absorption all affect reverberation, so that we get clues about these
aspects of the room from the reverberation. Reverberation can also work against
us, especially if there is so much of it,
lasting for so long, that it provides confusing echoes that linger and interfere
with the intelligibility of the source, making it hard to hear short transients and
burying the high frequencies in cloying,
muddy overhang.
In summary, when a musical source in
a room produces a sound, some of its
energy travels straight to us and arrives
first as the direct sound. From direct
sound, we learn the nature of the source,
its location, and its spatial distribution.
Next, the early sound, produced by reflections of the source energy from room
boundaries, arrives from other directions.
Although the early reflections blend
smoothly with the direct sound, enhancing its loudness and body, they also define the room size by their delay. Finally,
some time after the direct sound, the
room truly begins to speak from all directions, delivering the great bulk of source
energy as reverberation. This sound, spatially diffuse and impossible to localize,
blends with the source also, but provides
an essential impression of the room live ness, adding color and body to the sound
source before it dies away.
The kind of music, instruments employed, and how they're played determine how these three aspects are perceived. Brief, impulsive sounds and sounds
with sharp initial attack reveal the most
about the source location, room size, and

reverberant qualities. Muted instruments,
legato passages, and instruments with
fewer transients blend in with the early
sound and reverberation making them
harder to perceive and utilize psycho acoustically.
Having reviewed something of how
rooms work, we move on to see how our
hearing uses these sounds to deduce the
source location and room characteristics.
It will be seen that although the direct
sound is most important, each time period discussed has its psychoacoustic uses.
PSYCHOACOUSTICS

The significant topics from psycho acoustics included here are: the localization of a single source, the localization of
multiple spatially separated but coherent
sound sources (precedence effect), and
the perception of multiply repeated
sounds from the same location (temporal
fusion).

Localization of a Single Source
First of all, what do we mean by localization? To locate a souce in three- dimensional space, we must establish three
quantities
(three -dimensional vector
space). One possible set of three measures
includes the direction, defined by an
angle to the source projected onto an
imaginary plane parallel to the ground intersecting our head at ear level (the lateral
plane). This establishes the front -back,
left -right placement of the source (see
Figure 5). The other two measures are
elevation (angle above or below the lateral plane) and distance. Since time delay is
only secondarily useful in influencing our
perception of elevation and distance, they
won't be treated here.
To localize a sound, our ear /brain
mechanism relies most heavily upon the
direct sound and works with interaural
amplitude differences (IAD), interaural
time differences (ITD), and interaural
spectral differences. Interaural difference
means the difference between the signals
present at each eardrum. Generally, the
two acoustic pressure waveforms will
have much in common, but it is their differences that are most useful in binaural
perception of location.

270°

180°
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Interaural Time Differences
The direct sound from a source reaches
both of our ears, but the physical separation of our ears by eight to nine inches
results in different path lengths causing
one or the other ear to receive the sound
first (Figure 6). This will be true for any
source not on the median plane. The
physical spacing is the basis for Inter aural Time Differences (ITD) in our hearing. The time delay difference is a function of the direction from which the
sound arrives. The delay varies from zero
for sources at 0 degrees (directly in front,
on the median plane) to a maximum of
about .8 ms for sources directly opposite
the left ear. Our hearing mechanism uses
this ITD to help sort out the direction.

SOURCE 2

II

SOURCE

I

I

II
I

T

FIGURE 6

The maximum ITD of .8 ms is the period
of one cycle of about 1,100 Hz. Above
this frequency, the acoustic wavelength
of arriving sounds becomes smaller than
the ear -to -ear spacing and the concept of
ITD for steady state sounds begins to fall
apart. Thus authorities point out that
ITD is not the major localization mechanism for higher frequencies. This is modified by the fact that almost any musical
sound, even a steady state one, has some
transients (attack envelope occurring
when changing notes for example) with
energy in a broad spectrum that develops
ITD.
Precedence Effect
So far we've dealt with localization
of a single source. We move on to consider
the interesting cases where roughly the
same sound is heard originating from
more than one location. This is a common occurrence in sound reinforcement,
where both the real source and the loudspeakers can be heard in some seats. The
two or four speakers at home in a hi -fi
system are also multiple sources of the

The Peavey

Series
Last year when Peavey
introduced the CS -800 Stereo
Power Amp, professional sound
men and engineers acclaimed it
as :he most versatile high
performance power amp
available for under $1,500.00.
Now, there are two
superbly engineered additions to
the Peavey CS series, the CS -200
and CS -400. These new high
performance amplifiers are built
with the same meticulous quality
control and engineering
standards that go into the

U

CS -800.

We invite you to compare
the features designed into the CS
series. You'll see why no other
power amp offers the value built
mto a Peavey.

CS-200 $324.50

*

Monaural power amplifier
200 Watts rims
20 Hz to 50 kHz response
Less than 0.1% THD
Less than 0.2% IMD
LED overload indicator
19 -inch rack mount
Forced air cooling

CS -400 $424.50 *
Stereo power amplifier
200 Watts rms per channel
20 Hz to 50 kHz response
Less than 0.1% THD
Less than 0.2% IMD
SLED overload indicators
19 -inch rack mount
Forced air cooling
CS -800 $649.50 *
Stereo power amplifier
400 Watts rms per channel
5 Hz to 60 kHz response
Less than .05% THD
Less than 0.1% IMD
LED overload indicators
Loudspeaker protection
system
Balanced input and electronic
crossover capabilities
19 -inch rack mount
Forced air cooling

*Suggested Retail

Peavey Electronics, Carp. / Meridian, Mississippi 39301
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same or similar sounds. But there don't
have to be two or more actual sources for
this situation to arise. The early reflections already discussed come from differ-

LEFT

ent locations and are similar to the actual
source, so we must include this instance
as well.

Researchers, notably Haas, have given
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us a well- accepted theory explaining how
we perceive these multiply positioned
sources: we tend to localize a sound at a

position from which the first arriving
sound originates. Within a range of time
delays, from about 5 ms to 30 ms, the
effect is so strong that we must increase
the delayed source amplitude by over 8
to 12 dB before IAD can pull the signal
back to center. In Figure 7 we show two
sources and two observer positons.
Consider for a moment that Source L
and R are identical. For a forward- facing
observer located anywhere on the plane
of symmetry midway between the two
speakers, as at Position 2, there will be no
IAD or ITD (both eardrums receive identical signals, at least from the direct
sound). So we perceive a single phantom
image midway between the two speakers.
If we move closer to L (position 1) its signal will arrive earlier producing the familiar effect where that speaker takes over
and we are almost unaware of Speaker R.
Now if we go back to the center position
and introduce a delay in the electrical
signal fed to the right speaker (finally we
come to digital delay), the source will
appear to come from the left, even though
each is emitting the same acoustical
power. Localization is, as we've seen, dependent upon both IAD and IDT, thus it
comes as no surprise that we can influence the apparent source direction in the
set -up of Figure 7 with both amplitude
and time delay differences. This is seen in
Figure 8 which shows the increased amplitude needed (vertical scale) in the delayed speaker to offset the localizing
effect of the delay and maintain the impression of equal loudness from each
speaker.
Figure 8 shouldn't be taken as gospel,
since these effects are rather dependent
upon the spectral and dynamic characteristics of the signal. Steady state sounds
50 are affected less by delay differences,
since by its very nature delay detection
requires some event (i.e., a transient) to
serve as a reference. Another useful curve
is given in Figure 9 and shows the apparent source position for equal loudness
sounds as a function of delay. Note the
non -linear nature of this curve: very rapid
shifts of position occur for small delay
differences up to about 2 ms. From 2 ms
up, the image becomes better and better
defined at the non -delayed speaker until
around 30 ms (again, dependent upon the
program material), when the delayed signal begins to break apart into a distinguishable echo, at which point the concept of localization no longer applies, because the two sound sources no longer
fuse into one. This idea of fusion brings
us to our last important topic from psychoacoustics: the fusion of sounds occurring separately in time and/or space into
a single sound.
Temporal Fusion
Actually, temporal fusion is really in-

extricably linked to the precedence effect
already discussed, since we assumed that
the two sounds differing in position
or arrival time were fused into a single
sound that was then localized. It seems
that our ear-brain apparatus has learned
to blend together two or more very similar
sounds arriving at nearly the same time.
After the first sound is heard, it is as if
the brain suppresses anything similar arriving within about the next 30 ms. In
this way, the sounds are heard as one and
intelligibility is greatly enhanced. Beyond
about 30 ms, but depending on the nature
of the sound, the sources become individually distinguishable. The time limit of
30 ms is, again, not a constant, being
nearer to 4 ms for single, short duration
clicks, and over 80 ms for slowly changing sounds.
It is fusion that permits us to blend all
the early reflections together so that they
merge with the direct sound into a new,
louder, fuller sound. This last idea is important namely, that although we hear
only one sound, it seems to be louder, or
intensified. This is a useful phenomenon
easily achieved with digital delay. If the
sounds originate from the same point, we
hear them as one sound, intensified, from
the common location. If they come from
different locations, we again hear one
sound, but a louder one, coming from the
direction of the earlier source. Temporal
fusion works as long as the gaps between

-

arriving signals are less than 30 ms or so,
and provided that later arrivals aren't
much louder than earlier ones. It is this
phenomenon that keeps the direct sound,
the early reflections, and reverberation all
together as one pleasing and natural perception of live listening. Remember,
though, that our directional hearing mechanisms work on the direct sound,
especially its transient aspects, permitting
us to localize the sound even though it is
followed within milliseconds by multiply
occurring reflections from different directions, and by reverberation `echoes' so
closely spaced in time, and so scattered in
space as to be completely unlocalizable.
PSYCHOACOUSTICS AND TIME
DELAY IN THE STUDIO

Before leaving this background material
article, let's pull together the things discussed so far and see how they'll be useful.
In reviewing room acoustics, we saw that
the direct sound from a source was localized both by IAD and ITD. Since the ultimate product of a studio is usually
heard on two speakers, we can use time
delay as well as pan pots to help localize,
broaden, and intensify a signal by sending
the same signal, delayed, to other speakers. Further, since direct sounds are followed by early reflections, we can greatly
enhance a mono -miked source by mixing
several delays into both (or four, if quad)

channels. These delays will intensify the
sound and root it in an ambience otherwise hard to obtain. Now, since a reverberant room doesn't begin to `speak' right
away, we can delay the echo send signal
and make the reverb sound more natural
as well. Since the temporal fusion effect
reassures us that we can add a delayed
sound to the original and only experience
a loudness intensification, we can use delay to increase the perceived loudness
without increasing the peak or VU meter
level. Two or more musicians playing the
same line, in unison, provide a fuller,
richer sound even though we hear only
the merged, fused sound of their spatially
distributed voices or instruments. Delay
can be used to simulate this fuller sound
by processing a single performer, or a
small group of performers with additional
time delays (this is the so- called `doubling'
or `double- tracking' effect). The additional time delays can be stereo -panned to
produce the effect of a larger number of
performers spread out between the speakers, or mono -panned bunching them together in lateral direction, but with greater depth.
Other uses of delay will be given that
have a less natural basis in room acoustics
or hearing, but which are nonetheless exciting and valid. In any event, if you've
read through these background sections
so far, I hope they will serve as food for
thought and future discovery as well.
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psychoacoustics- part 2:

The basic element in all these applications is some sort of signal
mono,
stereo or multiple track
whose sound
we would like to improve. We must have
a device for achieving time delay with at
least one input channel and one output,
although some of the effects will require
additional capability, such as two channels
of delay, multiple outputs per delay channel, continuously variable delay over a
limited range, and VCO modulation of
the time base. The Lexicon Delta-T 102 -S
is a particularly versatile delay unit that
provides all this capability, including

-

-

VCO.

There are a number of ways to use a
digital delay for signal processing. Perhaps the most important uses are to simply obtain delayed versions of a musical
signal that can be mixed into the final
stereo or quad recording. This is rather
natural signal processing, not altering the
quality of the sound in any radical way.
In another class of delay processing, the
delayed outputs are coupled back to the
delay input, causing feedback, either with
long delay times, producing echoes, or
with shorter times, resulting in tuned filter or ringing effects. Using a VCO to
vary or modulate the time base opens up
other kinds of signal processing that may
in fact transform the track into a new and
almost unrecognizable sound. Our approach will be to proceed from the simple,
most natural effects to the most dramatic
ones.
Image Placement
In the first part of our article, we saw
how to localize a source in a real listening
situation. We can apply some of these
ideas at mixdown to place instruments in
different apparent locations. The pan pot
is widely used to determine apparent
source direction, but delay is also a viable

method and has certain advantages. A
panned image is localized at or near a
speaker by amplitude differences, seeming to come from the speaker with the
loudest signal for a listener in an appropriate central area (the so- called `stereo
seat'). But as soon as the listener moves
out of the stereo seat, nearer to one speaker, it takes over as the apparent source
due to the Haas effect, even if it's the one
with the weaker signal. The Haas effect
therefore makes this form of image placement less stable for varying listener location.
Figures 7 and 8 in Part One show that
a time delay difference of from 5 to 30 ms
will firmly locate source direction at the
earliest arriving speaker in spite of the
two speakers emitting equal loudness signals. So by sending the zero delay signal
to the desired channel direction, and delayed signals to the others, we ensure that
the signal appears to come from the chosen direction for listeners in most locations of the room. Furthermore, the sense
of ambience and loudness will be increased
due to the supporting delays arriving
within the temporal fusion time. This
technique is especially useful in quad,
where we can firmly establish a frontal
source position (where it belongs, since
we're used to facing musicians) by feeding the back channels with delayed signals.
The delayed signals don't detract from
the front direction established by the
zero delayed signals and add a sense of
the ambience of a room speaking from
behind. Except in rare cases where the
producer wants to assault his audience
with surrounding musicians, this is a far
more natural and satisfying way to present a musical experience. Figures 1 and 2
show typical delay times and channel assignments for this effect. Although shorter
delays will also establish direction, they
may lead to undersirable comb filter ef-

fects in the stereo or mono versions of a
quad mix. Audition in mono during mix down to be sure what's going to happen.
In most cases, with delays over 15 ms or
so, the effect is likely to be pleasing
doubling or loudness intensification and
there'll be no problem.
VCO
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FIGURE 1
Apparent source
position in stereo is at
left due to delayed
right signal.
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FIGURE 2
Apparent source
position in quad is at
LF due to delays in

other channels.
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Image placement also involves establishing the source distance. For small differences in distance, as occur when musicians are arrayed front -to -back, we can
introduce short delays to the ones that
should appear further away. Since sound
travels at about 1,100 feet per second,
1 ms corresponds to roughly a foot. This
is one of the factors simulated in doubling, as will be discussed later.
Distance is also judged by the ratio of
direct to reverberant sound. A source that
should appear to come from a great distance should then not appear in the mix,
but should be delayed and fed to a reverberation chamber whose outputs (preferably one per mixdown channel) are fed
into the final mix. In this way we create
the effect of a distant source whose sound
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takes awhile to arrive and excite the room
reverberation, and whose direct sound is
lost in the reverberant sound of the room.

Doubling
Doubling is a technique that combines
original and delayed signals in order to
make a single performer sound like two
or more, or a small group sound larger. It
is also used to make tracks appear louder,
wider, deeper, and more rooted in a room
ambience.
The sound of multiple performers will
differ from a single performer in a number
of ways. For one thing, the sounds will
arrive at our ears at different times. A second performer will not be in the same
place, but will be in front or behind, left
or right, causing his sound to arrive at different times from the first performer.
Even if the two were in the same spot,
they wouldn't play exactly in sync, but
would wander slightly in time relative to
each other, producing changing attacks
that we unconsciously decode into the
sense of multiple performers. Finally, the
two or more performers will not play or
sing exactly on pitch with each other.
This, too, is part of the sound that tells
us there are multiple performers.
How can we create multiple performers
given a track of only one? Panning a delayed version into the same direction as
the original will simulate a second performer behind the first. Panning a delayed
version to another position will simulate
a second performer in a different direction. Mixing in a delayed version with
subtle pitch and time shifts will more
naturally simulate a second performer
playing with the differences in timing and
pitch that we associate with human performers. To do the latter, a VCO function
that modulates the digital delay time base
is needed.
Properly done, doubling will not only
give the impression of a multiplicity of
performers, but will also increase the apparent loudness by more than the corresponding increase shown on a VU meter.
This is called the loudness enhancement
or intensification effect and is due to the
temporal fusion that occurs with delays
less than 30 to 50 ms. In doubling with
more than two delay taps, it's possible to
use delays greater than 50 ms as long as
taps are spaced in between so that there
are no delay increments greater than 25
ms or so. Longer delay increments are to
be avoided, especially if panned away
from the zero delay original signal, since
spatial separation permits the delayed signal to break away into a perceivable echo
more easily. The relative level of delay returns in doubling must be adjusted by ear,
usually to no more than unity gain relative to the zero delay signal. If too loud,
they tend to take over, turning the original signal into a pre -echo; at unity gain,
the returns will sound like a second equally loud doubled source; and at reduced
gain, the doubling voice will be more eas-

ily masked and may resemble early reflec-

tions more than another performer.
Doubling can be used with all pop music
instruments, although voice, guitar, piano,
drums, and strings are the most common.
The basic signal flow chart for a simple
mono doubling is shown in Figure 3. The
VEO
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FIGURE 3
Doubling with one
delay, into a composite
mono signal to be
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panned as desired.
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mono source and one delay tap (although
more than one can be used) are mixed together into a new mono composite signal
that can then be positioned as usual with
pan pot to the desired direction. The delays must not be too short (less than 10
ms for most programs) or comb filtering
will be audible, and the delay differential
should be kept under 25 or 30 ms unless
the source is extremely smooth and legato.
Since signal and delays will emanate from
the same direction with this mix, the
room acoustic event simulated is that of
multiple sources at increasing distances
behind the primary one, or of early reflections arriving after bouncing off the wall
behind the source. This kind of doubling
with one or two taps at 25 to 55 ms, is
good with a snare or kick drum.
To our ears, however, it's nearly always more pleasing to use the doubling
approach shown in Figure 4 or 5. Once
again, the mono signal is fed to the delay
unit and one or more taps brought back
at appropriate delay settings and amplitudes, but now the original signal and
delays are panned individually. For example, using four delays, the mix of Figure 5
VCO
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FIGURE 4
Doubling with two
delays, and panning the
original and two delays
as desired to different

directions for

more
spacious effect.
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FIGURE 5
Doubling, with two
delay channels and
VCO, into stereo. See
text for suggested
delay settings.
R

would produce a strong mono -panned
center image, nicely supported by the
four delays criss-crossing in increasing increments left and right.
This will add ambience, apparent loudness, and the impression of additional
performers arrayed across the stereo stage.
This should be done with a stereo delay
line whose channels can be individually
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clocked, so that the otherwise identical
right delay channel has its time base under slow modulation by the VCO. This
causes the right channel delays to vary
above their settings and introduces a
slight pitch modulation. A one- cycle -perfive -second (.2 Hz) sine wave is effective
for this.
Suggested ballpark delay settings for
Figure 5 are, from top to bottom: vocal,
15, 30, 45, 54 ms; string section, 6, 15,
30, 51 ms; kick drum or piano, 24, 45,
60, and 84 ms; and acoustic guitar, 15,
30, 42, and a teeny bit even of 105 ms.
This `stereo doubling' is especially
good with sources that we'd expect to be
spatially distributed anyway, such as a
string section. The effect has been reported useful with strings using up to 15 delay taps spaced about 5 to 10 ms apart
and spatially distributed by panning.
Doubling isn't limited to mono sources,
however. A stereo pair of tracks can also
be doubled, in stereo, using, obviously, a
stereo delay unit. Figure 6 illustrates a

MAN

0

VCO R

o

L

FIGURE 6
Doubling of a stereo
source. into stereo,
using cross -delays. See
text for suggested
delay settings.
R

possible configuration for this, where the
cross -crossed delays add intensity to the
sound while enlarging the number of the
performers and the space they appear tó
be in. Useful delays would be in the range
of 15 to 55 ms.

Ambience Enhancement
From our discussion of room acoustics
and psychoacoustics we can see how a dry
mono track panned into stereo or quad
lacks ambience. Delay and reverberation
are the most powerful techniques available to remedy this, short of going back
to live stereo or quad recording. Recall
that in a live situation we hear direct
sound first with interaural delay, amplitude, and spectral differences. Next, a
quantity of early reflections arrive from
different directions, including sides and
rear; and finally the room reverberation
builds up and gently decays. In contrast,
the signals from close mikes are direct
sound, with as little `leakage' as can be
managed, and have no early reflections or
reverberation. Moreover, panned by intensity only, they all originate simultaneously with no time delay differences to
provide a spatial impression.
Early Reflections
In the section on doubling, we've already seen techniques that help enhance
the ambient quality of tracks at mixdown.
In Figure 5, for example, if the four delays are short (say under 30 ms or so) and
panned into the front, or stereo channels,
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scene these days, you may have
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life deep gap heads, and LED
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they will simulate early reflections from
the wall behind the performers, and contribute a more spacious sound to the mix.
If the mixdown is to quad, the delays can
be fed to the back speakers where they'll
sound like side and back wall reflections
and help even more. Delay times as great
as 200 ms can be used for this, if intermediary delays are provided to fill in the
gaps every 30 ms or so, or if the music is
legato.
Delayed Echo Send
Stereo doubling can be carried into
quad to establish ambience for a stereo miked performer (Figure 7). Note the

flow chart for a stereo pair processed
with two early reflections and delayed
echo. The same ideas apply to quad,
where the delays could better be fed to
the back channels, and where the availability of more taps would be helpful.
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Delayed echo send and
early re lections of
summed stereo signal.

RIGHT DELAY

Figure 10 shows a stereo delay unit
with four outputs connected to delay reverb and adds a delayed pair of early reflections (which could also be criss- crossed
and panned back in quad).
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Doubling of a stereo
source, into quad, using
cross-delays rear, and
shorter delays front.
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longer crossed delays to the back channels: these help establish room size from
the back -arriving reflections. Shorter delays can fill in in front, as shown, or also
be panned to the back. The more channels of delay and the more taps, the farther we can go with this technique. From
our room acoustics review, we learned
that reverberation doesn't begin immediately, but takes time to build up. During
the build-up time, a pattern of early reflections takes place, a pattern that we
can mimic with digital delay taps. For
reasons to be discussed later, today's digital delay units aren't versatile enough to
do a good job synthesizing reverberation,
but they can provide the delay needed to
prevent the reverb unit from `speaking'
too soon after the direct sound. This is
shown most simply in Figure 8, where we
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FIGURE 8
Delayed echo send,
using from 30 to 100
ms delay. With a stereo
delay, the second
channel is available for
independent use.

take the signal from one mike or some
subgroup of tracks or mikes and feed it to
the delay unit set for a delay of from 30
to 100 ms. The longer the delay, the
greater the apparent size of the room, although of course there is a limit because
the reverb will begin to break apart and
arrive as an echo. With two reverb units, a
stereo source, and a stereo delay unit, this
can be done in full stereo.
With a digital delay unit as the delay
element for the chamber we would be
missing the boat if we didn't use the delay taps themselves in the final mix and
thus come a little closer to simulating
both the early reflections and the delayed
onset of reverberation. Figure 9 shows a

Delayed echo send and
early reflections of stereo

signal, with summed
mono input to reverb.

o
o
o
RIGHT DELAY

Reverberation
By now there should be no confusion
over the difference between delay and reverberation, although such confusion is
not uncommon. A good delay unit is not
an `echo chamber' or a reverb unit: it is a
device capable of providing from one to
five discrete delayed repetitions of its input signal. Furthermore, a delay unit is
simply not enough to serve as a basis for
synthesizing high quality reverb. Special
designs, utilizing high speed digital cornputation can produce reverberant sound,
but these are not yet widely available.
Nevertheless, it is natural for studio people familiar with such simple devices as
the Echoplex and other tape delay -based
echo units to wonder what they can do
with a digital delay unit to produce something like reverberation. With a strong disclaimer to providing an alternative to
EMT's and the like, we'll present some
findings along these lines. Figure 11 is a
flow chart for a reverb -like sound requiring a stereo delay line with VCO module.
VCO

LEFT DELAY
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cay (adjustable by the amount of attenuation and delay time: short delays and

attenuations produce short reverberation
times). The long delay (192 ms or greater)
is desirable because it allows us to achieve
a given reverberation time with more attenuation. The VCO module is helpful
here because it can lower the clock rate
and increase the delay times while producing delay taps not related by the same
increment as the fixed channel. This tends
to reduce flutter echo and comb filter effects that occur when synthesizing reverb
with only a few delay taps and channels
as shown here. The experimenter will perhaps want to use equalization (high frequency attenuation) on the delay returns,
and must adjust the relative attenuations
for best effect. It may also be helpful to
roll off and limit the high end of the
source fed to this reverberator to prevent
transients from producing a pinging or
sproinging sound. Finally, add the resultant delay to the stereo mix in moderation.

Echo
Echoes occur in nature when a sound
travels away from its source, bounces off
a hard surface at some distance, and returns to us enough later so that we hear
it as a distinct repetition. This requires a
time delay of about 50 ms as we've seen,
implying a distance of 27 feet. If the returning sound meets another reflective
surface opposed to the first, it will again
be launched away from the source and
will continue to bounce back and forth
until the inherent attenuation causes it to
die into inaudibility. This effect can be
produced from a recorded track by applying it to a digital delay unit and feeding
the delay output back to a mixer at its input (Figure 12). In this way, each input
signal will be followed by decaying repetitions. Adjust delay time and attenuation for the desired effect. To obtain
the echo effect called `slap' where only
one or two echoes are desired, try the
flow chart of Figure 13 where no feedback connection is made.

XTAL

0
o
0

FIGURE 12
Connection for decaying series of echoes.
Delay should be 50 ms
or greater, and VCO

tan be used to

RIGHT DELAY

increase delays.

11

Ps eudoreverberation

with recirculated
stereo delay lines.

192ms

RIGHT DELAY

Each delay channel input is fed from a
mixer receiving the same input signal. The
mixer at each input also receives the attenuated signals from the delay outputs, resulting in a feedback loop with slow de-
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0
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FIGURE

13

Slap echo, with two
repeats, mixed with
undelayed signal to
arrive from same

RIGHT DELAY

direction.

In Figures 12 and 13 the echoes are
shown returning to a single mixer along
with the original signal, and presumably

The Holzer Audio VP -1000
Disc-Cutting System
Despite all of the advancements in the sound
recording process, the machines with endless multitrack permutations, the specialized signal- processing
with elaborate noise -reduction variations, the single
most critical element in making a record is still the
disc -cutting system: the electromechanical link between the artist and his mass audience.
The professional sound engineer knows this
fact and he also knows that Holzer Audio designs and

Holzer Audio Engineering Corporation

manufactures one of the finest systems available. The
VP-1000 was created to satisfy the recording industry's highest mastering standards. The Holzer Audio
technology in the VP -1000 and its resultant benefits
are so dramatic that any professional engineer who
doesn't find out more details will only have h rnself
to blame.
Call us. We know how to cut it.

14110 Aetna St., Van Nuys, CA 91401

for additional information circle number 45
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this composite signal will then be panned
as desired in the final mix. But there's no
need to limit ourselves to mono: the
echoes can be panned anywhere relative
to the source to produce moving echoes
in space. This is especially exciting in quad
where a source can be made to rotate in
a circular pattern of echoes. A set -up for
this is shown in Figure 14, where the
source comes from LF, followed by
sounds from RF, RB, and LB. A fourth
delay tap comes from LF and the feedback connection takes it around the circle again. Adjust attenuation to produce
the desired delay time.
VEO

LEFT DELAY
LF

MAN

o
o
o

RF
RB

VCO BOTH

LB
FIGURE 14
Rotating, delayed echo
in quad.

A really exciting possibility exists in
all these echo and slap effects to adjust
the delay times so that the echoes come
back in tempo with the music and fill in
as faster riffs. Thus if an eighth note at

fast tempo is about 100 ms long, delay
taps set to 25, 50, and 75 ms can fill in
thirty-second notes more accurately than
any mere mortal could. Percussion instruments such as snare drums, cross sticks,
wood blocks, etc., are particularly revealing of this effect. Further, the in -tempo
repeats can be panned left-right or in
some motion in quad for a totally unique
sound. Another fertile possibility for
longer delays and slap is to provide a delayed version of an existing track during
overdub to the headphones of a musician
who will then play counterpoint riffs off
the delayed signal, to be recorded on a
new track.
Flanging
Depending upon your viewpoint, flanging sounds like a jet engine, swishing, or
fading multipath shortwave reception. A
popular technique, flanging was first realized by recording on two tape recorders
at once, simultaneously replaying the
tapes and mixing the two signals. It was
found that the differential delay between
the two signals could be altered by placing a thumb or other suitable digits upon
the flange of one of the supply reels to
momentarily increase the delay.
Flanging is actually a frequency domain filtering action called a comb filter.
It is so named since a comb laid on its
spine with the teeth upright resembles the
shape of the amplitude versus frequency
curve of this filter (Figure 15). The tops
of the teeth occur at frequencies where
the output signal is maximum, and the
bottoms at frequencies where dips or
nulls occur. If the two signals are added
out of phase (- sign in Figure 16), then
the resultant filter has nulls at f =0, f=1 /t,

FREOVENCI

11.1.01

FIGURE 15: Flanging. Characteristic shape for t = 0.25 ms
and negative I -) summing on connection of Figure 16.
Nulls occur at f = 0, 4 kHz and at 2,3,4 ... n times 4 kHz.

and successive nulls at 2f, 3f, 4f, etc. This
is a filter with nulls for a fundamental, f,
and all its harmonics, odd and even. Now,
if the two signals are added in phase
(+ sign in Figure 16), the first null occurs
at f=1 /2t and successive nulls occur at 3f,
5f, 7f, etc. Here, the filter removes a fundamental and only its odd harmonics. 't'
in these expressions is the time delay difference between the fixed and variable
delays. As an example, let's derive the
value of t for a filter to eliminate a 1 kHz
tone and all its odd harmonics. Rewriting
the expression for f, we have t = 1/2f, or
t = 0.5 ms, and we must use the configuration of Figure 16 with the plus sign
for the fixed delay.

ti

VCO

_EFT DELAY

9 ms
ms

VEO

R

6 ms
ms

FIGURE 16
Connection of stereo
delay and VCO to
produce automatic

flanging.

IGHT DELAY

Flanging is usually done with the fixed
delay summed positive, which results in
more nulls. It's apparent after a bit of reflection, that longer delays produce more
closely spaced nulls, beginning at lower
frequencies. 50 ms, for example, produces the first null at 20 Hz and nulls
from 40 Hz on up, 20 Hz apart. At first
blush, you might expect that the resulting
comb filter with many teeth would be
most dramatic sounding, but, in fact, the
shorter delays (less than 5 ms) produce
the richest area of flanging sound in spite
of their fewer nulls. As the null spacing
increases, the nulls become broader in frequency. Changing musical pitches and
spectrally broad instruments span these
broad filter nulls more effectively, resulting in a quite audible effect.
Four characteristics really affect the
kind of flanging sound you can get. The
first is the null spacing, which should be
that resulting from delays from zero to
5 ms or so. The second is that the null
frequencies must be changing with time
(by varying one of the delays). The third
is that the musical signal must have a
broad spectrum of frequencies in order to
reveal the comb nulls. Flanging just isn't
very effective with one voice, one flute,
or even one guitar, but rather, comes into
its own with synthesizers, drum kits with
brushes and cymbals, and with fuller mixes consisting of combinations of instruments and voices. Finally, the flanging
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sound that comes from Figure 16 depends upon the gains used in the mixer.
For the deepest nulls (theoretically infinite at lower frequencies), the two gains
must be exactly equal so that complete
cancellation occurs from the out of phase
condition at null frequencies. Thus we
can make flanging less obvious by reducing the level of the variable delay.
True, full fidelity flanging can be done
with a stereo delay unit and the set -up of
Figure 16. The right delay channel is
varied from 6 to 12 ms by the VCO function, while the left channel stays fixed at
9 ms. As the VCO'd delay crosses 9 ms,
sharp, dramatic flanging results. The VCO
can be adjusted manually from a front
panel control, programming internally
from a function generator (with variable
modulation frequency and range) to yield
automatic hands -off flanging, programmed from an external voltage source (synthesizer), or controlled by a performer's
foot pedal. For the more ambitious, the
signal to be flanged or any other signal,
can be externally rectified and averaged
to give an envelope- dependent voltage to
control the VCO and thus the flanging.
Other delay times can be used for
flanging; for example, 3 ms and 6 ms,
20 ms and 30 ms, 45 ms and 50 ms, etc.
The guideline is that the nominal VCO'd
delay must be between one time and one half time the fixed delay, so that the
VCO whose range extends the variable
delay from one to two times, can produce an overlapping delay.
Resonance
A connection for resonance is shown
in Figure 17. Here, a portion of the delay
output is returned back to the input,
forming a recursive or feedback filter.
The filter response will be similar to a
comb filter, but as the return gain is increased toward unity, the comb peaks
will become sharper and sharper, until
unity gain, when the circuit will oscillate.
This effect, which we call resonance, can
be made useful and controllable if the delay element in Figure 17 is continuously
variable, as it is with a VCO time base.
The VCO can vary the delay either by
manual control, built -in function generator modulator, or by external voltage or
foot pedal. The useable control range is
2:1 of the indicated delay setting.

VCO

LEFT DELAY

3-6

ms

VCO BOTH

FIGURE 17
Resonance, a tuned
filter with 2:1 range.

o

O
RIGHT DELAY

This effect is best if the source is percussive and transient in nature, such as
snare or kick drum, wooden block, or
cross-sticks. The resonated delay takes
these broadband impulsive sounds and

The Scamp.
All the signal processing
you need,
plugged into one box.
For example:
A compressor -limiter with push button
ratio and automatic tf reshold selection;
30dB control range; and LED gain

reduction indicator.
A sweep egualiseerr with three sweep
sections: 20 Hz to l kHz (Q =3), 75Hz to
7.5kHz (Q =1.5), and 400Hz to 20kHz
(0=3), each with an amplitude control
range of 40dB; overall LED overload
indicator and output attenuator.
A parametric equaliser with the same
three frequency sections as above plus
variable bandwidth from half an octave
to five octaves; and LED optimum
modulation indicator.
A high pass dynamic noise filter with
programme controlled variable slope
filter (0 to 18dB /octave) with turnover
frequencies at100, 200 and 400Fiz,
to progressively attenuate low level,
low frequency noise below the threshold;
and a 20 or 40dB full frequency
gating option.

A low pass dynamic noise filter similar to
the high pass except it has turnover
frequencies of 2, 4 and 6kHz to dynamically attenuate low level high frequency
noise.
An octave equaliser providing 12d3 lift or
cut at the ten standard centre frequencies
between 31.25Hz and 16kHz.
An LED display coliumn with 20 LEDs per
column; range of +16dBm to -40dBm;
and switchable to display PPM or VU
characteristics.
An expander gate with a range control to
vary the maximum low level attenuation
and automatically adjust the slope;
a remarkably fast attack time
( >5pS /10dB); a 20:1 slope gating mode;
and selectable peak or rms level sensing.
The basic box is 19 "by 8Vby 13'2', and is
therefore standarc rack mounting. It has
an external power supply feeding common
internal power rails. All connections are
via Molex multi -way connectors.

Yoe. can build up a whole library of
modules and quickly and easily transfer
them from one installation to another
(studio to mobile, for instance).

Buy what you need now, and come back
for more later. We'll even buy back the
blanks you've used to fill up the
unused spaces.
Send for full data; we're always adding
new modules to the range.

audio &design recording inc.
Winchester
Chicago
Illinois 60622 USA
Tel: (312) 252 8144
1019 North

make sound
sound better

We

Nationwide network of dealers.
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tunes them, due to the ringing filter action, much as a kettle drum can be tuned
up and down. The difference here is that
the resonant frequencies are higher and
sharper and can be electronically tuned
over a broad range (although only 2:1 in
a single sweep). The VCO can be tuned
via a front panel control, or, better yet,
the percussionist can tune it with a foot
pedal over a one-octave range if he has a
headphone cue signal from the resonated
bus.
Noise sources can also be tuned effectively by the resonance effect. Not only
can a synthesizer provide the noise input
to the resonant filter, but it can also voltage control the filter up and down over
its octave range.

Time Base Modulation
Now that a digital delay line is available with a VCO, i.e., a voltage controlled
clock, other effects are possible. We have
seen already how it is useful to change
the time base to a new static value, to
fine tune or extend the delay time and to
set up delays with a different increment.
And we have used the built -in function
generator low frequency modulation capability to automatically control flanging
and resonance. As the rate of modulation
and the amplitude (or depth) of modulation are increased, frequency modulation
of the delay's output signal becomes audible. The resulting frequency modulation
of inputs is easily adjusted from imperceptible to unmistakably awful, permitting the simulation of subtle vibrato to
the grossest wow and flutter imaginable.
Vibrato is a slight pitch modulation at
about 6 Hz usually heard on voice and
violins. The modulation depth amounts
to about 3% peak -to -peak for violins and
about 6% for voice. A moderate delay
time of around 10 ms or more is adequate
to permit time delay modulation to produce the desired vibrato, while the VCO
controls are set by ear. A flow chart isn't
shown because the connection is simply
source to delay input and one delay tap
back to the mix.
With the same connection, greater
peak -to -peak modulations and other modulation frequencies will produce a variety
of effects. Sine or triangle modulation
waveforms at low rates are recognizable
as sweeps up and down, where the triangle produces fairly constant upward
pitch shift during the up ramp, and downward pitch shift during the down ramp.
The sine wave produces a changing pitch
shift when run at very low frequencies,
greatest at zero crossings. The square
wave effect is interesting, in that it results in a sequence of shifted and unshifted
pitches at the output. The sequence contains the original pitch, a rasied portion,
and a lowered portion with no in between
pitch shifts as with the two continuous
waveforms.
Unless a special need for the unusual
and radical transformation of a sound ex-

ists, there is probably no need to use the
VCO with extreme modulation settings.
But some very far out changes are possible and might come in handy. One trick
is to set the modulation rate and /or delay
times to coincide with the beat of the
music. This allows an effect such as resonance or source pitch modulation to
occur in tempo with the basic meter or
shorter notes, and affect instruments only
at those times. In this way, for example,
the sound of a slow, metrically repeated
snare or cross -stick can be subjected to
resonant tuning while the rest of the in-

struments aren't affected.
Performer Control
We have already touched upon the
possibility of giving the musician control
over some time delay effects during performance. This can be accomplished with
a foot pedal connected to the VCO to
control the time delay over a 2:1 range.
In the case of flanging, for example, characteristic spacey sound can be changed at
will, faster /slower, lingering at a particular
comb setting, etc.
all by the musician
him(her)self actually hearing the effect
on phones or speakers.
The resonance effect tunes percussive
sounds. Given a foot pedal, a percussionist would be able to tune up and down
over an octave range in real time. Further,
even when simply using a single delay
output, foot pedal effects are possible.
With a basic delay setting of 20 ms, a vocalist can vary doubling over a 20 to 40 ms
range, to the point where a slight echo is
heard. In addition, while the musician is
moving the foot pedal, a pitch shift up or
down will occur that can be used to bend
notes briefly. This may be of interst to
performers locked into certain keyboard
instruments that don't permit slurs or
bending of notes. Guitarists could also
make use of controllable flanging or resonance.
The VCO has a voltage input for external 0 to 5 volt sources. A synthesizer, versatile lab function generator, or home brew circuit can drive this input and control the system clock over its 2:1 range
for further performer possibilities.

-

Lexicon's stereo Delta -T 102 system.
The less expensive Model 92
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Live Recording
In addition to the above performer controlled live applications, there's an interesting way of using delay during recording in a concert hall or other reverberant
ambience. This one is useful for recording
classical or other music live in its original
acoustic setting. Recording engineers have
for years noted the conflict between the
close pickup needed to highlight or

balance certain instruments and the more
remote pickup needed to capture the
overall orchestra embedded in room
sound.
The conflict arises because the accent
mikes, which pick up the instrument's
sound with only about one millisecond of
time delay, are mixed with the more distant mikes which also pick up the same
instrument with perhaps 30 to 50 ms of
time delay. Thus the mix can contain a
faint doubled version or echo of the highlighted instruments or vocalists. An interesting solution is to use a delay unit for
the more important accent signals so that
it feeds the mix in near synchronism with
the distant pickup, or perhaps a few ms
earlier. This technique has been known
for some time, but has not become practical until the advent of delays high
enough in quality to permit their use with
the wide dynamic range signal from a
good microphone. A stereo unit is particularly attractive for this job because of
the economical packaging of two independent channels, each with a modest
amount of delay and only one output.
Selecting a Delay Unit
There are a number of delay units
available at present, and more on the way.
Some important considerations in choosing a delay unit are: audio performance,
features, and flexibility. The Lexicon
Delta -T 102 -S is one unit with an excellent combination of features and performance for studio applications.
Audio performance, or signal fidelity,
involves several factors, including frequency response, noise, distortion, and
dynamic range. Today, the best delay
lines are digital; that is, the audio signal is
first time -sampled and then quantized.
The process of digitizing must be done
extremely well, as the noise and distortion
resulting from quantizing can be more
annoying than a numerically equivalent
amount of analog noise. Virtually all contemporary delay lines (digital as well as
analog) use companding or floating point
techniques to obtain a wide enough dynamic range. The choice of companding
method, the inherent noisiness of the
delay line, and the overall quality of the
engineering design determine how quiet
the result will be. Lexicon uses an exclusive, proprietary, floating point digital
encoding that results in a 90 dB dynamic
range and extremely low distortion over a
wide range of signal levels. Not only does
the 102 -S specify a 1 kHz maximum level
distortion and noise of less than 0.2 %,

Close-up of Lexicon's
VCO 102 detailing various front panel controls.
The top control chooses
Xtal for normal oper-

ation with fixed time
for control
of delay over 1X and 2X
range by knob below;
three waveforms for
modulation by built -in
function generator; and
ext, for external voltage
or footpedal control of
delay over 1X to 2X
range. Frequency and
amplitude together with
the waveform, control the function generator that modulates
the VCO, permitting
modulation from .2 Hz to
2 kHz in frequency and
from zero to 1X-2X
delay peak -to -peak. The
toggle switch selects both
channels or right channel
only for VCO control.
base; manual

can be seen from this article, the combination of a VCO with a two -channel system is extremely powerful.
Modular construction offers the user a
unique combination of economic value
and an in -built hedge against obsolescence.
At time of purchase, a studio with a limited budget can elect to buy only one
channel if desired, and expand into full
stereo operation later, with simple field
installation of modules. Since the delay
or memory capability is modular, it, too,
can be chosen frugally initially and expanded in 48 ms bites later on.
Putting it all together, performance,
versatility, and reliability, coupled with

cost and modularity (i.e., buying only
what you need today with the option for
economical future expansion) are the key
factors upon which a selection will be
made. The Lexicon Delta -T 102 -S is a
good exmaple of equipment that embodies
these key factors.
Note:

R -e /p

readers can receive

a

compliment-

ary, complete application note with a companion demonstration record by writing LEXICON
on their letterhead, requesting the AN -3 Application note with demo record. The record contains several of the effects described in the
article. Write:
LEXICON
60 TURNER ST.
WALTHAM, MA. 02154

but it also achieves distortion of less than
0.3% 34 dB down from maximum level.
This ensures that even quiet passages are

not degraded by quantizing noise. Other
manufacturers fall short of the high level
distortion and noise spec, and conveniently omit the lower level performance.
In addition, the floating point encoding
guarantees that the characterisitically gritty and signal- dependent noise at levels
near the bottom end of the digital range
occurs 90 dB down and is thus inaudible.
Thus it can be seen that the dynamic range
and total distortion and noise specifications are worthy of very careful attention
for those desiring a high level of audio
quality in a digital delay.
Good frequency response in digital delay units calls for conservatively high
sampling rates coupled with accurate,
multipole, low pass filters at input and
output. The Delta-T 102 -S uses Butterworth, maximally flat filter designs to
yield smooth, flat response out to the
edge of the passband, rolling off with a
good margin well before the Nyquist half sampling frequency to prevent aliasing
during input sampling. Good attention to
design is essential to keep spurious digital
clock frequencies out of the output signal,
and requires not only the already mentioned filters, but excellent layout and
grounding. In analog delay designs, e.g.,
those using bucket brigade devices, it is
extremely difficult to keep a smooth, extended frequency response as the clock is
varied to change delay. In addition, the
noise increases steadily as a function of
the product of delay time and frequency
response. A digital design such as the
102 -S reduces these problems to non audibility at A -D conversion, after which
they are independent of the delay time
throughout the unit's frequency range.
When it comes to features, the ultimate
test is how much can be done with a
given delay unit. Again the 102-S provides
an example of useful versatility. The two
delay lines can be clocked together with
crystal and /or VCO for special effects. As

WE'RE FED UP WITH CHEAP MIXERS LOADED
SO ARE WE
WITH CHEAPER COMPONENTS: WE'VE HAD IT WITH MIXERS
WHICH TAKE TOO LONG TO NORMAL AFTER THE WARM -UP ACT,
ANNOYED WITH METERS YOU CAN'T SEE IN THE DARK, TIRED
OF OPERATING FICTICIOUS CONTROLS FOR IMAGINARY FUNCTIONS? TIRED OF WORKING ON A BOARD THAT'S TOO LIMITED FOR YOUR GIGS, YET TOO LARGE TO SHIP EASILY TO
FED UP WITH WARRANTEE REPAIRS
RENTAL INSTALLATIONS?
THAT TAKE TOO LONG, OR A WARRANTEE THAT RUNS OUT
JUST AS YOUR MIXER RUNS DOWN? e IF YOU ARE A PROFESSIONAL SOUND MAN, IF YOUR BUSINESS IS YOUR LIFE,
IF YOU SERIOUSLY USE OR RENT MIXING CONSOLES, GIVE
YOURSELF A BREA AND LOOK INTO THE 2005AD PORTABLE
WE USE THE BEST COMPONENTS AVAILMIXING CONSOLE.
WE USE
ABLE AND ARE CONSTANTLY UPGRADING THEM.
CUSTOM DESIGNED KNOBS AND LED VU METERS FOR EASY
READABILITY UNDER THE WORST CONDITIONS. n AND TO
BACK IT ALL UP, WE PROVIDE A LIFETIME WARRANTEE
UNIQUE IN THE INDUSTRY. c THE 2005AD PROFESSIONAL
PORTABLE MIXING CONSOLE...HANDMADE BY THE PEOPLE
_SN'T IT TIME YOU TRIED ONE?
WHO USE THEM.
}:
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flew Pioducts
dbx ECONOMICAL EIGHT CHANNEL
TAPE NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM
The new dbx 158 provides eight channels of simultaneous record /play tape
noise reduction in a modular rack mount
package at an economical price. The system offers the semi -professional recordist
or small studio all the advantages of dbx
professional systems, including 30 dB of
noise reduction and 10 dB of additional
recorder headroom, and is a classic 2:1
mirror image compander which compresses the signal's dynamic range of the tape
recorder. At playback the system fully
recreates the original input signal with the
complete lack of audible tape hiss usually
encountered in the recording process.
Model 158 is a modular design with
one channel of independent record /playback electronics in each module. This

feature permits simultaneous monitoring
of the noise reduced program while recording is in progress. A free spare plug -in
module is supplied in the main frame to
eliminate down -time.
This system accepts the outputs of any
preamp or mixer up to 50 K ohms and
drives the line level inputs of any Tascam,
Otari, Brenell or other multitrack recorder having single ended inputs and outputs
terminated in RCA type phono connec-

OCTAVE

tors. No level match tones or routine adjustments are required for accurate record /playback operation.
Model 158 is fully compatible with all
dbx professional studio tape noise reduction systems and tapes made on the 158
may be played back on dbx professional,
semi -professional

and on -board TEAC
dbx units with complete interchangeabil ity. The system occupies only 51/4" of
rack space and its light weight of 17
pounds makes it convenient for use on location recording jobs.
The system, including the spare plug -in
module sells for $2,400 and is available
from dbx professional audio dealers. For
complete information and list of demon-

ANALYZER
THE NEW MODEL 150

Simultaneous display - TEN one octave bands -31.5 Hz to 16 kHz
Light Emitting Diode readout
Meets ANSI 1.11, Class II for
FEATURES
Octave Band Filter Sets
Fully calibrated in dBspl
Brpadband
dBspl Line Input -calibrated in dBm Flat or A- weighted measurements Hand held- battery operated (rechargeable nickel- cadmium
cells)
Precision microphone, carrying case, noise generator,
battery charger included

strating dbx dealers, circle reader service
number or contact:
dbx, INCORPORATED
71 CHAPEL STREET
NEWTON, MA 02195
for additional information circle number 49

IE -15A DISTORTION ANALYZER
ADDED TO IVIE AUDIO
ANALYSIS SYSTEM
The IE -15A Distortion Analyzer is an

accessory designed to be used with the
IE -10A Audio Spectrum Analyzer. The
IE -15A now adds total harmonic distortion (THD) measurement capabilities to
the already powerful IE -10A. In combination you can measure THD at a fixed
frequency of 1 kHz over the range of
100% to less than .02% with an accuracy
of 1.0 dB. A clip -on IE -10A overlay
screen is provided that allows the operator to read the distortion levels directly
in % or dB.
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APPLICATIONS
Sound system set -up
Noise surveys
Octave equalizer

adjustment

Speakerchekout
Horn alignment
Room surveys and
speaker placement
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ALSO: Active a id passive
equalizers Other real time
analyzers
Dealer inquiries invited
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or write tod512/892
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INSTRUMt ENTS, INC.
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Built into the IE -15A is an ultra -pure
sine wave source having selectable frequencies of either 1 kHz or 4 kHz and
output voltages adjustable over a 60 dB
range. In addition to distortion testing,
the oscillators can be used in troubleshooting applications, or in any other
task requiring a stable, clean signal source.

Professional
perfection
in most exacting
microphone
applications

Everyone enjoys a contest... particularly when they've got a winner.
We are ready to take on anybody
with our latest AKG large diaphragm

-

professional condenser microphone
the C- 414EB.
With many exclusive features, it will
proudly outperform its nearest rival, yet costs
two hundred dollars less! The C -414EB has four
selectable polar patterns; improved maximum
sound -pressure level capability through a built -in
0, -10 and -20dB attenuation selector (greater
than 155dB sound pressure level capability); a
three -position low- frequency rolloff switch with
14dB /octave slopes; freedom from off-axis coloration and uncompromisingly smooth and natural
sound characteristics-plus a new level of
robustness and dependability.
We've given it the acid test. Dust off your
alchemy set... you're in for a
pleasant surprise!

C -414EB microphone

shown above with
optional H -17 shockmount/windscreen

I

N

AKG

AKG ACOUSTICS

PHILIPS AUDIO VIDEO SYSTEMS CORP.
91

McKee Drive, Mahwah, N.I. 07430

C -414EB HIGHLIGHTS

Attractively priced
4 switchable polar patterns
cardioid
omnidirectional
figure -eight
hypercardioid
3- position attenuator
(between capsule and
preamplifier) 0, -10dB, -20dB

-

3- position bass rolloff switch.
flat, 75 Hz, 150 Hz ( -3dB

Standard three -pin XLR type

points)
12V/48V phantom powering
H -17 shock mount/windscreen
assembly for superior
isolation from
low- frequency vibration
and wind noise or pops.

Fully RF shielded

for additional information circle number 50
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connector
Extremely quiet
(equivalent noise level:
20dB SPL)
Full specifications are available
on this and all AKG microphones
on request.

R-e/p 69

The IE -15A oscillators have a separate
on /off switch for the measurement of
signal -to -noise ratios over a dynamic
range of 100 dB.
Other IE -15A features include an overload indicator light to prevent measurement errors, and an output monitor jack
for viewing distortion products on an
oscilloscope.
Rechargeable nickel cadmium batteries power the IE -15A for 12 hours between charges and the AC adaptor /charger provides continuous line operation
from either 115 or 230 VAC.
IVIE ELECTRONICS INCORPORATED
500 WEST 1200 SOUTH
OREM, UTAH 84057
PHONE: (801) 224 -1800
for additional information circle number
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FLAT FREQUENCY RESPONSE
AND NEW SHOCK MOUNT SYSTEM
ARE FEATURES OF NEW
SHURE MICROPHONE
Called the SM59, the microphone is a
dynamic type with a wide 50- 15,000 Hz
frequency reponse that provides clean,
natural reproduction without a presence
peak in the higher frequency range. This
feature, coupled with its anti -feedback,
cardioid pickup pattern makes the SM59
perfect for use in studios, live performances, churches, and meeting rooms.
Another major feature of the SM59

TEAC TASCAM SERIES MODEL 40 -4
1/4 INCH FOUR -TRACK
RECORDER /REPRODUCER
The newly introduced rugged '4 inch
four -track unit features the same transport
and chassis as the eight -track 80 -8 unit.
Additionally, the three -head 40 -4 features full integrated circuit logic with motion sensing and a memory stop function.
According to Bill Cawlfield, TEAC's

director of product dvelopment, the new
unit has a nationally advertised value of
less than $1,600 and will be available in
quantity for national distribution in August.

patented mechanopneumatic shock
mount system that dramatically reduces
mechanical noise and pickup of floor and
desk stand vibrations. A special "pop"
filter also protects against explosive breath
is its

TEAC.

47,

TEAC

*.

110
..

sounds.
In addition to its outstanding performance characteristics, the SM59 has a
slim, sleek appearance. It weighs only 215
grams (7.6 oz.), is just 197.3 mm
(7 -25/32 in.) long, and is ruggedly built
to withstand rough use both indoors and
out.
User net price of the SM59 is $132.00.
SHURE BROTHERS, INC.
222 HARTREY AVENUE
EVANSTON, IL 60204
for additional information circle number 52

Cawlfield said the 40-4 has a combination record /reproduce head, and erase
and monitor heads, function and output
select buttons, LED overload indicators,
accessible calibration controls and a flip up head cover. The unit has optional
four -channel dbx (DX -4), remote control
(RC -170) and mike preamp module
(MA -4).

The unit takes up to 101/4 reels and records at 15 and 71/2 ips. It has dual- speed,
hysteresis synchronous capstan motor
and two eddy current induction reel
motors. Wow and flutter is 0.05% (NAB
WTD) at 15 ips and 0.07% at 71/4 ips, frequency response of 50 to 20,000 Hz at
15 ips and 50 to 15,000 Hz at 71/2 ips, a
signal -to -noise ratio of 65 dB weighted,
and distortion of 1% at 1,000 Hz.
TEAC CORPORATION OF AMERCA
7733 TELEGRAPH ROAD
MONTEBELLO, CA 90640
PHONE: (213) 726 -0303
for additional information circle number 54
BTX new

4500 SMPTE edit code synM
'
chronizer
will bring into sync, and holc in
sync, any two
video or multi-track audio recorders using sensible
SMPTE time code.
Use this
completely self- contained system to sync your VTR
to your audio recorder, or to expand the number of audio tracks with two
multi -track recorders in tandem.
For complete information call The BTX Corporation, 438 Boson
Post Road, Weston, Massachusetts 02193 (617) 891-1239

R-e/p 70
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TROUPER I LIVE MUSIC
MIXING SYSTEM
Like its bigger brothers, the Trouper I
is a modular system. The Output Control
Module ($749 suggested retail value) has
eight inputs and the Expander Module
has ten for $698 (suggested retail value).
The Trouper I is said to be accessible for
just about anyone who is interested in
putting premium sound in their performance. It's built to handle the durability
of the road as well as having the specs
that you expect from a Uni -Sync product.

Home Cookin'!
See that guy at the board? Once upon a time he was
an engineer at the busied studio in town. The place had
everything big money could buy. And it cranked out
super -slick albums at an absolutely psychopathic rate.
But because its hourly rote matched its image, it wasn't
only the busiest studio in town., it was also the most expensive. Which was alright if you had a fortune to
spend -which the band you see here didn't,
After years of being a staff engineer he decided he'd
been sitting behind somebody else's board long
enough, thanks. So with the money he'd saved, he invested in a complete lASCAM1 Series recording studio
by Teac- 80 -8* eight track, 25-2* two track, mixing con-

soles -the works!
Two days later, he was making tracks like they'd never

been made before- in his home! And at a fraction of the
price charged by his former employer.

Well, the band cut a demo at his new studio and with it
they got a record deal. And with the front money, they invested in their own Teac mini -studio. So with the band
members taking turns at the board, hey laid down the
tracks for their album. And to make sure they got the
most out of the *racks they made, they asked he old pro
to do the final mix.
Could this story have happened without Teac recording equipment? Not on your life. But its the sort of thing
that's boLnd to happen whenever a second generation
engineer and a second generation band team up with
a new generation of recording instruments.

TASCAM SERIES BYT EAC

A new generation of recording instruments
for a new generation of recording artists.

'Nationally advertised value, Model 63 -8 tape recorder shown above, less than $3,000. Model 25 -2 tape recorder also shown. less than S1900 (Rolling Consoles not includedl. Actual retail
prices to be determined indi,nduallyat the sole discretion of authorized Teac Tascam series dealers. Prices subject to dealer preparat on charges where applicable,
TEAC Corporation of America, 7735 Telegrapi' Rd., Montebello. CA 40640 TEAC 1977
E.

for additional information circle number 55
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Each input contains the following features which separate the Trouper I from
other mixing systems: low level balanced

input, High Z Input, In /Out Jack, 20 dB
of mike attenuation, monitor send, echo
send, three band graphic equalizers, solo
switch for individual channel monitoring
by the operator (incidentally the VU
meter follows the solo system giving you
a visual as well as audible indication of
each input and output), and the input
mix control.

The Output Control Module besides
having eight inputs with the same features as above include, House and Monitor Outputs, Echo Send /Receive Jacks,
Headphone jack, Solid State LED VU
Meter, Echo Send Master to the built -in
reverb, Headphone level control, House/
Monitor echo receive, High /Low Cut Filters, and House /Monitor Level Controls.
The Trouper I Expander and Control
Module couple together simply by console interconnection and the supplied um-

bilical cable. It gives you 18 inputs of
quiet, heavy duty mixing ability. It is
rack mountable and available in heavy
duty carrying cases built for the road,
choose between two models holding one
unit each or holding both expander and

output control module.
UNI -SYNC, INC.
742 HAMPSHIRE ROAD
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91361
PHONE: (805) 497 -0766
for additional information circle number 56
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peak limiters. Also featured are ultra-low
noise ( -90 dBV), and distortion (<.05 %).
The SC -50 can be left in the program
line as a safety device with virtually no
change in signals below the limiting threshold.
A unique LED display indicates gain
reduction and threshold. Two or more
limiters may be connected to provide accurate tracking in stereo or quad applications.
Suggested applications include loudspeaker protection, vocal compression,
broadcast limiting, loudness enhancement,
and a variety of special effects such as
musical instrument sustain.
Suggested list price for the SC -50 is
$299.00, F.O.B. Rochester, New York.
For additional information, please
contact:
ASHLY AUDIO, INC.
1099 JAY STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14611
PHONE: (716) 328 -9560

NEW ASHLY LIMITER
FEATURES ULTRA -LOW NOISE
AND DISTORTION
Designed to fit a variety of applications, the new low-priced model SC -50
peak limiter /compressor features accurate,
independent adjustment of all AGC characteristics. This is accomplished using a
specially designed closed loop detector
circuit which keeps the output ceiling
accurate at high compression ratios, yet
remains smooth down to a gentle 2:1
ratio. The wide range of attack, release,
and ratio adjustment allows tailoring of
the limiting action to suit any program
source. A program dependent dual refor additional information circle number 58
lease time action provides quick recovery
from isolated transients while allowing
JBL UNVEILS BROADCAST
slower release from sustained overdrive;
MONITOR LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
this eliminates audible "pumping" and
The 4301 delivers wideband sound re"breathing" effects associated with many production, in addition to high efficiency
and accuracy. Use of the 4301 in broadcast studios is particularly relevant in
light of the most recent developments, including television /FM stereo simulcasting
AM stereo and multiplex television audio.
Its 8 -inch (20 cm) low frequency loudspeaker was engineered specifically for
use in compact enclosure without the
compromises usually associated with
smaller drivers. For its size, this unit exhibits unusually smooth frequency response, wide dynamic range, superior
transient reproduction and low distortion.
It features a precision die -cast aluminum

bett
sot.

for

°-,
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frame for structural integrity under the
most severe operating conditions. Its 2 -inch
(5 cm) voice coil is suspended in a magnetic field having a flux density of 0.85
tesla (8500 gauss).
The magnetic field is generated by a
21/2 pound (1.1 kg) low loss magnetic
assembly energized by an Alnico V magnet. Mass and compliance of the integrally
stiffened cone have been carefully selected
to optimize low frequency bandwidth
and definition while reducing distortion.
High frequencies above 2,500 Hz are
reproduced by a 1.4 -inch (3.6 cm) direct
radiator designed for clarity, smoothness
of response and power handling capacity.
Its 5/8 -inch (1.6 cm) copper voice coil is
large in relation to cone size for efficiency
and accurate transient reproduction, yet
the diameter of the cone and center dome
is small enough to maintain wide dispersion at extreme high frequencies. The
voice coil is suspended within a 1 -5/8
pound magnetic assembly that generates
a flux density of 1.5 tesla (15,000 gauss).
The system has a nominal impedance
of 8 ohms and has a rated power handling
capacity of 15 watts continuous sine wave.
The 4301 enclosure utilizes a ducted
port for proper acoustical loading of the
low frequency loudspeaker. Its dimensions
are 19" x 12 -1/6" x 11 -1/4" deep, making it suitable for horizontal mounting
on a standard rack shelf. The enclosure is
finished on four sides in hand -rubbed
American Black Walnut veneer complemented by a dark blue fabric grill.
JAMES B. LANSING SOUND, INC.
PROFESSIONAL DIVISION
8500 BALBOA BOULEVARD
NORTHRIDGE, CA 91329
PHONE: (213) 893 -8411
for additional information circle number 59

NEW EECO AUDIO /VIDEO

TAPE SYNCHRONIZER
EECO's new, microprocessor -based
MQS -100 series synchronizing system can
cue and synchronize any three mag tape
transports including video, audio and mag
film simultaneously. The SMPTE /EBU
Edit Code, used for indexing of the tapes,
need not be identical and tapes with drop frame and non-drop -frame formats can be
intermixed.

yóúrxDolby

and eliminate
ALI the hiss

iththe new
dbx K922 cant
noise reduction
It's a direct plug -in replacement for
the Dolby "A" CAT-22 card. It inter instantly with no adjustments. It gives you the flexibility to use both
changes
dbx and Dolby "A" formats with your existing Dolby main frame. It provides more
than 30dB noise reduction and 10dB extra headroom. It eliminates the hiss which
remains with Dolby "A ". It gives greater than 100dB dynamic range. It requires
no level match tones. It's affordable. It costs only $250 per channel, or less than
half the cost of a free standing noise reduction system. It can go wherever you go in
its optional Halliburton travel case. It's the new world standard in noise reduction.
It's available now from your dbx dealer whose name we'll supply along with complete product information when you circle reader service number or contact:
Dolby

is a

trade mark of Dolby Laboratories.

System modes include High Speed
Search and Cue, follow the leader or
"Chase Mode ", Synchronized Play Back,
Fast and Slow Re- synchronization and
Roll -Back with automatic re-synchronization. Operational efficiency is demonstated by control simplicity. One button actuates all transports to roll back, start for-

Xdbx,

Incorporated

296 Newton Street

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
(617) 899-8090
for additional information circle number 60
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ward and synchronize automatically.
Time code readings for all tapes can be
"captured on the fly ", individually or
simultaneously. A plus or minus offset of
any selected time increment can be preset for each slave transport.
The "Chase Feature" of the MQS directs the slave transports to follow all
master transport actions. This permits the
operator to control cueing and synchronizing at the front panel of the master
transport.
The MQS is 7" high with standard 19"
wide Retma Mounting. For more information contact your local Ampex Sales
Office or:
EECO
1441 EAST CHESTNUT
SANTA ANA, CA 92701
PHONE: (714) 835 -6000
for additional information circle number
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NEW CLASS "H" AMPLIFIER
ANNOUNCEMENT BY

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
A "New Class" Super -Power Amp (250
watts RMS per channel 20-20 kHz both
channels driven into 8 ohms, less than
0.1% THD) was introduced at the May
Audio Engineering Society Show using a

revolutionary new Patent Pending "VariPortional" system of Analog Logic Circuitry which anticipates power demands
and supplies only a proportional amount
of power, as required by varying input

signal voltages.

Invented by Soundcraftsmen's Chief
Engineer, Paul Rolfes, holder of seven
patents in the field of solid state electronic
power circuitry, together with his assistant, John Holyoake, the advantages of
the "Vari- Portional" system are obtained
through it's constant metering of output
power requirements for optimum efficiency. This results in direct and measure able energy savings by reducing the amout

1111111111111111111

of energy dissipated as heat loss, yet with
controlled full power always available,
standing by, and supplied as needed. This
higher powered amp can be sold at a price
even lower than ordinary class AB amplifiers through cost savings made possible
by the Patent Pending "Vari- Portional"
circuitry. For example, no fan is needed
even under most severe operating conditions.
An added advantage is a substantial
savings in power consumption. Class AB
amplifiers of the same power rating, operating at 1/3 power in accordance with

COMPLIMITER

FTC test requirements, will consume over
40% more energy than the Soundcraftsmen "New Class" amplifier. Thus, the
"New Class" amp provides savings in heat
dissiaption of approximately 200 watts.
Progressively greater percentages of savings may be obtained at lower power levels.

Other outstanding performance features of the Soundcraftsmen "New Class"
amplifier are its uniquely designed exclusive all solid -state "Crowbar" fail-safe
overload protection circuitry with automatic reset, (no circuit breakers or fuses),
for 100% protection in the event of shorted speaker leads, etc. Totally non -limiting
output circuitry eliminates any possibility
of limiter -caused distortion due to excessive current demands.
Performance specifications are conservatively rated at less than 0.1% THD,
noise better than 105 dB down, and input
sensitivity for full output, only 1.28 volts.
Slew rate better than 25, damping factor
greater than 100, frequency response
0.25 dB, 20 Hx - 20 kHz. Power rating
250 watts RMS per channel into 8 ohms
20 Hz - 20 kHz both channels driven.
Suggested retail price is $699.00.
Because Soundcraftsmen has recognized the need for a basic, rugged, indestructible super power amp in professional
applications, a "no- frills" model is also
available. Model PA5001, with the same
new class circuitry and specifications but
without many of the front panel convenience features, has a suggested retail price
of only $549.00.
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
1721 NEWPORT CIRCLE
SANTA ANA, CA 92705
PHONE: (714) 556 -6191
for additional information circle number 62

MEDUSA FOR MULTIPLE WIRING
Medusa, from Whirlwind Music, simplifies the multiple wiring needs of PA and

MODEL 610
Used in recording studios; disc mastering studios; sound
reinforcement systems; TV, AM, FM broadcast stations to
maintain a sustained average signal at a level significantly
higher than that possible in conventional limiters, and with
performance that is seldom attained by móst linear amplifiers.
Rack mounted, solid state, new functional styling, the
Model 610 is in stock for immediate shipment.

Specifications are available from:

P[CIHU TONICS
770
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WALL

AVENUE, OGDEN,
(801) 392 -7531

UTAH

84404
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recording systems setups, according to
the manufacturer. Fabricated of the highest quality materials and designed by professionals, Medusa is available in eight
standard setups, ranging from 50 -foot
cable, six mikes in with three sends, to
100 -foot cable, 24 mikes in, with three
sends.
The manufacturers say they will custom design and make virtually any Medusa to fit the customer's special needs.
Medusa stage boxes are also available in a
wide selection of basic sizes and con-

nector configurations. Standard inputs
are XLR female, but others may be specified. Phone jacks can be specified in
'/4 -inch phone jacks or XLR male config-

urations.
Other options include impedance
matching and splitter /transformers.
WHIRLWIND MUSIC
P. O. BOX 1075
ROCHESTER, NY 14603
for additional information circle number 64

INTERFACE HIGH PERFORMANCE
LOW COST 16 TRACK MIXER
Interface Electronics of Houston,
Texas, has announced the Series 316 sixteen track recording consoles: available in
24 or 32 input mainframes, these high
performance low cost mixers provide
pushbutton selection of 16 track outputs plus four independent cue /echo
sends; input modules provide flexible
equalizing including (in the 3163) a parametric midfrequency equalizer tuneable
from 150 to 7,500 Hz. Also included are
phantom power, phase reverse. panpot,
six step preamplifier gain set switch with
two input pad positions, and long-travel
Duncan conductive plastic slider attenuator. Console normally includes mix down for control room monitor with solo
to monitor only, also track masters and
talkback /slate module with gooseneck
microphone. Output section options include ouput transformers and dual oc-

THE TIME

tave graphic equalizer. Mainframe includes 18 four-inch lighted VU meters
having industry standard response, ultra
reliable regulated power supply, and masters. Construction is entirely modular
and plug-in and uses new high-slew rate
internally compensated plug-in integrated
circuits throughout. Numerous options
are available in both input and output
sections, and mainframes may be ordered
with less than a full complement of input
modules and more modules added later.
Performance is equal to or better than
consoles costing many times more, yet
circuits are kept simple in order to improve reliability. Thorough shielding and
balanced input transformers assure against
pickup of radio transmissions or noise
from SCR light dimmers. Overall response

is within ±1 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz.
with ±12 dB of equalizing available at

specified frequencies. 400 Hz. distortion
is under 0.1% THD up to almost the clip
level, and maximum level is approximately
19 volts RMS with bridging load; since
zero level is 1 volt RMS. the headroom is
of the order of 20 dB. Equivalent input
noise is approximately 0.5 microvolts, or
-126 dBrn. Prices of complete mixers
start at $8,870.00, and delivery is currently eight weeks.
INTERFACE ELECTRONICS
381C WESTHEIMER
HOUSTON, TX 77027
PHONE: (713) 626.1190
for additional information circle number 65
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616-452-1596
Your Direct Line To
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
EQUIPMENT
We represent, stock, sell and ser-

-

vice only the best
such names as
Auditronics

-

Nortronics
Pulse Dynamics

Ampex
Beyer
Cetec
Crown

Ramko
Revox
Russco
Scully
Sennheiser
Shure
Sony

DBX

Edcor
Electro -Voice
Editali
Fidelipac

Soundcraftsman
Spotmaster
Switchcraft

LPB

Marti
Micro -Track

TEAC

Nagra

Tascam

Neumann

UREI

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES
Prepaid* with submitted copy:
$40.00 per column inch ...
(21/4" x 1 ")
(One inch minimum, 4 inches maximum. Space over 4 inches will be
charged for at regular display advertising rates.)

....

.

*If billing is required add 20 %, $8.00
per inch.
BOOKS
© COPYRIGHT
Old law and new law. How to register,
etc. By Walter E. Hurst (Attorney,
Professor). Illustrated by Don Rico.
Send $10.00 to:
7 ARTS
Los An'eles, CA 90028

Box 649

Trades Welcome
Anything That Doesn't Eat
Lease Plans Available

296 pages
8'/sx11
Hardbound
$19.95
R -e /p BOOKS
P.O. Box 2449
HOLLYWOOD, CA 90028

Come Play
With Us
...

by Lou Burroughs
non -theoretical reference
manual for those involved in the application of microphones for recording,
TV, motion pictures, sound reinforcement

Amplifier
Self- contained, dual channel

reproduce -only tape electronics package for professional applications demanding uncompromising performance and reliability. Accomodates virtually any tape
or film reproduce head. Low
noise design, 3 -speed equalization, and phase compensation adjustment.

(203) 744 -6230

RECORDING STUDIO
FOR RENT OR LEASE
Newest acoustical design, soundproof building. In art and culture center of 25,000.
Eight college cluster, nine churches, eight
parks. Minutes from mountains, one-hour
from beaches, 90- minutes from Palm Springs!
CALL (714) 593 -2535
Mr. Hadley
Pomona /Claremont, CA

Hardcover

$20.00
BOOKS
P.O. Box 2449
HOLLYWOOD, CA 90028

HANDBOOK OF MULTICHANNEL
RECORDING
by F. A /ton Everest
320 pages
201 illustrations
The book that covers it all
a
comprehensive guide to all facets of
multi -track recording
acoustics
construction
studio design
equipment
techniques
and much,
much more
.
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Hardbound $10.95
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N C O R P O R A T E D

503-B Vandell Way, Campbell
CA 95008 (408) 374-8300

.
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EIGHT TRACK STUDIO FOR SALE:
Complete Tascam studio with 708%" 2 mode
10's, 7300 -2T, etc. complete! Only 9 mos.
old, in perfect shape. Priced for immediate

-

sale.

CONGLOMERATED MUSIC
RECORDING STUDIOS
3621 Linda Road

Duluth, MN 55811

(218) 722 -5173

.

Paperback $7.95

send check or money order to
R -e /p

BOOKS
P.O. BOX 2449
HOLLYWOOD, CA 90028

Model 376, $550

0

TRADE -IN CONSOLES

excellent condition, may be available
from time to time, due to our many satisfied
customers wishing to upgrade to larger Neve
consoles. Typical prices are:
Model 8014 16 in /8 track $20,000
Model 8036 24 in /16 track $40,000
Model 8048 32 in /24 track $70,000
Leasing programs available, subject to terms.
In

Canada (416) 677 -6611

_..,.A.

Tape Reproduce

from stock or on short noprices are:
28 in
$66,900
32 in
$77,900
32 + 8 in
$89,900
Get all the details on these and other price
competitive consoles, built to the highest
standards. Leasing programs available, subject to terms.

practical,

R -e /p

tr*c

NEW 24 -TRACK CONSOLES

Often available
tice. Budgetary
Model 8058
Model 8068
Model 8048

RUPERT NEVE INCORPORATED
Berkshire Industrial Park
Bethel, Conn. 06801

MICROPHONES: DESIGN and
APPLICATION ...
A

NEW AND USED
MIXING CONSOLES
SALES RENTAL LEASE

May be available for short term use. Typical
monthly rates are:
Model 8301 10 in /2 out
$
550
Model 5305 20 in /4 out
$ 1,200
Model 8036 24 in /16 track $ 2,200
Model 8058 28 in /24 track $ 2,800
Weekly rates upon request. Subject to terms
and availability.
All prices are subject to change without prior notice. FOB points are
Bethel, Connecticut, or Toronto, Ontario. Sales and use taxes not included.

by Don & Carolyn Davis
2342 S. Division Avenue
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507

N Neve

RENTAL CONSOLES

SOUND SYSTEM ENGINEERING

AUDIO DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

EQUIPMENT

WISCONSIN'S RECORDING STUDIO,
AND SHOW STAGE BUYERS
ONE STOP SHOPPING

P.

A.

for
Tascam, JBL, Altec, S.A.E., Maxell Tape,
Scotch Tape, Quad 8, Strong Altman,

Capitol Lighting
TURNKEY -TECH SUPPORT
FOR THE LINES WE SELL
HARRY MELCHER ENTERPRISES
(414) 442 -5020

GIVE
AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY
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FOR SALE:
Profitable studio operation
in Austin. On -going 8 -track studio business;
API, Dolby A, Ampex, JBL. Two- and -ahalf years operating in market. Excellent
market development in mastering and mass
duplicating. Serious inquiries only.
PHONE: (512) 478 -8288

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE: Crown CX -744 recorder, 4-track
1/4 ", 3 %-7'/2 -15 ips. With keys. Good condition. Scully 280-B 4- track, 1/2" tape,
7'/2 -15 ips with portable case, 3 years old.
20 hours used.

VICTOR SCHUPPE
23236 Robert John
St. Clair Shore, MICH 48080
(313) 886 -8966
FOR SALE:
Delayline, UREI Cooper time cube, $450
Burwen, Dynamic noise filter DNF 1000,
$2,500
Ferrograph RTS1, test instrument

-

make offer

$350
Eventide omni- pressor,
$100
TEAC AN300, 4 channel Dolby,
$300
Orband 105C, Reverb,
$200
Tentel tension gauge,
$350
Quad -8, Rv -10, reverb,
All are backed by 6 months guarantee,
equipment in excellent condition. Contact:
JOHN CROW
2000 Beck Building
(318) 226 -8910
Shreveport, LA 71101
FOR SALE: Brand new, $40,000 plus
custom SPHERE Eclipse A Console
with Penny & Giles faders, graphic eq,
programmable muting, input solo,
monitor solo & mixdown positional
solo w /echo, extended patch bay,
producer's desk, oscillator, alternate
speaker switching, etc. 24- input, 24output, 24 -track monitor. In use only
a few months. Will sell at 20% off
original cost.
Contact Alan Kubicka or Cleon Wells

CHICAGO RECORDING
(312) 822 -9333

Lk-4

TASCAM 1/2 ", 4 -track recorder, series
70 with 501 electronics, mike preamps,
and balanced lines. $1,500.00.
CHUCK DAVIDSON
(217) 423 -3330
R .R 2, Box 284
Decatur, IL 62521
UP FOR ADOPTION:
Slightly used Cetec LM -20 Console;
20 -in; 9 -out metered with spare input
module, spare power supply and spare
line amp cards. XLR in -out with 90
will sell
pin Cannon snake fittings
with /without snake and stage box up
to 400 ft. in 3 lengths. In Anvil Case,
we pay shipping in U.S. Also, never
used Malatchi PM40, 24 -in; 4 -out console with meters in solid wood cabinet.
Two year old model but never used

-

-

Son of
LA-3P.
The LA -4 Compressor /Limiter offers advanced
IC design, added features, and a lower price.
The LA -4's new electroluminescent light
source, the heart of its patented ElectroOptical attenuator, is an L.E.D. which will
not change or deteriorate with age. Compres
sion ratios are adjustable from a soft, smooth
2:1 compression through super tight sounding
20:1 limiting. The natural sounding RMS
action makes it ideal for professional record
ing and re- recording. Half rack size. Priced
under S350.00. Available from your UREI
dealer.

Anvil Case. Both units beautiful
for theatre sound reinforcement big
hotel room, etc. We ship
club
you call ...
in

-

-

.

.

.

(703) 533 -0011
Falls Church, Virginia
WASHINGTON, OREGON, B.C.
Professional and semi -pro audio equipment
now available in Seattle, Washington, Names
like Tascam, dbx, Eventide, TAPCO, TEAC,
BGW, AKG, Oberheim Synthesizers and
all displayed in our
more
new "in -store studio ".
ELECTRONIC MUSIC BOX CO.
2320 on 6th Avenue
Seattle, WA 98121
(206) 622 -6984

-

COMPflESSORrtIMITER

LA-4

UNIVERSAL AUDIO

8460 San Fernando Road, Sun Valley, Calif. 91352
1213) 767 -1000
Exclusive export agent:
Gotham Export Corporation, New York

MEASURE
SPECTRA SON /CS Custom Console
16 x 16, 32 pan pots. Currently in use.
Good, quiet board. $11,000.00 or best

REVERB TIME

IN REAL TIME.

offer.

AUDITRONICS 501 CONSOLE, 18channel input, output. 16 -track monitor. Spare studio monitor module,
control room monitor module, and
output switching module. With
producer's desk, patch cords, and
cables. $14,500.00.
Ask for Krishnakanti
GOLDEN AVATAR STUDIO
(213) 559 -6058 or 839 -9424
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SALES
AND RENTALS
Servicing the Mid -Hudson Valley /Catskill
Region. Competitive pricing with a wide
selection including Electro- Voice, Yamaha,
Shure, Beyer -Revox, Orban, Crown, Ashley,
ALSO / Custom work available
Emilar
from our shop including, wood, metal,
electronics, to enable you to put together
.

.

.

or modify your sound system.
AVAILABLE FOR SALE

LIMITED QUANTITIES

Gauss Speakers, 21- 42 -16, 21-42-4, $100 ea.
Phase Linear 400 for road in working con-

dition, $350 each.

PHONE OR WRITE ..
PHOENIX AUDIO, INC.
656 Route 9W
Newburgh, NY 12550
(914) 565-4910
.

4.

C.

Instantly!

5TH FLOOR RECORDING
(513) 651 -1871
PIEZO SUPER TWEETERS
quantities in stock. Specifications
sent if requested. $4.62 - $9.50 depending
Good

on quantity.

MUSIMATIC, INC.
4187 Glenwood Road
Decatur, GA 30032
(404) 289 -5159
FOR SALE: 3 Ampex 24-track MM- 1100's
(including 16 -track heads). Price: $26,000
per machine. Contact:
Greg Hanks
Wally Heider Recording
Hollywood, CA 90028
1604 N. Cahuenga

SMALL 4 -16 TRACK STUDIOS
Detailed technical assistance + acoustical
consulation, from our engineering division
to our clients - either here or via phone &
included FREE.
Tascam Warranty Service Station + Sales
Sonic Engineering Lab, IPA Old York
Road, Willow Grove, PA 19090, Phone
(215) 659 -9251.
The Only One

RT -60.
This easy -to -use
instrument delivers precise reverb time measurement in Instant real time digital readout. No more chart recorder or time- consuming chart recorder analysis. The RT -60's integrated circuitry incorporates a one -third octave band pass filter system with frequency centers on 250,500,1000,2.000, and 4,000 Hz. It
operates on self- contained ni -cad batteries. Mounted in a
rugged carrying case, the RT -60 weighs only 3.5 pounds.
The dealer net cost, FOB San Diego, is just

$460.

Write for your free technical
instantly,
bulletin on the RT-60

-

commun;cnr1ons

compnnY
mor-7:11
inc

3490 Noell Street
San Diego, CA92110
Telephone (714)297-3261

.' I".
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EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT
URIE, Sennhelser, Crown,
Emilar, Cetec, Yamaha, Otani,
Shure, AKG, etc.

r
electro-acoustic

systems

P.O. Drawer 1923
Athens. Ga. 30601

EQUIPMENT

TRACKS!
Total recording systems, specializing in the
semi -pro studio. Tascam, TEAC, Neotek,
BGW, dbx, MicMix, Sennheiser, TAPCO,
MXR, Shure, S.A.E., and many others.
COMPLETE STUDIO PACKAGES

AVAILABLE

TRACKS
9520 47th Street
Brookfield, I L 60513
(312) 485 -0020

-

STAG E /ST U DI 0/B ROA DCAST
AUDIO SYSTEMS
Hull St.

150 N.

(404) 353.1283

Radio Ta

AKG, Allison Research, Amber, AMCO,
Auditronics, Beyer, Cannon, dbx, E -V, ElTech, Eventide Clockworks, IVIE, JBL,
Lexicon, MicMix, MRL, Nagra, Neotek,
Neumann, Nortronics, Orban /Parasound,
Orange County, Otani, Pultec, Robins,
Russco, Scully, Sennheiser, Sescom, Shure,
Sony,
Soundcraft, Speck, Switchcraft,
Spectra Sonics, 3 -M, Tascam, UMC, White,
and UREI. Plus many more.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON
THESE AND OTHER SPECIALTY ITEMS
FROM OUR FACTORY OPERATIONS

for professionals

MEASURE ROOM ACOUSTICS
professionally. Acoustilog's Model
232 Reverberation Timer incorporates the following advantages: One person operation, 3% accuracy, internal pink noise generator, 3 -digit
readout.
ACOUSTILOG
New York, NY 10013
(2121 925-1365

19 Mercer Steeet

.... Now the best selling multi -track

MCI
recorder!

MCI
only from AUDIOTECHNIQUES,
Inc. in the great northeast!
.

Tape recorders from one to 24 tracks

Recording consoles up to 40 inputs
MCI sales

CONTACT:
4346 W. 63rd Street
Chicago, IL 60629
(312) 767 -7272

AUDIOTECHNIQUES, INC.
142 Hamilton Avenue
Stamford, CT 06902
(203) 359 -2312

-

Tascam, TEAC, Sound Workshop, Otani,
dbx, Nakamichi, MXR, Dynaco, ADS, E -V,
Eventide, Shure, Maxell, Ampex, AKG Pro,
Beyer, Urei, Stax, Sennheiser, Tapco, BGW,
and more!

REEL TO REEL TAPE
Ampex, 3M. All grades,
On reels or hubs.

CASSETTES,

C -10

SEND FOR PRICE QUOTES
ZIMET PRO AUDIO
Dept. REP
1038 Northern Blvd.
Roslyn, NY 11576

-C -90,

with Agfa, Ampex, 3M Tape

LEADER & SPLICING TAPE

-

EMPTY REELS & BOXES
All widths, sizes.
COMPETITIVE

FROM STOCK

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT

-

Recording Supply Co.
Div. of

Polyline Corp.

1233 Rand Road
Des Plaines, IL 60016

312/297-0955

Everything from Atlas to White
CMG SOUND, INC.
12266 Wilkins Avenue
Rockville, MD 20852 (301) 881 -2660
WANTED TO PURCHASE
16 - 24 Track Studio

service,

factory trained technicians.
Studio Design and
construction service.

MIDWEST SOUND COMPANY

MAKE YOUR NUVISTER U-47's SOUND
LIKE THEY USED TO
LIMITED
SUPPLY OF VF -14's (the old tubes).
$300.00 per unit.
Box HG, do R -e /p
P. 0. Box 2449
Hollywood, CA 90028

.

PRO AUDIO EQUIPMENT

AND SERVICES
P.A. and custom touring sound systems,
studio equipment and turn -key installations, theatre and disco sound. Representing over 100 audio lines including:

AKG, Allen & Heath, Alembic, Altec,
Ampex, B &W, Beyer, BGW, Cetec,
Cerwin -Vega, Celestion, Community
Light & Sound, dbx, Denon, Dokorder,
Dynaco, Emilar, ESS -Pro, E -V, Forsythe Audio, Fons, Furman, GallienKruger, Gale, Gauss, Goldring, Grace,
J &H Formula 4, Kelsey, Koss, Lamb,
Langevin, 3M, 3A, Marantz, Meteor,
Mitsubishi, Maxell, Malatchy, MXR Pro, Otani, Russound, Revox, SAEC,
Sennheiser, Scotch, Shure, Sonab,
Sound Craftsman, Soundcraft, Sound
Workshop, Sony, Switchcraft, Sescom,
Stax, Supex, Tapco, TDK, Tascam,
Technics, TEAC, Thorens, Uher, West
Penn.

Los Angeles Area
Contact Mr. Evron
(2131 887 -6393

Today's Equipment
Deserves Tomorrows'

ALL EQUIPMENT ON DISPLAY IN A

WORKING ENVIRONMENT. COMPETITIVE PRICING & COMPREHENSIVE
SERVICE.
K & L SOUND

75 N. Beacon St.
(617) 926 -6100

Watertown, MASS 02172

(Attn: Ken Berger)

Enclosures
SYSTEM 700 by BSC.
SERIES II
1977 BSC, INC.

Before You Buy ..
TEAC -TASCAM- REVOXSAE -MARANTZ- TECHNICS
-DBX- TAPPCO -AUDIO
PULSE- SHURE -BEYERAKG- SONY- SUPERSCOPE
-

ESSE RIVER ROAD
RIVER GROVE, ILLINOIS MOM
PHONE NO. 31E-1111-6661

-SWITCHCRAFT

INCORPORATED

Consider BSC

R-e/p 80
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i
Scully 280 add -ons
Accepts

..

.

pair of Dolby 361s or any 19"
x 31/2" electronic panel. Only $49.95
FOB Bridgeport. Send check with order.
a

Rus Lang Corporation
247 Ash St., Bridgeport, CT 06605
Telephone: 203 384 1266

EMPLOYMENT

EQUIPMENT
ONE STOP FOR

ALL YOUR

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO REQUIREMENTS
BOTTOM LINE ORIENTED
F. T. C. BREWER COMPANY
P.O.Box 8057 Pensacola, Florida 32505

FREE

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Concert Sound /Lighting /Scenic Technicians
and Engineers needed. MUST have road experience and references. Full -time, salaried
employment. Send resume' or call the

Fi
tales
Cble
5

s

APLHA ORGANIZATION
6910 Raleigh La Grange Road
Memphis, TN 38134
(901) 388 -1032

CATALOG & AUDIO APPLICATIONS
CONSOLES
KITS & WIRED

AMPLIFIERS
MIC., EO, AC N,
LINE, TAPE, DISC,
POWER

OSCILLATORS

AUDIO

1033 N

LABS.INC.

y1CAMOIE AVE
ELES. CALI, 9003E

(OS ANG
OOPAMP
7131

TAPE BIAS

POWER

SUPPLIES

033 3566

ENGINEER WANTED:
A progressive Southern California company
has an opening for an Electro-Mechanical
Engineer proficient in precise position con-

Quality

with
Salary negotiable, commensurate
experience. Send complete resume to:
Box HVN, c/o R -e/p

& Construction

ience required. Excellent company benefits.

P. O.

for additional information circle number

HIGH IN'T'ENSITY turned sound reinforcement + disco + 4 -24 track studios, including narrow band (5 Hz!)
feedback and ring mode suppression, detailed regenerative response
environmental equalization ±1 dB
at your ears, room design /measurement /treatment, I 5%. articulation loss
of consonants, our 18 dB computer
designed crossovers and enclosures.
1000's of customized and expandable professional products including:
splayed fiberglass horns, consoles,

comp /rms /peak limiters, continuously
variable electronic crossovers, digital/
acoustic /analog delays, omnipressors,
flangers, revert), echo, doubling, tripling, p.a. noise reduction, piczo transducers, frequency shifters, notch filters, etc. All shipped prepaid + insured. Sonic Engineering Labs, 1I
1/2 Old York Rd., Willow Grove,
Pa. 19090, (21 5) 659-9251.
+Anechoic Chamber+
Inventors /Engineers

Box 2449

Hollywood, CA 90028

THIS ISSUE OF R -e /p IS SPONSORED
BY THE FOLLOWING LIST
OF ADVERTISERS
69
A KG
81
A &R Record Mfg.
30 -31
Allison Research
35
Altec Corporation
13
Ampex
65
Audio & Design Recording
78
Audio Distributors
16
Audio Industries Corp.
23
Auditronics
19
Auratone
80
BSC,Inc.
70
BTX, Inc.
32
Bruer, Rudy
24
Cetec Audio
79
Commco
21
Community Light & Sound
49
Crown International
73
dbx, Inc.
CVR 2
Everything Audio
Harrison Systems
Holzer Audio
Inovonics
Interface Electronics

TASCAM 80-8's IN STOCK!

EMPLOYMENT
TECH APPRENTICE for major multitrack studio. Tech school or equivalent, 2 to 3 years experience. $150.00
week. Chicago area. Reply to:
Box PKF, c o R -e /p
P. 0. Box 2449 Hollywood, CA 90028
ENGINEER /MIXER:
Productions,
TM
largest radio commercial and ID firm, is now
screening applicants for top engineering/
mixing position. Must be a dedicated pro,
and one of the best. Exceptional sense of
organization and efficiency essential. Unlimited opportunities with the fastest growing production house in the U.S. Send
resume, sample mixes, and salary requirements to Ken Justiss, Operations Manager.
TM Productions
1349 Regal Row
Dallas, TX 75247
Absolutely no phone calls accepted.

Orders processed same day
COD's accepted
Write for free catalog and price list, with
full information on other assorted
goodies in little black boxes.

iTa

13026 Saticoy St., No. 4
N. Hollywood, CA 91605
(213) 768 -0100

0 r presents...
"THE

78

48

Marshall Electronics

MicMix

41

Neve

78
27

Audio

Lexicon

MRL

Orban /Parasound
Otari
Peavey Electronics
QCA
Quad -Eight
Quantum Audio
Recording Supply
Saki Magnetics
Scientific Audio Electronics (SAE)
Shure Brothers
Sierra Audio
Sound Technology
Sound Workshop
Soundcraft
Soundcraftsmen
Spectra Sonics
Sphere
Stanton Magnetics
Studer /Revox of America

Windt Audio Engineering

80 -81
63
72
37
50
28
77

K &L Pro

Factory
Direct Prices

20

F rap

MCI

Model 5's and 5 -EX. Crown, 3M, AKG,
Shure, E -V, Sentry III, and IVB's.
Ask for Ben!
ROWTON PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
(502) 898 -6203

Professional

trol apparatus. Degree or extensive exper-

61

53
51

18
8

80
29
.

58

CVR 4

r

PACKAGE"
1000 Pure Vinyl 45 RPM Records.
Labels -Black & White at this
Price.
All Metal Parts & Processing.
Mastering by Dick McGrew using
Neumann VMS 70 Lathe and SX
74 Cutter.
Guaranteed Delivery.
COMPLETE
PACKAGE...

4 -5
3

(FOB DALLAS)

44,57
53

36

7,38,74

Symetrix
TAPCO
Teac /Tascam
Telex
2005 AD, Inc.
Uni -Sync
UREI
Westlake Audio
White Instruments
Windt Audio Engineering
Yamaha International

20
6

46
26
25
11,71

40
67
33

17,79
42-43
68

"The Package" consists of 1 -step
processing. Re- orders are not possible without remastering.
Call Toll Free for more Information.

cl +

800 -527 -3260

cod

monufocturing corp.
902 N. Industrial Blvd.
Dallas.Texas 75207 (214) 741 -2027

81

15
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"The best book on the
technical side of recording ...
thoroughly recommended."
-Studio Sound

SOUND
RECORDING
By John Eargle,

JME Associates

Here's a wealth of up -to -date guidance on
the devices, systems and methods used In
recording technology. Beginning with
background information on acoustics,
psychoacoustics, and stereophonic and
quadraphonic sound, it explains in detail
all of today's important recording tools
and their applications.

...

Thorough technical coverage
. of various microphone types includes
design techniques for creating specific
pickup patterns. This authoritative manual
shows how to choose monitor loudspeakers for different monitoring environments. It describes typical commercial
models and their rating criteria. Discussed
are filter systems and instrumentation used
in equalization of monitor systems, and
equalization contours for ideal monitoring
environments.
Information on audio control systems
... includes details on console automation,
while coverage of magnetic recording tells
about newer methods for indexing and
synchronizing tape machines. Explained
are recent developments in signal processing. Among the techniques of disc
recording discussed are special signal
conditioning methods, variable pitch and
depth control, and calibration of disc
transfer systems. To aid you in your own
calculations, handy appendices list mathematical data in convenient tabular form.
338 pages. Illustrated with 232 tables,
curves, schematic diagrams, photographs
and cutaway views of equipment. $16.95.

...

R -e/p Books

Box 2449

Hollywood, CA 90028

_

Send me
copy(ies) of SOUND
RECORDING by John Eargle.
My check
or money order
for
$16.95 each (Cal. residents add 6 %) is

,

enclosed.
Name

Address

City
State

Zip

*It is

understood that if I am not completely satisfied can return the book within
10 days for a full cash refund.
I

- BOOK

REVIEW

-

SOUND RECORDING
by John Eargle

Sound Recording by John Eargle
touches on nearly every aspect of contemporary audio recording of general interest.
It is aimed at the modern recording engineer /producer, who is often short of
technical background, though perhaps
long in musical production experience.
The book introduces the reader to basic
acoustic and recording principles, and
gives an historical background to the development of the recording arts. Basic recording tools are described as well as the
newer developments the tools have made
possible. The language is relatively non mathematical, but definitely the language
of a knowledgeable and insightful engineer.
A chapter on the physics of sound
moves quickly and easily through basic
principles, especially those closely associated with recording environments. The
subject of psychoacoustics is introduced,
which leads into a discussion of stereo
and quadraphonic sound, and the various
associated systems.
Recording equipment is covered in the
last six chapters. Microphones are dealt
with in depth, with a particularly interesting treatment of directional patterns.
Monitor systems and environments are
described with special emphasis on modem recording requirements. A chapter on
control systems explains the function of
the recording console, and deals with
topics like gain structure, noise, reference
levels, metering, and automation.
The principles of magnetic recording
are briefly explained, and the simpler aspects of modern recording machines are
described. A chapter on signal processors
covers the how's, why's and when's of filters and equalizers, compressors, limiters,
and expanders. Noise reduction is discussed with attention to the relative advantages and disadvantages of the various
systems. Reverberation and digital time
delays are explained, and there is a brief
treatment of some special effect devices
such as ring modulators, etc.
Disc recording and reproduction winds
up the book, touching briefly on the
many aspects of the art and technology
of cutting.
There is no mention of digital recording techniques and equipment, nor any
reference to the recording equipment,
both optical and magnetic, used in the
making of motion pictures. In fact, there
is little specific information about multitrack recording at all. But there is more
information in the book than one realizes
in reading once through. Mr. Eargle's long
experience in the industry shines through
in his ability to relate the principles and
equipment of recording to the act of
making recordings, and that's what engineering is about, isn't it?
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HARRISON consoles are
available world -wide from the
following select organizations:
Austria, Switzerland
and Eastern Europe:
Studer International AG
CH -8105 Regensdorf, Switzerland
Benelux (Belgium, The
Netherlands and Luxembourg):
Heijnen B.

V.

NL-6940 Gennep. Netherlands

Canada:
Studer Revox Canada Limited
Toronto. Ontario M4H 1E9 Canada
Denmark:
Quali -fi A/S
DK -2930 Klampenborg, Denmark
Far East (Except Japan):
Studer -Revox Hong Kong Limited
Wanchai, Hong Kong B.C.C.

Finland:
into OY
Helsinki 17, Finland

Rance:
Studer France
75015 Paris. France
Germany:
Franz Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH.
Elektronik. Mess- und Tonstudiotechnik (EMT)
D-763 Lahr 1, West Germany

Greece:
Electronica O. E.
Athens 134. Greece
Italy:
Audio Products International
20131 Milan, Italy
Japan:

Shindenshi Manufacturing Corp.
Tokyo, Japan

Mexico:
Ingenieros en Electronica Asociados S.A. de
Mexico 10 DF
Spain:
Neotecnica. s.a.e.
Madrid 8, Spain
Sweden:
ELFA Radio & Television AB
S-171 17 Solna, Sweden

United Kingdom:
Scenic Sounds Equipment
London W1H 7AB, England
United States:
Studio Supply Company
Nashville, Tennessee 37202
Westlake Audio, Inc.
Los Angeles. California 90048
Willi Studer America, Inc.
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
Willi Studer America, Inc.
Hamden, Connecticut 06517

Export Agent:
Audio Systems International
Los Angeles, California 90036

C.V.

PERFECTION?
Not Yet, But We're Trying

And until we get there, Customer Service and after installation follow -up are critical to the happiness, satisfaction
and well -being o- our customers. Is everybody happy?
Obviously not yet, but we're trying, and as a result we have
some of the happiest customers his industry has seen ...
Part of the

NO COMPROMISE
Philosophy at

Harrison
P.J. Box 22964
Nashville, Tennessee 37202
Tel: (615) 834 -1184. Telex 555133
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STEREO MIXER

Panel full of miracle/.
Shure mixers, audio level controllers, and feedback controllers are all
designed to deliver more audio control, more features, and more performance dollar for dollar than any other components with similar audio features.
Their compact size and modular "stackable" design mean they can be easily
combined in various configurations in even the smallest spaces. And they're
versatile -their input- output flexibility equips them for an extremely wide
range of audio applications, giving you control you never thought possible
without bulky, expensive installations. You can easily put together a system
that's exactly right for your precise needs without putting extra dollars into
built -in features you really don't need. For the details on our entire line of
miracle workers, write:
Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave.. Evanston, IL 60204
In

Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited

SHURE

Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
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